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Abstract
According to biological sciences, placentas are transient organs that are necessary
for mammalian fetal development and produced by interaction of maternal and fetal cells,
a process called “placentation.” The aim of this dissertation is to understand as well as
elucidate effects of placentations. I employ an agential realist framework to do this
analysis. As developed by Karen Barad, agential realism is a performative theory of the
irreducible entanglement of matter and discourse that relates knowing and being as
inseparable. Intra-action is the foundational operationalization of agential realism. Unlike
interaction, which assumes that agential entities pre-exist their meeting, intra-action
refers to the entanglement of mutually constituted agencies. Informed by this ‘ontoepistemology,’ I define placentation as the differential and entangled intra- and interspecies, intra- and inter-cultural, and intra- and inter-disciplinary production of placentas.
This definition is ‘naturalcultural,’ presuming that nature and culture are not distinct
realms occupied by distinct kinds of beings. Rather, such a duality is a performative
effect of what Barad calls agential cuts enacted by the specific apparatuses that are
employed to understand it. To understand placentation naturalculturally requires the
breaching of disciplinary boundaries that relegate ‘culture’ as a topic proper to the social
sciences and ‘nature’ to science. This dissertation breaches these boundaries, and in so
doing opens up new avenues for thinking about placentations and their consequences. In
order to empirically explore placentations, I interviewed and/or observed 31 scientists
who study placentas, and reviewed scientific and other secondary sources. The main
findings of this dissertation concern differences made by theorizing placentas in
particular ways. Based on these findings, I argue that understanding placentations
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naturalculturally is not only a more accurate approach than the one predicating dominant
scientific explanations, but also prompts new ethical, theoretical, and practical
considerations concerning pregnancy, bioethics, environmentalism, health, and more.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Placentas are Naturalcultural
On the fifth day of human embryogenesis, the blastocyst forms (see Fox and
Sebire, 2007; Huppertz et al., 2006; Pijnenborg et al., 2011; Power and Schulkin, 2012).
These fifty to one hundred cells articulate the earliest cellular differentiation of
embryonic life: the inner cell mass, or the embryoblast, becomes the embryo and the
outer cell layer, the trophoblast, becomes the placenta (see Figures 1 and 2). All human
pregnancies resulting in the birth of an infant produce a placenta and so do, in different
forms, pregnancies ending in stillbirth, miscarriage, and abortion. In some cases, a
placenta may even be produced absent a fetus (in molar pregnancies or anembyronic
gestation/blighted ovum; see Devriendt, 2005; Diguilio et al., 2012; Kajii and Ohama,
1977; Alberry et al., 2007). A placenta can also be found beyond the uterus, in ectopic
pregnancies (Yildizhan et al., 2009). In a process scientists call the “trophoblast invasion”
(see Carter et al., 2006; Ferretti et al., 2007; Meekins et al., 1994; Pijnenborg et al.,
2008), trophoblast cells normally multiply into the maternal endometrium (the uterine
lining that is grown during the menstrual cycle in the absence of fertilization and
implantation; see Haig, 1993) and “remodel” uterine blood vessels by taking the place of
the endothelial cells that give them structure (see Lyall, 2005; Cross et al., 2002; Whitley
and Cartwright, 2010). This replacement widens the blood vessels, preparing them to be
able to provide steady blood flow to the growing placenta and, thereby, the developing
fetus. Initially, however, blood flow to the early placenta is blocked until the second
trimester. This keeps the embryo in a low oxygen state, which protects it from
mechanical and oxidative injury as its cells rapidly divide during early pregnancy (Burton
1

et al, 2003; Jauniaux et al, 2003). Inside the uterus, trophoblasts form a disk-shaped sac
lined in the inner space with tree-like structures called villi that contain capillaries and
blood vessels carrying fetal blood to and from the umbilical cord (see Figure 1). The cord
enters what scientists refer to as the ‘fetal side’ of the placenta, while the ‘maternal side’
attaches to the uterine wall (see Figures 2 and 3).
Figure 1: Illustration of human fetus, placenta, uterus, and the lower half of the maternal torso, plus inset
depicting placenta, villi, and fetal and maternal blood vessels

Credit: OpenStax College. (2013, June 19). Anatomy & Physiology. Retrieved from the
Connexions Web site: http://cnx.org/content/col11496/1.6/ under Creative Commons Attribution License
(CC-BY 3.0)

Mother, fetus, and placenta grow and change simultaneously. Their intradigitation
instantiates the dynamic and multidirectional physical exchanges of pregnancy. From
mothers to fetuses, placentas can transport oxygen, glucose, amino acids, proteins,
hormones, antibodies, and alcohol; some viruses such as rubella, cytomegalovirus,
varicella-zoster, enteroviruses, and HIV; various drugs including opiates,
benzodiazepines, antibiotics, antivirals, anaesthetics, analgesics, and cannabinoids
(Pacifici and Nottoli, 1995); and many xenobiotics (human-made chemicals 'foreign' to
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the organic body; Simms, 2009). From fetuses to mothers, placentas transport carbon
monoxide, urea, bilirubin, and cellular remnants including free pieces of fetal DNA
(Bianchi, 1998; Bianchi, 2004; Roberts et al., 1996). Not merely vessels of exchange,
placentas produce and release hormones including human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG),
which enriches uterine vessels; human placental lactogen, which helps to ensure adequate
availability of nutrition to the fetus; relaxin, which prepares the maternal body for
parturition (giving birth); and serotonin, which regulates fetal neurodevelopment (Bonnin
et al., 2011).
These general statements might imply that all placentas are the same in the ways I
describe, but they are not. The differences among human placentas perceived by
scientists or clinicians, such as in size or shape, may be interpreted as signs of ‘disease’
or ‘healthiness’ with reference to how they support the fetus and/or affect maternal
physiology. Many other animal species produce placentas – principally all mammals, but
also some non-mammals like sharks (fish), skinks (reptiles), and wallabies (marsupials).
Observations that placentas are highly functionally and morphologically diverse across
different species lead some scientists to claim that they present the most variation of any
organ (Wildman, 2011; Kurz et al., 1999). The field of comparative placentation is
concerned with describing and classifying these different placentas into numerous types
according structure, function, and shape, which aids in the elaboration of evolutionary
trees (see Carter, 2011a; Carter et al., 2006; Enders and Blackenship, 1999; Thornburg
and Hunt, 2010; Wooding and Burton, 2008). In other words, many people are concerned
with describing and understanding placental differences. Indeed, interpretation and
analysis of placentas is not only a scientific or clinical practice. Anthropologists and
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medical ethicists are interested in the diverse cultural significance of placentas among
human groups in different locales and times. Placentas are regarded as twins or spirit
doubles of infants, consumed as food or medicinal treatment, interpreted as omens both
good and bad, disposed of as bearers of disease and harm, or shunned as abject bodily byproducts. Researchers relate these practices to structures that organize and maintain social
groups (see Annas, 1999; Croft Long, 1963; Davidson, 1983a; Davidson, 1985; Glausser,
2009; Helsel and Mochel, 2002; Jones and Kay, 2003; Santoro, 2011; Saura et al., 2002;
Seligman, 1938; Young and Benyshek, 2010), and comment that clinical practices should
demonstrate respect for diverse valuations of placentas (see Birdsong, 1998; Black, 2008;
Halkoaho et al., 2010; Jenkins and Sugarman, 2005; Lemon, 2002; Yoshizawa, 2013).
An insight gained by considering these scientific and social scientific studies
together is that the roles, attributes, and meanings of those entities called ‘placenta’ and
those entities that perform ‘placenta’ among humans, animals, cultures, and disciplines
are multifarious. So, what makes a placenta?
According to the scientific literature on placentas, it is ‘placentation.’ Placentation
is defined by placenta scientists as “an approximation or combination of an embryo’s
tissues with those of its natural or surrogate parent for physiological interchange”
(Mossman, 1987: 312; and see Mess and Carter, 2007). Prominent placenta scientist
Robert Pijnenborg and coauthors provide another definition: “placentation means
bringing two vascular systems, maternal and fetal, into close proximity” (1981: 72).
Similarly, renowned placenta scientists Wooding and Burton describe “an apposition of
fetal to maternal tissue which has two main functions: to maximize oxygen and nutrient
acquisition from the mother, but to minimize immunological rejection by the maternal
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immune system” (2008: 1). The term “apposition” suggests that maternal and fetal tissues
are layered side-by-side, and that they interact with each other to produce a placenta.
Enders and Blackenship affirm this real separation of mother and fetus in placentation: “it
should be further noted that the placenta facilitates respiratory exchanges and selective
transfer of many molecules, while largely maintaining the integrity of maternal and fetal
organisms” (1999: 4). In other words, mother and fetus are two distinct beings, and a
specific interaction between them that produces a placenta is referred to as placentation.
However, according to the scientific studies cited above that describe details of
how trophoblasts form, grow, and develop into a placenta, the fetus does not precede the
placenta; the fetus cannot develop and grow without the placenta providing one set of
conditions and resources for its becoming. Fetal and placental DNA are created in the
same moment of conception, and so neither does the placenta genetically precede the
fetus. This DNA has been provided, in part, by the mother, who also establishes
conditions for the possibility of fetal and placental becoming in her womb. By this, she
also becomes ‘maternal,’ a condition which, in the biological events of pregnancy, does
not precede the placenta or fetus. In providing a channel for the movement of all that is
necessary for the fetus to survive and thrive, the placenta is not what brings fetal
circulation into contact with the maternal, but what materializes and makes fetal
circulation possible in the first place. It also makes maternal circulation – circulation with
the quality of maternality – possible in the first place. Placentation occurs as the comaterialization of these circulations. In other words, the instances of supposed
appositional meeting are the same possibilities of becoming for fetus, mother, and
placenta.

5

Figure 2: Photograph of delivered, refrigerated human placenta one or two days postpartum, showing fetal side,
blood vessels and umbilical cord

Credit: R. S. Yoshizawa (2009), edited by Judy J. Janzen-Pang, Med Tech (Dip.),
Department of Biomedical and Molecular Sciences, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario,
Canada. Tissues courtesy of Kingston General Hospital, Kingston, Ontario, Canada under IRB
approval #ANAT-025-06 - Human Placenta Summer Workshop
Figure 3: Photograph of delivered, refrigerated human placenta one or two days postpartum held up by gloved
hands, showing maternal side, membranes, umbilical cord extending from fetal side, and clotted blood

Credit: R. S. Yoshizawa (2009), edited by Judy J. Janzen-Pang, Med Tech (Dip.),
Department of Biomedical and Molecular Sciences, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario,
Canada. Tissues courtesy of Kingston General Hospital, Kingston, Ontario, Canada under IRB
approval #ANAT-025-06 - Human Placenta Summer Workshop
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Collapsing a course of development into one event in space and time, the
definitions from the placenta science literature cited above purport a theory of
placentation where ‘mother’ and ‘fetus’ are already-separate entities, even though other
scientific descriptions belie this separation. Why is there discontinuity of descriptions and
theory? I argue that the distinction between mother and fetus is less reflected in an
empirical necessity of the scientists’ experimental and observational insights than in the
subscription to an ontology, which here is termed metaphysical individualism, which
presumes the ontological, corporeal, legal, and moral integrity of the human individual. I
make this point, educated in sociological schools of thought on how knowledges and
values mutually arise, to argue that scientific knowledge is non-neutral and profoundly
political.
This does not mean that I subscribe to strong social constructivism, wherein the
meaning and significance ascribed by humans to placentas strictly reproduce social
relations and structures, ideology, or dominant discourses. All mammals, sharks, skinks,
and wallabies are testaments to the fact that placentation happens beyond, before, and
after attempts to understand, signify, or represent them in everyday life, social science, or
science. In addition, I subscribe neither to essentialism, wherein a set of necessary,
material attributes is what makes a placenta, nor to scientific realism, the view that the
scientific method is able to reveal these essential qualities. Where social constructionism
is concerned with ‘culture’ and discourse, and scientific realism ‘nature’ and matter, I am
concerned with how discourse and matter are together productive of nature, culture, and
placentas. I argue that practices that are both material and discursive comprise placentas;
more precisely, placentas are effects of the fact that material and discursive practices are
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not inherently distinct activities of distinct sources of agency. I am concerned with
questioning the “set of dualisms that places nature on one side and culture on the other”
by examining “the entanglement of matter and meaning” (Barad in Dolphijn and van der
Tuin, 2012: 50) in the production of placentas. In other words, to borrow a word from
Karen Barad (2007: 32) and Donna Haraway (2004; 2008), this dissertation substantiates
that placentas are produced naturalculturally. This portmanteau marks my refusal to
assume that the dualities of nature and culture, matter and discourse, and human and
nonhuman are inherent, true, or factual; instead, I insist that they are effects of what
Barad (2007), whose work fundamentally informs this dissertation, dubs materialdiscursive practices. Practices are material-discursive, according to Barad, because
“matter and meaning are mutually articulated” (2007: 152).
In this dissertation, I inquire into the causes and consequences of studying and
theorizing placentation in these different ways. In consideration of the multifarious roles,
attributes, and meanings of that which we call and that which performs placenta, and with
the intention to explore and compare what is possible when placentas are theorized
differently, I define placentation as the differential and entangled intra- and interspecies, intra- and inter-cultural, and intra- and inter-disciplinary production of
placentas. This definition recognizes that there is more than one way to placentate, and I
acknowledge this in this dissertation by using the term placentations. This dissertation
uncovers the ontological, epistemological, methodological, political, and ethical
questions that are precipitated by understanding placentations naturalculturally, and
thereby, foments novel reconsideration of a wide range of issues in science and social
science.

8

In this Introduction, I offer my thesis statement, expand on these epistemological
and ontological underpinnings, describe the methodology of this research, and provide an
outline of the chapters to follow.

Thesis Statement
The principle thesis of this dissertation is that placentations can be more fully
accounted for and responded to if theorized naturalculturally. This comprises a
reformulation of scientific and social scientific understandings of reproduction and,
ultimately, the bases of these academic fields themselves.

Ontological and Epistemological Assumptions
In this dissertation, I develop an understanding of placentations using tools
principally from the field of science studies and particularly from insights made by
theoretical physicist, philosopher, and feminist Karen Barad in her book Meeting the
Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning
(2007) and in her other related works (1998; 2003; 2008; 2010; 2012). Barad develops a
theory called agential realism which is predicated on quantum mechanical theories that
address the entanglement of matter and meaning and which explains how “practices of
knowing,” such as those of science and social science, “are specific material engagements
that participate in (re)configuring the world” (2007: 91). For the purposes of this
introduction, I discuss some main premises of agential realism including that it is a
performative theory and that it theorizes ontology, epistemology, and ethics together. The
theory is fully elaborated and operationalized in the next chapter.
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Performativity
According to Barad (2007: 47), science studies rejects representationalist accounts
of scientific knowledge and instead advocates performative ones. I now elaborate this
distinction and describe how it applies to this study. In Meeting the Universe Halfway,
Barad distinguishes the performative approach that she endorses1 from the
representationalist approaches she argues predominate scientific and social scientific
thought. Representationalism is the belief in an ontological distinction, mediated by a
human representation-creator, between representations on one hand, and the objects they
purport to represent on the other (Barad, 2007: 46). Representationalism is the belief that
there is a ‘world out there’ waiting to be described by a ‘knower.’ As it assumes that
objects exist independent of attempts to depict them, representationalism is a
consequence of the Cartesian dualism distinguishing the subject (knower/representer)
from the object (known/represented) (Barad, 2007: 48). As the knower is ontologically
independent of the known objects, representationalism is therefore closely aligned,
according to Barad, with metaphysical individualism. In privileging the knower as a
mediator with special access to meaning-making technologies (representations, words,
images, etc.), representationalism foregrounds humans as unique and distinct compared
to any other thing in nature. Representationalism is therefore also closely associated with
humanism, which presumes the transparent reality of the corporeal and evolutionary
primacy of the human individual.
1

Barad’s performativity is quite different from that of Judith Butler, the scholar who is probably most
closely associated with the approach. For Butler (1990), performativity inquires into how the categories of
woman/man and male/female are produced and reproduced through embodied practices which effect
‘surfaces’ circumscribing individual bodies and mark the internal spaces as the seemingly essential locales
of sexual identity. Performative gestures maintain the spectral effect of sexed and gendered bodies. I am
not drawing from this more humanist deployment of the term ‘performativity,’ espousing Barad’s
definition as I describe it instead.
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As articulated by scientific realism, which advances the scientific method as an
objective truth-seeking endeavour (Daston and Galison, 1992), representationalism
concerns attempts to produce ever more ‘correct’ correspondences between reality, on the
one hand, and how it is understood and described on the other. The extent to which the
human knower can remove his or her ‘bias’ from the mediation is reflected in the
purported accuracy and objectivity of representations. Social constructivist approaches, to
greater or lesser degrees, also subscribe to representationalism, variously emphasizing the
importance of culture in the production of representations. According to Barad, an
important difference between scientific realism and social constructivism lies in the
identification of the ‘reality’ to which representations refer: “whether scientific
knowledge represents things in the world as they really are (i.e. nature) or objects that are
a product of social activities (i.e. culture)” (2007: 48). Thus, while scientific realism is
concerned with the mirroring of ‘nature’ in representations, social constructivism focuses
on how representations mirror ‘culture’ (Barad, 2007: 28; see also Pickering, 1995: 5).
In contrast, Barad argues that performative approaches are concerned neither with
assessing whether relations of correspondence between reality and representation are
weak or strong, nor with taking up positions regarding whether representations are more
products of nature or of culture. Performative analyses bypass questions of
correspondence by looking at how phenomena are generated and mobilized by practices.
Practices are “doings or actions” (Barad, 2007: 28) that realize difference. In Barad’s
account, practices are material-discursive and difference has a dual meaning referring to
both the space between oppositional ontological or epistemological categories as well as
the consequences of such spaces (i.e. differences that make a difference). Barad often
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refers to practices that generate and mobilize differences as ‘exclusions.’ Performativity
is concerned with the practices of holding-at-a-distance, or excluding, by which the
knower is produced and stabilized as an intelligible category separate from and different
than the known, reality as separate from and different than representation, the human as
separate from and different than the nonhuman, and nature as separate from and different
than culture (Barad, 2007). Because they are concerned with practices rather than entities
proper to ‘nature’ or to ‘culture,’ performative analyses (based on Barad’s use of the
term) advance naturalculturalism. Barad explains:
it is possible to develop coherent philosophical positions that deny the basic
premises of representationalism. A performative understanding of naturalcultural
practices is one alternative. Performative approaches call into question
representationalism’s claim that there are representations, on the one hand, and
ontologically separate entities awaiting representation, on the other, and focus
inquiry on the practices or performances of representing, as well as the
productive effects of those practices and the conditions for their efficacy. (2007:
49)

This dissertation is performative. My purpose in this dissertation is not to identify
cracks in scientists’ objectivity or political ‘biases’ that are perpetuated by cultural
pressures, nor is it to argue that if such cracks or biases are apparent that science is being
poorly done. Instead, I argue that there is no natural wall to breach or crack standing
between the natural domain of scientific concern and the cultural domain of social
scientific concern. The universe is not inherently divided between cultural and natural
realms; rather, this duality is produced and reified in practice, and because of this, it
could be otherwise. I do not accept assumptions regarding natural ontological distinctions
between representations and reality, nature and culture, matter and discourse, and human
and nonhuman. Instead, I describe and explore the material-discursive practices through
which such differences are effected, to what consequences. Fundamentally, I do not
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proceed on the premise that placentas, mothers, fathers, and fetuses exist a priori to
practices. I argue that placentas, mothers, fathers, and fetuses are mutually emergent from
difference-making material-discursive practices.

Ethico-Onto-Epistemology
This dissertation fundamentally relies on Barad’s book Meeting the Universe
Halfway (Barad, 2007) which deploys Danish theoretical and quantum physicist Niels
Bohr’s “philosophy-physics” (67) in the development of a novel, performative theoretical
framework called agential realism, which I explain, explore, and deploy in the analysis of
placentations. Bohr was concerned with quanta, entities that correspond empirically to
neither particles nor waves. Finding that measurement resolves this wave-particle duality,
where one type of apparatus measuring a light beam produces patterns associated with
particles, and another, patterns associated with waves, Bohr reasoned that ‘agencies of
observation’ provide the conditions for the possibility of observed phenomena in the first
place (Barad, 2007). Put another way, observing, measuring, and representing practices
are productive of the very phenomena they are believed to describe. Bohr argued
therefore that quantum science is not an objective endeavour that can provide a correct
depiction of ‘reality’; instead, experimental apparatuses are “both causally significant
(providing the conditions for enacting a local causal structure) and the condition for the
possibility of the objective description of material phenomena” (Barad, 2007: 175).
Theories of quantum mechanics are therefore disruptive of the assumption that
“subjects, objects, words, methodologies, or even systems” have “identifying outlines as
entities or atomic individuations that communicate, or relate to each other, with causal
effect” (Kirby, 2011: viii), or what I call, drawing on Barad (2007) and Kirby (2011),
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particularism.2 Explaining the causal relationship between measurement and observed
phenomena, theories of quantum mechanics also develop a different understanding of
causality. Barad coins the term intra-action to signify “the mutual constitution of
entangled agencies… recogniz[ing] that distinct agencies do not precede, but rather
emerge through, their intra-action” (2007: 33). Unlike ‘interaction’ which presumes
particularism, intra-action assumes matter “never sits still” (Barad, 2007: 170) and is
rather always reconfiguring/reconfigured without end. Difference, then, is understood as
the result of material-discursive practices marking portions of the universe as mutually
emergent and intelligible. These ideas are the bases of agential realism, an “ontoepistemology” that relates knowing and being as irreducible and inseparable (Barad,
2003; 2007; 1998; 2012). Barad explains:
agential realism is an epistemological and ontological framework that provides
an understanding of science as ‘material-discursive’ practices. These practices
are recognized as being productive rather than merely descriptive. However,
what is produced is constrained by particular material-discursive factors and not
arbitrarily construed. Agential realism theorizes agency in a way that
acknowledges that there is a sense in which ‘the world kicks back’ (i.e. non
human and cyborgian forms of agency in addition to human ones) without
assuming some innocent, symmetrical form of interaction between knower and
known. (1999: 3)

In this dissertation, I perform an agential realist analysis of placentations. Each
and every placentation is the result of a particular set of material-discursive practices that
intra-actively articulate some field of matter-agency as placenta along with its ‘Others’
including mother, father, fetus, world, and universe. By exploring the contingent,
dynamic, intra-active emergence of placentas, I aim to elaborate more than the onto2

I use particularism rather than the term ‘realism.’ Realism refers in general to belief in the existence of a
reality that is independent of observers while particularism, as used by Barad and Kirby, refers to
‘identifying outlines’ of familiar entities such as objects. It is these distinctions with which I am concerned,
rather than the possibly more nebulous ‘reality out there.’ Epistemological particularism, as described in
philosophy, refers to the belief that one can know something without knowing how that knowledge has
come about. My use of particularism refers to ontological rather than epistemological assumptions.
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epistemology of placentations, or the practices of knowing-being which produce
placentas. Inquiring into the ethical and political consequences of theorizing placentas in
particular ways, an agential realist analysis of placentations is ethico-onto-epistemological, showing “an appreciation of the intertwining of ethics, knowing, and being”
(Barad, 2007: 185). Placentations are already and always ongoing and consequential; I
seek to understand “what differences matter, how they matter, and for whom” (Barad,
2007: 90). This analytic practice opens up possibilities for reconfiguring difference. As
Barad argues, the potential of such analyses “lies not in simply recognizing the
inevitability of exclusion but in insisting on accountability for the particular exclusions
that are enacted and in taking up the responsibility to perpetually contest and rework the
boundaries” (2007: 205). In pursuing an ethico-onto-epistemology of placentations, each
chapter of this dissertation addresses scientists’ and social scientists’ responsibility for,
and accountability to, placentations.

Methodology
According to Barad, optical metaphors are “pervasive tropes for knowing” (2007:
72). Both representationalism and performativity, as Barad defines them, draw upon
optical metaphors to describe how knowledge is produced. However, while
representationalist metaphors reveal assumptions about distances between subjects and
objects and knowers and known (i.e. particularism), performative metaphors concern how
these very distances are instantiated.
To explain: representationalism purports that knowers make representations that
attempt to ‘mirror’ reality, and as such, knowledge is a ‘reflection’ of reality. To achieve
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the most ‘accurate’ reflection, methodologies are concerned with subtracting the
subjective influence of the knower in the production of representations. This is called
‘objectivity,’ and it is foundational to scientific realism. It is the view that the scientific
method is able to describe the real world, as long as the personal biases of scientists are
eliminated by the control of reproducible experiments and measurement practices. Barad
explains:
to see your image in the mirror there necessarily has to be a distance between
you and the mirror. So there is a separation of subject and object, and objectivity
is about mirror images of the world. (Barad in Dolphijn and van der Tuin, 2012:
52)

In contrast, reflexive praxes found in social constructivism emphasize the subjectivity of
the knower as integral to representations. For example, Finlay claims that
as qualitative researchers, we now accept that the researcher is a central figure
who actively constructs the collection, selection and interpretation of data. We
appreciate that the researcher is co-constituted – a joint product of the
participants, researcher, and their relationship. We realise that meanings are
negotiated within particular social contexts so that another researcher will unfold
a different story. We no longer seek to abolish the researcher’s presence. (2003:
5)

Reflexive praxes purportedly “turn the mirror back on itself” (Barad, 2007: 86), critically
exposing and appraising biases imparted by social positionality. Wasserfall, for example,
writes that “reflexivity is a process by which an ethnographer while engaging in her
fieldwork becomes more aware and produces a ‘better representation,’ more in tune with
the reality she encounters” (Wasserfall, 1993: 25).
Where reflection “leaves the knower out of the equation,” “reflexivity aims to
acknowledge the tripartite arrangement between objects, representations, and knowers
that produces knowledge” (Barad, 2007: 86). In maintaining this tripartite ontology,
reflexivity “still hold[s] the world at a distance” (Barad, 2007: 87). As such, Barad claims
emphatically that scientific realism and social constructivism “are of course both about
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mirroring” (Barad in Dolphijn and van der Tuin, 2012: 51), which she finds
problematically supports particularism.
In Meeting the Universe Halfway (2007), Barad seeks an alternative to the
methodological approaches of reflection and reflexivity, proposing diffraction, a
technical concept from physics which refers to the patterns made when waves of any kind
including water (or other liquid), sound, or light, pass over an edge or aperture or when
two or more waves interfere with each other, thereby bending, interfering, spreading, and
propagating in space (see Figure 4). As Barad explains, “when this happens, their
amplitudes combine to form a composite waveform… [T]he resultant wave is a sum of
the effects of each individual component wave” (2007: 76). Diffraction is different than
reflection and reflexivity because diffraction instantiates no “self-referential glance”
(Barad, 2007: 88), instead marking interferences that make differences in the qualities
(i.e. amplitude and phase) of the waves that combine.
Experiments with diffraction, as I discuss more extensively in the next chapter,
are central to the quantum mechanical theorizations upon which agential realism is based,
so it serves as an apt descriptor for Barad’s methodology. Barad is also inspired to adopt
diffraction as a methodology by Haraway’s earlier elaboration of the ways in which
diffraction is an effect not of “‘the same,’ displaced, as reflection and refraction... [but] a
mapping of interference” (Haraway, 2004: 70) to argue that diffraction attunes to
productions of differences (which has a dual meaning of both causes and consequences of
exclusions).
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Figure 4: Digitally-framed photograph of diffraction patterns of water waves

Credit: Scott Robinson (2005). Retrieved from Flickr
http://www.flickr.com/photos/clearlyambiguous/46198862/ under Creative Commons Attribution
License (CC-BY 2.0)

According to Barad, a diffractive methodology is achieved by reading “insights
from… different areas of study through one another” (2007: 25) in the same way that
waves interfere. Barad describes how diffraction is “attentive to fine detail” in that waves
will diffract around even the tiniest of obstructions such as a single molecule, arguing
that “small details can make profound differences” (2007: 92). Diffractive methodology
is also attentive to fine details of different kinds of knowledge by attuning to specialized
arguments and methods from different disciplines without installing one as the arbiter of
truth about the phenomenon under investigation. While the “more usual approaches” in
“thinking insights from scientific and social theories through one another” position “one
in a static geometrical relation to another” (Barad, 2007: 92-93), diffractive methodology
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engages science and social theory in a dynamic, iterative ‘conversation’ in which the
boundaries between them are scrutinized simultaneously with their objects of study.
Barad explains that the goal of diffractive methodology is to provide “a transdisciplinary
approach that remains rigorously attentive to important details of specialized arguments
within a given field, in an effort to foster constructive engagements across (and a
reworking of) disciplinary boundaries” (2007: 25). In this dissertation, I aim to be
attentive to fine details of scientific and social scientific knowledge about placentas in
actualizing diffractive methodology. I ask, what happens when social science interferes
diffractively with science, and vice versa?
As with many scholarly works that are primarily theoretical, in Meeting the
Universe Halfway Barad does not provide a methodological blueprint for agential realist
studies that are not directly concerned with experiments or practices in physics. One
chapter in the book provides some clues, although it is not empirical; Barad describes the
work of another researcher, Fernandes (1997), whose study of worker and machine
relations in a Calcutta jute mill substantiates for Barad that “‘worker’ is not a fixed and
unitary property of individual human beings, but an actively contested and disunified…
category that refers to particular material-discursive phenomena (not individuals)” (2007:
243). Barad remarks upon how this work is an example of the kind of analyses agential
realism predicates and to which it can contribute.
Since the publication of Meeting the Universe Halfway, agential realism has been
the central theoretical framework in a number of studies. For example, Nyberg employed
an ethnographic methodology of “observation, to describe, document and understand the
practices in their natural, spatial and temporal occurrence” (2009: 1186) at a “medium-
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sized insurance company located in Australia, with approximately 1,700 employees…
[who engage in] new forms of customer interaction based mainly on telephone
communication” (1185). He writes that the “starting point” for his investigation is “not
the actors that produce practices. On the contrary, it is the intra-actions within practices
that produce actors and categories” (Nyberg, 2009: 1184).
Nyberg’s use of agential realism suggests:
that we cannot separate the roles of actors into managers/workers or
people/things before analysing activities and practices. In other words, we move
from a world of representations to a world of actions and doings. This is an
important step towards renouncing simplistic dichotomies which hold
organization studies back and acknowledging the complexity of organizational
life. By showing alternative cuts, it is possible to challenge the privileged
position of certain actors, for instance, the position of managers vis-a-vis
workers, and, in many call centres, technology over workers. These cuts or
delineations are not neutral. Historically, we can see how demarcations become
taken for granted, with one side of the line enjoying privileges over the other:
manager/worker, white/black and man/woman. Cuts resulting in such categories,
actors and boundaries should continuously be challenged to recognize the
difficulty of justifying any order beyond any given moment. (2009: 1195)

Nyberg’s article serves as an exemplar of two claims important to this dissertation: one, it
substantiates that ethnography can be appropriately and productively employed as a
methodology paired with agential realism, and two, it shows that this pairing produces
agential realist insights that concern ontology, epistemology, and ethics. Other studies
that employ agential realism in the analysis of empirical data gathered from interviews,
observation, or textual analysis focus on jewellers (Hughes, 2011), children’s gaming
(Sondergaard, 2013), nongovernmental health organizations (Milwertz and Fengxian,
2011), and advertisements aimed at healthcare practitioners (Asberg and Lum, 2010).
Informed by these studies, empirical data collection for the present study was
primarily ethnographic. While ethnography is a preferred approach in anthropology and
closely associated with cross-cultural studies, studies of work, and studies of social
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organizations, ethnography is also an established method for studying scientific
laboratories (see Lynch and Woolgar, 1988: 102). Important early laboratory
ethnographies include Latour and Woolgar’s Laboratory Life (1986 [1979]) in which the
authors detail the day-to-day practices in a laboratory studying thyrotropin-releasing
hormone, Knorr-Cetina’s analysis of a plant protein laboratory in The Manufacture of
Knowledge (1981), and Traweek’s Beamtimes and Lifetimes (1988) which describes the
laboratory cultures of physicists. Other contemporary ethnographies (see Kim, 2007;
Mody, 2001; Owen-Smith, 2001; Shankar, 2007; Voskuhl, 2004) further bring the
specialized and exclusive space of the laboratory under sociological lenses.
Entering the laboratory enables social scientists to break from relying on
“readymade science” (Latour, 1987), or the official, highly retrospective, and purified
accounts of the production of scientific knowledge that can be found in scientific journal
articles, books, and other published products of science. Instead, social scientists can
observe “science-in-action” (Latour, 1987), or the constituent material, discursive, and
practical productions of scientific knowledge. Particularly spurred by actor-networktheory’s emphasis on the heterogeneity of entities that act, called actants, in the
production of scientific knowledge (Callon, 1998; Callon and Latour, 1992; Latour, 1987;
1992; 1999a; 1999b; 1993; 2005; Latour and Woolgar, 1986 [1979]; Law, 1991; 1992;
1999), many laboratory ethnographies depart from the standard anthropological approach
by focusing symmetrically on humans and nonhumans. In other words, laboratory
ethnographers are concerned with gathering data about humans, tools, tissues, animals,
machines and more, operationalizing – to use a term provided by Andrew Pickering
(1993; 1995) – the “mangled” conceptual, social, and material dimensions of science.
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Methods
As elaborated by anthropologists, ethnography is a qualitative and interpretative
method that enables researchers to provide rich descriptions of cultures, groups, and
locales (see Crang and Cook, 2007; Gobo, 2008; Randall et al., 2007). Ethnographers
learn what key structures, values, and beliefs are prominent in the everyday lives of
participants by taking up the position of “foreigner” who becomes acquainted with a
particular context through an immersive approach and by recording data via two
methods: observation (see DeWalt and DeWalt, 2002) and interviewing (see Sherman
Heyl, 2001). Informed by this approach and Barad’s diffractive methodology, I employed
three methods3 to collect data. First, I conducted interviews with people involved in the
production of scientific knowledge about placentas; second, I observed placenta science
in laboratories and other locales; and third, I examined secondary scientific and social
scientific sources. Interviews were semi-structured and in-depth. I used a prepared
interview guide (Appendix II) but diverged from it in order to probe participants’
responses. I directed discussion towards placentas and how they are conceived and
employed in science. I inquired about participants’ motivations for working in placenta
science, their experiences as scientists, their opinions regarding the future of the science,
and their views on other topics that emerged as important in the course of the interviews.
The interviews in particular enabled exploration of discursive practices in placenta
science and relationships between scientists and their objects of study. Topics discussed
in interviews also prompted my search and selection of secondary sources.

3

This study employed a course of methodology approved by a Queen’s University full board institutional
ethics review. See Appendix I.
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Observation was an accessible means by which I could materially interact with a
few placentas. I followed recently delivered placentas from the ‘dirty room’ of the
hospital to the refrigerator to the laboratory to the biohazardous waste bin and other sites.
In the laboratory, I asked questions, watched, and donned a laboratory coat to participate
in experiments or procedures, like using a pipette to aliquot samples into microarrays,
and joined in other activities that make up work in the biological sciences. I recorded
detailed notes logged with a timestamp.
Finally, I examined scientific research articles and books. I variously considered
them as forms of data, objects of study, or informative sources, scrutinizing their context
of production and their impacts (that is, the differences they make). I did not defer to
disciplinary boundaries in defining my objects of study or in determining how they
should be apprehended without interrogating the purpose, antecedents, and consequences
of so doing. Scientific as well as social scientific texts in this study are therefore
considered sources of expertise that are also open to critique; they are employed,
analyzed, and reconfigured – that is, diffracted – for projects that are beyond the scope of
those conceived in exclusive disciplinary domains. One of the abiding concerns of this
dissertation is to consider placenta science in ways that are both, to use Lykke’s words,
“embracing and critical” (2010: 133, emphasis in original). In other words, as a social
scientist I ‘engage’ with science diffractively (Barad, 2007; Hird, 2009; Mackenzie and
Murphie, 2008) to understand placentations.

Setting and Participants
This study materialized out of my concerted efforts over a number of years to
build rapport with people involved in the production of scientific knowledge about
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placentas. I collected empirical data in four countries. Using a purposive sample of
participants identified through networking, literature reviews, and the snowball method in
which participants recommend other potential participants, I identified thirty-six people
whom I invited4 to participate in the study. The rate of response to my invitations and
subsequent participation was high (86%).5 Thirty-one participants (nineteen women and
twelve men; see Appendix III for details about these participants) from ten different
countries included stakeholders with various levels of commitment, experience,
investment, and interest in placenta science including leading, senior, and early career
scientists; graduate students; laboratory technicians; and hospital staff who are involved
in placenta research. Depending on their wishes, the nature of their work, and the
circumstances surrounding our opportunities to meet, participants were interviewed,
observed, or both (see Appendix III).
In this study, I consider all participants to be people who are involved in the
production of scientific knowledge about placentas. While there are clearly differences in
power and privilege among these different groups, analysis of relationships between these
various groups is beyond the scope of this study. I am interested instead in what
participants say and do that contributes to scientific knowledge about placentas.
The collaborations, literatures, and professional organizations of science often
have an international scope, and therefore this study is a multi-sited ethnography (Falzon,
2009; Hine, 2007; Marcus, 1995). I was informed by what I learned and observed at
symposia, a week-long workshop on placentas with about 20 participants, weekly journal
clubs with 8 to 12 participants, weekly laboratory meetings among approximately 10

4
5

Participants were invited via email using an HSEB-approved letter of information.
Those who did not agree to participate did not actively decline; rather, they did not reply to my invitation.
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scientists, and a semester-long graduate course on pregnancy with about 10 students. I
attended two6 conferences of the International Federation of Placenta Associations
(IFPA), which I identified as the centre of the international placenta science community
and which is an academic umbrella organization containing the European Placenta Group
(EPG), the Australian & New Zealand Placental Research Group (ANZPRA), the Japan
Placenta Association (JPA), and the Placenta Association of the Americas (PAA). Each
of these yearly conferences receives 400 to 500 delegates per year and span four days.

Data Analysis
I transcribed the notes and interviews and shared them with participants from
whom they were generated. Participants were given the opportunity to review the
transcripts, change or remove portions, and sign an approval form confirming their
inclusion in this study.7 This feature of the methodology was intended to safeguard the
anonymity and professional reputation of participants who, due to the relatively small
size of the community of people involved in placenta science research and their highly
specific research foci, may be identifiable from information presented in this dissertation.
In addition, it enabled participants to reflect on their responses and modify or elaborate
upon them if they desired, ensuring that transcripts were representative of the
perspectives participants wished to convey. That being said, I do not regard transcripts as

6

Near the end of 2013, after writing a draft of this dissertation, I attended another IFPA conference. I write
about some of my observations of this conference in the Conclusion.
7
Most participants took approximately one month to review the transcripts. Based on my personal
communications with them, I believe few neglected to actually review the transcripts before signing the
approval form. Thirty-two people agreed to participate using the consent form and were interviewed or
observed, but one participant did not respond to multiple requests to approve the data generated from our
meeting. Although they were present at events that I remark upon in this dissertation, I excluded data
directly obtained from this participant (observational notes or interview transcriptions).
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conveying the ‘truth’ of participant perspectives, but rather as articulations emerging
from spatially- and temporally-specific encounters with me, a sociology PhD candidate.
The data were coded using the computer software HyperResearch, which enables
the in-text tagging of excerpts and their later consolidation into categorically mapped
themes. I employed an inductive approach to thematic coding of the data, through which
codes grounded in the data emerged informed by social scientific and scientific literature.
I created codes (see the codebook in Appendix IV) that I grouped under the following
themes in my codebook: ethical issues, modelling, scientific observations and knowledge,
science studies concepts, transdiscipline, and views of placentas. Working with the
thematically grouped excerpts, I identified key points and comparisons. The sample was
considered complete once data saturation on the themes discussed here was reached.
The empirical data amounted to approximately six hundred and fifty pages of text.
In this thesis, I focus on the data that helps me to illuminate placentations, so I do not
discuss a significant portion of the data I collected. A number of topics that were
discussed in interviews, while important for understanding people involved in the
production of scientific knowledge about placentas, fall beyond the scope of the
objectives of this dissertation, which focuses specifically on placentations as I define it.
For example, all participants gave long accounts of their career histories and spoke
extensively about their motivations to continue with scientific work on placentas. While I
discuss the motivation to do science in Chapter 5, I do not focus on this topic in-depth.
Other topics that regrettably fall beyond the scope of this dissertation include the politics
of research funding, social dynamics of laboratories, and publishing and peer review
experiences. This dissertation also concentrates on accounts of senior researchers over
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those of students, although observations were predominantly made of students and
technicians, who are much more likely to be doing scientific work at the bench than
senior researchers.
Interview excerpts were chosen because they exemplify the main themes that
emerged in my analyses of the data gathered. The excerpts do not necessarily represent
the views of all participants. I take care to discuss disagreements and comment upon their
significance according to an agential realist account of science. I narrativize most of my
observations in the present-progressive tense in order to acknowledge that they were
produced under specific conditions and must also be critically analyzed. I reference
observations as “Yoshizawa, field notes” with the month and year of collection. I identify
all participants with an anonymous participant number (e.g. P33) and myself as “RY.”
Because the placenta science community is relatively small and a number of prominent
placenta scientists participated, I provide additional protection for anonymity by omitting
the participant number ascribed to certain observations that can be easily associated with
the participant or to excerpts that are controversial (e.g. opinions about elective abortion).
Ellipses in interview excerpts indicate omissions of parts of the transcript for brevity;
square brackets indicate clarifications. English is a second language of several
participants; the idiosyncrasies of their speech are preserved in the excerpts, but I indicate
my corrections with square brackets or “[sic]”.

Limitations
Because I framed them as researchers during data collection, I regarded
participants as collaborators in the endeavour to elaborate placentation rather than
informers of locales foreign to me. This divergence from typical ethnographic practice
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was an earnest attempt at engagement with their scientific expertise. Likewise, in
following through with discussions of some topics in each interview, I offered my own
expertise. The strategies I employed therefore may be most appropriate in research
involving “elite” groups, or when researcher and researched occupy similar spaces of
privilege and power (Brinkmann, 2007).
This is not to say that participants in this study do not belong to marginalized
groups, that science is without hierarchies, that I am ‘equal’ with regards to participants,
or that I am predominantly concerned with reflexively considering my positionality in
relation to participants. It is rather to engage with scientific expertise and acknowledge
the fact that scientists as a whole are well-educated, upwardly mobile, influential, and
intimately familiar with research practices, ethical protocols, how results are shared, and
the like. In the process of obtaining their consent to participate in this study, I informed
participants that forging connections between disciplines was one of my imperatives.
Those who agreed to participate often expressed their own prior interest in ways of
producing knowledge that diverged from typical scientific practice. I know this
fundamentally influenced the data I produced, but I do not regard it as a flaw of this study
given that one of my objectives is to produce a naturalcultural study of placentations.
This means that the analysis presented here does not pretend naïve objectivity, nor is it an
account of scientists’ accounts. Rather, it is my concerted diffraction of science with
social science. I do not claim that this methodological approach will be appropriate for all
studies that mingle scientists, social scientists, and their objects of study.
Limitations imposed by the methods include sample biases inherent in the
purposive and snowball methods of recruitment, which favoured IFPA as the central
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network of the study population as well as those participants who were interested in
transdisciplinary work. The sample is not representative of a general population of
placenta scientists or others involved in placenta science; rather, it represents a group
cohering by collegiality and social networks underpinned by institutional structures such
as academic organizations. The sample includes only people whose work, at least
partially, concerns reproductive sciences; however, many participants have dual careers
in other scientific fields, such as cancer and allergy research. The sample is primarily
composed of basic scientists, and does not include clinicians who practice medicine
without also undertaking basic research at a university. It also does not include those who
research placentas in exclusively industrial or commercial contexts. I did not seek
substantial demographic data from participants because the focus of this study is not
people involved in the production of scientific knowledge about placentas per se, but
placentas. This study does not empirically assess opinions of placentas outside of
placenta science (but I have attempted to do this in another presently unpublished study;
and see Yoshizawa, 2013).
Finally, this dissertation is written in ways that, admittedly, social scientists are
more likely to appreciate. My hope is that the details of scientific knowledge are here
presented skilfully enough that I also open possibilities for scientists to rethink
placentations.

Chapter Outline
Building from these introductory remarks, Chapter 2 explains agential realism
with reference to quantum mechanics, Bohr’s philosophy-physics, and the work of Barad.
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In consideration of the opportunities and challenges presented by this theory, I
substantiate agential realism as my choice of theoretical approach to analyzing the data
gathered for this study.
Chapter 3 is a literature review and analysis of findings of two social scientific
literatures on placentas: the anthropology of childbirth and feminist theory. I explore
what they contribute to a naturalcultural understanding of placentations and consider the
gaps or limitations of the literature. To do so, I analyze anthropology and feminist theory
in the same ways that I analyze placenta science: through the diffractive tools provided
by agential realism. I argue that the methods and conceptual repertoire of the
anthropological work specifically on placentas agentially cut them as culturally
meaningful objects, and therefore fail to adequately consider placental naturalculturalism.
Feminist theorizations of placentas address how their ‘intercorporeality’ poses challenges
to humanism and metaphysical individualism. I pay attention to what is excluded from
these feminist theorizations, such as particular findings from science that challenge the
notion that placentas mediate fetal and maternal differences. By diffracting these
literatures with agential realist and other insights, I am able to move beyond their
limitations and deploy them in the analysis of scientific placentations. The anthropology
of childbirth is fundamental to a number of critiques I make in later chapters, particularly
concerning the framing of delivered placentas as ‘wastes’ by people involved in the
production of scientific knowledge about placentas. Feminist accounts of placentas
fundamentally inform forthcoming critiques of the reproductive and other politics borne
by humanist and metaphysical individualist commitments in placenta science.
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In Chapter 4, I begin to present my empirical findings by analyzing what placenta
scientists call the fetal-maternal interface. This is a theory of pregnancy which, I argue,
advances mother, fetus, and placenta as ontologically distinct beings that interact, but do
not intra-act. I expose some consequences of theorizing pregnancy in this way, focusing
on how reproductive politics are articulated when mother and fetus are presumed to be an
interacting relationship. This particularism is not substantiated by fine details of findings
in a number of placenta scientific research studies. I discuss placental immunology,
studies of pre-eclampsia (a disease of pregnancy), and studies supporting the theory of
the developmental origins of health and disease (DOHaD), exploring the ways in which
they variously challenge or complicate the notion that a mother and fetus interface – that
is, interact – to produce a placenta. I offer fetal-maternal intra-action as a plausible
alterative to interfacing/interaction that prefigures new political and ethical
considerations concerning phenomena of pregnancies.
In Chapter 5, I analyze an experimental design, the placental perfusion apparatus,
which is employed as a model for transport functions of placentas: it helps scientists to
determine what chemicals and nutrients cross placentas from mother to fetus, or vice
versa, in utero. With an extended description of what I observed in a scientific laboratory,
I explore how the perfusion apparatus agentially cuts in vivo and in vitro placentas as
different, yet wherein the latter ‘models’ the former. I comment on what I call, modifying
Barad’s terminology, the ‘agential links’ that make modelling productive of knowledge
about placentas. The use of models in placenta science draws my attention to a number of
ethical considerations concerning tissues as research objects. As a model for in utero
transport, the perfusion apparatus ostensibly bypasses the ethical problems associated
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with conducting research on pregnant women and fetuses. In vivo/in vitro difference, as
articulated in scientific research models, is therefore implicated in the understanding of
women as potential donors of their placentas to science and in the practice of asking them
to do so. I argue, therefore, that in vivo/in vitro and in utero difference is central to the
ways in which placenta science is reproduced as a legitimate endeavour that makes
appropriate use of placentas.
In Chapter 6, I turn to the claim reported by many participants that delivered
placentas are ‘wastes.’ I begin by providing a summary of the ways in which placentas
are employed in science and medicine. I then describe, using interview and observational
data, the claims made by participants that delivered placentas are natural, essential wastes
ready for ethical salvaging for use in science and medicine. I indicate that sometimes
women are not asked for their permission to collect placentas for these purposes. I argue
that the placenta scientific field is under-informed of findings from anthropology and
largely uninformed of what women, families, or communities think about collecting and
using placentas in science and medicine. This poses a number of ethical and translational
problems for placenta science, which I outline. I also address the co-reliant
epistemological and ontological assumptions associated with framing delivered placentas
as wastes: that is, nature/culture and human/nonhuman dualities. Adhering to these
dualities disables accounting for and responding to the heterogeneous intra-actions of
placentas, which might not have anything to do with hospitals, laboratories, or science.
To this end, I discuss placentophagias, the eating of placentas, as practices that never
waste placentas. Rather, placentophagias are the articulation of placentas as food, threat,
or some other thing that is meaningful for beings that consume/are consumed by
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placentas. If placentation is a process by which placentas are made, then we must also
understand placentophagia as a placentation making placentas edible. As such, I argue
that placentas are profoundly meaningful in the ongoing articulation of worlds in ways
that are yet to be appreciated in dominant scientific understandings or acknowledged in
research practice.
In the Conclusion, I return to comment on the opportunities of using agential
realism as a theoretical framework to analyze placentations. I suggest new avenues for
research that are prompted by my work on placentations and advocate transdisciplinarity,
a research practice that seeks to meaningfully incorporate distinct disciplinary
approaches, findings, and theories, as a naturalculturalist way forward. I hope that this
dissertation establishes how remarkable it is that intra-actions have come to be called
‘placenta’ in the first place.
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Chapter 2: Theory: Philosophy-Physics and Agential
Realism
Introduction
Karen Barad’s Meeting the Universe Halfway (2007) is cited in a number of
science studies, feminist, sociological, and anthropological works that comprise part of a
broader “new materialist” (see Iovino and Oppermann, 2012; Hird, 2004b) or “naturalist”
(see Rouse, 2013) turn in social theory characterized by commitments to various
conceptions of realism. These works do not naively subscribe to scientific realism; rather,
they call for mutually-informed transformations of scientific and social scientific
disciplines, what Barad (2003; 2007; also elaborated upon by Mackenzie and Murphie,
2008; and Hird, 2009; 2013: 143) calls engagement. Agential realism is an engagement
of Niels Bohr’s philosophy-physics, which concerned the epistemological and, to an
extent, ontological consequences of new theories and experiments associated with the
quantum revolution of the early twentieth century (Barad, 2007). This dissertation is also
a work of engagement that deploys agential realism in the analysis of placentations.
Expanding on the introduction of the theory provided in the previous chapter, this
chapter advances agential realism as a promising framework for this dissertation’s
analysis. I begin by discussing quantum mechanics and Bohr’s philosophy-physics,
relying on Barad’s analysis in Meeting the Universe Halfway (Barad, 2007) and other
articles (1998; 1999; 2003; 2010; 2012) as well as an interview with her (in Dolphijn and
van der Tuin, 2012), supplemented by original articles by the physicists Niels Bohr
(1935; 1949), Albert Einstein (1965 [1905]), and Werner Heisenberg (1949). I explain
how Barad is informed by philosophy-physics in the development of agential realism. I
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clarify my definitions and operationalizations of the agential realist tools I deploy
throughout the analysis. These tools include the concepts of phenomenon, agential cut,
apparatus, and intra-action. Throughout, I note how the tools are used in forthcoming
analyses. Finally, I explore critiques of agential realism made by scholars who grapple
with analytic or theoretical concerns (see Kautz and Jensen, 2013; Mutch, 2013; Pinch,
2011; Uden, 2009). I address how I overcome these critiques. In so doing, this chapter
serves as the theoretical preparation for the analysis of empirical data in the chapters to
follow.

Philosophy-Physics
The development of quantum mechanics was a profound paradigm shift in
physics. Prior to the quantum revolution, physicists’ theories established that observation
or measurement of a system does not affect its behaviour in ways that could not be
accounted for in analysis (Barad, 2007). There was believed to be a distinct separability,
then, between the system being measured and the measuring apparatuses. The theories of
what is today called classical or Newtonian physics therefore substantiate particularism
as I already define it in the previous chapter, where objects have atomistic, identifying
outlines independent of interactions with other objects. According to Barad, classical
physics “takes the notion of separation as foundational” (2007: 137). She explains:
classical epistemological and ontological assumptions, such as the ones found to
underlie Newtonian physics, include the existence of individual objects with
determinate properties that are independent of our experimental investigations of
them… It is assumed that objects and observers occupy physically and
conceptually separable positions. Objects are assumed to possess individually
determinate attributes, and it is the job of the scientist to cleverly discern these
inherent characteristics by obtaining the values of the corresponding observationindependent variables through some benignly invasive measurement procedure.
(Barad, 2007: 106)
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For example, according to the theories of classical physics, all that is required to
predict what a particle will do in a given range of time is knowledge of its “‘initial
conditions’ (i.e. the position and momentum of a particle at any one instant in time)”
(Barad, 2007: 107), and knowledge of the forces acting upon it. The initial conditions of
position and momentum can be measured in any number of ways, and then analyzed in
relation to acting forces in order to determine the particle’s future path. According to
Barad, classical physicists understood that measuring the initial conditions would
necessarily disturb them; however, they argued that “the measurement-independent
values of the object’s position and momentum can be found nonetheless because the
disturbance can always be determined and subtracted out” (2007: 108) using specialized
mathematical equations. Classical physicists therefore theorized that measurements
provide “representations of intrinsic properties that characterize the objects of an
observation-independent reality” (Barad, 2007: 107), and that the initial position and
momentum of an experimental object can be simultaneously known.
In addition to the notion that simultaneous measurements reveal the reality of
independent objects, classical physicists posited “that electrons, neutrons, atoms, and so
on are either waves or particles” (Hird, 2009: 8; and see Barad, 2007: 100), which are
completely different phenomena that do not share common characteristics. Particles are
material objects occupying a particular space at a given time, while waves are
disturbances in some medium. Unlike particles, waves occupy more than one position at
the same time; likewise, more than one wave can occupy the same position at the same
time (refer to Figure 4 in the Introduction). In this way, waves are distinct from particles
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in that they can produce, as introduced in the previous chapter, diffraction, which in
physics refers to the bending and overlapping patterns made by interfering waves.
Theorizing an observation-independent reality made up of particles and waves,
classical physics is particularist; theorizing that measurements represent this observationindependent reality, classical physics is also representationalist. Because classical physics
measurements are reproducible in experimentation and predictions affirmed in
application, classical physicists argued that reality is described completely by classical
physics theories (Barad, 2007: 107).
Thought experiments and actual experiments conducted in the early twentieth
century regarding the nature of light, however, challenged physicists’ confidence that
they had developed theories that provide a complete picture of reality. As described
below, light demonstrated behaviours characteristic of particles in some experiments but
diffraction patterns, which are characteristic of waves, in others. These experiments
indicated to physicists that light exhibits “a dual ‘wave-particle’ feature” (Barad, 2007:
100), or wave-particle duality. Albert Einstein first addressed this in 1905, when he wrote
how light rays, normally thought of as waves, appear to be quantized: that is, emitted in
particle-like packets.
It seems to me that the observations associated… with the emission or
transformation of light are more readily understood if one assumes that the
energy of light is discontinuously distributed in space. In accordance with the
assumption to be considered here, the energy of a light ray spreading out from a
point source is not continuously distributed over an increasing space but consists
of a finite number of energy quanta which are localized at points in space, which
move without dividing, and which can only be produced and absorbed as
complete units. (Einstein, 1965 [1905]: 368)

Two thought experiments, referred to as the two-slit (or double slit) experiments,
were central to physicists’ exploration of the nature and meaning of wave-particle
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duality. The basic design of the first experiment, adapted from one developed by
polymath Thomas Young, includes a light source that emits toward a plate that has two
slits through which the light can pass (see Bohr, 1949; Barad, 2007). On the other side of
this plate is a sensor that displays the pattern created by the light after it has passed
through the slits. According to classical physics, if light is made of particles, the light
passing through the plate should create two bands corresponding to the two slits on the
sensor. However, physicists found that a diffraction pattern consisting of many bands on
the sensor is created. This same result occurs even if light is emitted as single photons,
which are the quanta of light addressed by Einstein in 1905. This first experiment
suggests, therefore, that light is a wave (Barad, 2007).
In addition to light, electrons can be ‘fired’ through the two slits. In such an
experiment, an unexpected diffraction effect occurs. This is unexpected because
according to classical physics, electrons are particles, and particles do not behave like
waves. In this experiment, diffraction occurs whether many electrons are passed through
at once, which could be explained by the particles interacting and interfering with one
another, or whether only one electron is passed at a time, which could indicate that
particles interact with themselves somehow (Barad, 2007).
A second thought experiment eliminates the possibility that an electron interferes
with itself to create diffraction patterns. This experiment is very similar to the first but
with one modification. The apparatus consists of a plate with one slit in it. To this first
plate, a second plate that also has a slit is attached with springs. As with the first
experiment, there is an emitting source on one side of the device and a sensor on the other
(Barad, 2007; Bohr, 1949). When particles are passed through this two-slit device,
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movement of the spring plate indicates that a particle has passed through the second slit.
If no movement occurs, this means that the particle must have passed through the first
slit. As such, the second plate is a measuring device, called a ‘which-path’ indicator,
because it determines through which slit the particle has passed (Barad, 2007; Bohr,
1949). Specifically, it is a device that measures position, in the sense that both slits are
specific sites in which particles can be located at a particular point in time.
What is found in this second experiment is that, with the addition of the whichpath indicator, the diffraction pattern exhibited by electrons in the first experiment does
not appear (Barad, 2007: 104). Instead, two bands corresponding to the slits are made on
the sensor, which is a pattern expected of particles. Surprisingly, the same result occurs
when light, emitted very dimly, passes through the device. By indicating, therefore, that
light consists of particles (called photons), the second experiment contradicts findings of
the first that light is a wave (Barad, 2007).
Since waves and particles were thought to be absolutely distinct prior to these
experiments, the ‘wave-particle duality paradox’ became a real theoretical and practical
problem in physics. Barad writes that “the dual nature of light and matter presented a
quandary of the first order: an object is either localized or extended; it can’t be both”
(2007: 100). In addition to this quandary, the thought experiments gave rise to another: it
appeared that measuring (e.g. using the which-path indicator) influenced the nature of
light and of matter, which behave as waves in experiments that measure wave
behaviours, and as particles in experiments that measure particle behaviours. Another
problem arose with results showing that wave-like and particle-like qualities of light and
matter cannot be simultaneously measured. They require two different apparatuses (e.g.
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the first and second two-slit experiments). Since the effect of measurement is not just a
disturbance in position or momentum but a determination of the very nature of the
measured object – that is, whether it is a wave or a particle – it is impossible to ‘subtract
out’ the effect of measurement on the phenomenon being measured. This quashes the
possibility that a pre-measurement state (i.e. ‘initial conditions’) can be represented by
measured values of position and momentum.
The theories of Bohr and his peer Heisenberg that explain these results are
together referred to as the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, which is
today the predominant interpretation (Barad, 2007: 27). Essential concepts, which I
explain below, are the uncertainty principle theorized by Heisenberg, and
complementarity theorized by Bohr (Barad, 2007: 453-454). However, there are
inconsistencies among these concepts, and it is these inconsistencies with which Barad is
greatly concerned. Agential realism, Barad argues, resolves them, favouring Bohr’s
explanation of quantum mechanics.
According to Barad (2007), Heisenberg framed wave-particle duality as an
epistemological problem, where measuring a phenomenon necessarily affects what we
can know about that phenomenon. He called this the uncertainty principle. He wrote that
the uncertainty principle
may be expressed in concise and general terms by saying that every experiment
destroys some of the knowledge of the system which was obtained by previous
experiments. (Heisenberg, 1949: 20)

For example, Heisenberg argued that when measuring either position or momentum of a
system, the other is necessarily uncertain. In this case, uncertainty refers to an
epistemological limitation of what can be known about simultaneous values of position
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and momentum “owing to the unavoidable disturbance caused by the measurement
interaction” (Barad, 2007: 116).
Bohr agreed that the experimenter cannot claim that the value obtained in
measurement reflects the pre-measurement state of the entity being measured; rather, it
emerges only from the specific material arrangement of the apparatus (Barad, 2007: 111115). Bohr argued, therefore, that we must understand waves and particles as
complementary: only one can be observed in any given experiment, because the other is
mutually exclusive. Position and momentum are also complementary.
But Bohr disagreed with Heisenberg that the problem to be addressed by new
quantum theorizations was strictly epistemological. Bohr argued that since measuring
position and measuring momentum require two different experimental setups, these
concepts are only meaningful as materialized in and operationalized by specific and
mutually exclusive experimental apparatuses. Therefore, in contrast to Heisenberg, Bohr
argued that complementary positions or momentums of measured phenomena are not
uncertain: rather, they are indeterminate outside of specific apparatuses. Bohr wrote,
in the phenomena concerned, we are not dealing with an incomplete description
characterized by the arbitrary picking out of different elements, but with a
rational discrimination between essentially different experimental arrangements
and procedures which are suited either for an unambiguous use of the idea of
space location [i.e. position], or for a legitimate application of the conservation
theorem of momentum. (1935: 669)

Because the phenomena of position and momentum, and particle and wave, are
complementary and arise only out of specified apparatuses, the boundary between what
Bohr called the agencies of observation and the observed object is indeterminate (Barad,
2007). Contra classical physics, Bohr argued that the effect of the agencies of observation
on measured phenomena cannot be subtracted from results to leave an accurate
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‘representation’ of a system as it exists prior to measurement. Instead, measurement
entails an irreducible and inseparable relation between the agencies of observation, which
include the experimental setup, the scientist, the concepts they adopt to make sense of
observation, as well as the measured system itself. This inseparability and irreducibility
provides the conditions for the ontological possibility of the observed phenomena in the
first place. Although Bohr did not use this term, as an alternative to the uncertainty
principle Barad dubs this the “indeterminacy principle” (2007: 296).
According to the indeterminacy principle, the implications of wave-particle
duality are not only epistemological, concerning what we can know, but ontological,
concerning what exists. Barad sums up Bohr’s disagreement with Heisenberg:
Bohr rejects Heisenberg’s suggestion that what is at issue is a disturbance
created in the act of measurement and that this alleged disturbance limits our
knowledge of presumably (always already) well-defined variables or attributes of
the object being measured. Instead, Bohr insists that what is at issue are the very
possibilities for definition of concepts and the determinateness of the properties
and boundaries of the ‘object,’ which depend on the specific nature of the
experimental arrangement. That is, Bohr offers an ontic-semantic interpretation
of the reciprocity relations, in contrast to Heisenberg’s (admittedly incorrect)
epistemic interpretation. (2007: 301-302)

Thus, I come to an understanding of the key thought experiments that confounded
theories of classical physics and their relevance for the development of quantum
mechanics. In the thought experiments, wave-particle duality is resolved by the
introduction of measuring devices. For example, by the introduction of the spring frame
that determines which-path, “a measurement is made that identifies the electron as a
particle” (Barad, 2007: 104).8 This means that measurement is not just an epistemological
phenomenon, but also an ontological one. Therefore, concepts such as position or
8

Beginning in the 1970s it became technologically possible to experimentally test various aspects of the
thought experiments with which Bohr, Heisenberg, and Einstein were concerned (see Barad, 2007: 302-310
for a discussion of some of them). While I do not review these experiments here, I note that Barad argues
that these experiments affirm Bohr’s interpretation of quantum mechanics.
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momentum are not representations of physical reality independently made up of waves or
particles; rather, position, momentum, waves, and particles are potentiated by specific
material arrangements or apparatuses which are productive of such phenomena in the first
place (Barad, 2007: 109). This irreducible relation between the apparatuses and the
measured phenomena undermines representationalism as well as particularism. This
means that implications of quantum mechanics are wide-ranging, practical, and
philosophical, extending far beyond the narrow concerns of the discipline of physics.

Agential Realism
As I outline in the Introduction of this dissertation, agential realism does not
assume particularism but rather, as a performative theory of matter and mattering, attends
to productions of difference. Agential realism is an onto-epistemology: it relates knowing
and being as irreducible and inseparable, theorizing how “specific material phenomena”
arise with “apparatuses of bodily production” (Barad, 2007: 139). These aspects of
agential realism are predicated upon Bohr’s interpretation of quantum mechanics, which
Barad finds to be coextensive with a number of her philosophical concerns regarding
representationalism and particularism. She describes what she calls his philosophyphysics, writing,
for Bohr, things do not have inherently determinate boundaries or properties, and
words do not have inherently determinate meanings. Bohr also calls into
question the related Cartesian belief in the inherent distinction between subject
and object, and knower and known. Indeed, Bohr’s philosophy-physics poses a
radical challenge not only to Newtonian physics but also to Cartesian
epistemology and its representationalist structure of words, knowers, and things.
(Barad, 2007: 138)

I now turn to elaborating the details of agential realism in relation to Bohr’s philosophyphysics.
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Bohr uses the term phenomenon to refer to the indistinguishablility of subject and
object, or what he called the agencies of observation and the observed (Barad, 2007:
139). The word phenomenon, he wrote, should be used “exclusively to refer to the
observations obtained under specified circumstances, including an account of the whole
experimental arrangement” (Bohr, 1949: para. 77), where “by an experiment we simply
understand an event about which we are able in an unambiguous way to state the
conditions necessary for the reproduction of the phenomena” (Bohr cited in Barad, 2007:
196). Bohr emphasized that physics does not describe a reality independent of it; instead,
it only accounts for phenomena.
Barad also adopts phenomenon to refer to the irreducibility and inseparability of
the observed object and the agencies of observation. Barad writes that “there is no
unambiguous way to differentiate between ‘object’ and ‘agencies of observation’” (1999:
3) because “apparatuses, in Bohr’s sense, are not passive observing instruments. On the
contrary, they are productive of (and part of) phenomena” (1999: 5). I understand that
apparatuses are naturalcultural and material-discursive. For example, in the present
chapter, I explain that theoretical concepts like position and momentum are only
meaningful when actualized in particular apparatuses (Barad, 2007: 139). I address this in
the previous chapter as “the entanglement of matter and meaning” (Barad in Dolphijn and
van der Tuin, 2012: 50).
Throughout this dissertation, I use the term phenomena to refer to the ontoepistemological inseparablility of objects and apparatuses, and specifically to the ontoepistemological inseparability of placentas from the scientific or other apparatuses that
are ostensibly employed, according to scientific realism, to understand and describe them.
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In the previous chapter, I define placentation as the differential and entangled intra- and
inter-species, intra- and inter-cultural, and intra- and inter-disciplinary production of
placentas. I operationalize the notion of phenomenon by arguing that placentations, as I
define them, are phenomena.
Barad expands the significance of phenomena beyond physics by developing an
ontological statement for agential realism: “the primary ontological unit is not
independent objects with inherent boundaries and properties but rather phenomena”
(2007: 139). According to agential realism, the universe is made up of phenomena.
Phenomena, then, are not merely results of laboratory experiments; they are all the
patterns of mattering in the universe, including placentations.
Within phenomena, there are no inherent differences or boundaries between
agencies of observation and objects; rather, differences and boundaries are instantiated by
what Barad calls agential cuts (1999; 2003; 2007). The term agential cut refers to the
“emergence and co-constitution of the objects of observation and the agencies of
observation through particular material and conceptual epistemic practices” (Barad, 2007:
195). Barad explains that “the agential cut enacts a resolution within the phenomenon of
the inherent ontological (and semantic) indeterminacy” (2007: 140). Agential cuts
therefore effect distinctions between subjects and objects out of phenomena, or between
the agencies of observation and observed. Agential cuts produce determinacy from
indeterminacy; they produce difference out of phenomena. In other words, agential cuts
produce all different differences in the universe. Wherever there is cultural, natural, or
naturalcultural difference, agential cuts enact it. Agency is therefore understood as an
enactment or practice, rather than a property or capacity of objects or individuals. Indeed,
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objects and individuals “do not pre-exist as such” (Barad, 2007: 178); rather, they are
indeterminate within phenomena.
Throughout this dissertation, I use the term agential cut to identify when, where,
and how placentas are disambiguated in phenomena. Taking inspiration from Haraway
(2004),9 I also the term articulation to write about agential cuts. ‘To articulate’ (verb)
refers to the ability of speech and expression, the act of giving distinction to something,
and the manipulation of some object (such as a tool) by joining with it. ‘Articulate’
(adjective) refers to the clarity of expression, and ‘articulated’ (adjective) a jointed
structure. These multiple meanings are appropriate in my performative account, in which
neither matter nor discourse is prioritized.
According to agential realism, agential cuts are productive of all knowledge.
Knowledge is the non-innocent enactment of intelligibility through agential cuts,
entailing “specific practices through which the world is differentially articulated and
accounted for” (Barad, 2007: 149). Every instance of knowing is therefore both
productive, instantiating the possibility of knowledge about something, as well as
exclusive, disabling the possibility of other forms of intelligibility. Barad explains: “only
part of the world can be made intelligible to itself at a time, because the other part of the
world has to be the part that it makes a difference to” (2007: 351). In this dissertation, I
consider how scientific knowledge of placentas is produced by agential cuts. Placentas
are simultaneously disambiguated from fetuses, mothers, and fathers by agential cuts
articulated, for example, in laboratory or hospital practices.
9

This recalls Lucy Suchman’s “articulation work,” or “the continuous efforts required in order to bring
together discontinuous elements – of organizations, of professional practices, of technologies – into
working configurations” (1996: 407). However, I argue that articulation does not bring discontinuous
elements together, but is rather the articulation of discontinuity itself. Furthermore, my use of articulation
recognizes that this work is also performed by nonhumans and that it is intra-active, not interactive.
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In agential realism, however, knowing is not strictly a human endeavour. Instead,
Barad argues that “knowing is a matter of part of our world making itself intelligible to
another part” (2007: 185). For example, Barad explores nonhuman onto-epistemology in
her discussion of the brittlestar, an echinoderm sea creature related to the starfish.
Brittlestars do not have eyes per se; instead, they have specialized nerve sensors all over
their bodies that can detect chemical signals as well as the presence of light. Brittlestars
discern food, predators, and mates, discernments that are agential cuts because they
causally configure differences that are necessary for brittlestar survival and existence in
the universe and for them to make differences in the universe (Barad, 2007: 375-376).
Barad uses the brittlestar as an example of how nonhumans must be recognized for their
knowledge-making practices that may not include humans at all. This means that agential
realism is posthumanist (Barad, 2003; 2007; 2012). Posthumanism, according to Barad,
“doesn’t presume the separateness of any-‘thing’, let alone the alleged spatial,
ontological, and epistemological distinction that sets humans apart” (2007: 136). It is
concerned with accounting for the agential cuts by which humans and nonhumans are
delineated in the first instances and the effects of such differences.
In this dissertation, I consider the differential articulation of the ‘humanity’ of
placentas. A posthumanist approach to understanding placentation using agential realism
prompts me to consider how placentas are human phenomena, articulated with fetal and
maternal bodies; nonhuman phenomena, articulating differences from fetal and maternal
bodies; and posthuman phenomena, confounding human/nonhuman difference.
Agential realism rejects the idea that pre-existing things relate to each other (i.e.
particularism) and argues that it is agential cuts that disambiguate the agencies of
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observation and the observed. This must mean that agential cuts do not enact permanent
difference. Agential cuts do not reify subjects and objects, but rather temporarily cleave
phenomena such that subjects and objects can become meaningful, intelligible, and make
differences to each other. Barad writes,
Bohr argues that no inherent distinction pre-exists the measurement process, that
every measurement involves a particular choice of apparatus, providing the
conditions necessary to define a particular set of classical variables, to the
exclusion of other equally essential variables, thereby embodying a particular
constructed cut delineating the object from the agencies of observation. This
particular constructed cut resolves the ambiguities only for a given context; it
marks off, and is part of, a particular instance of wholeness (i.e. the
phenomenon) (2007: 197)

Thus, Barad writes that “one of the crucial lessons we have learned is that agential cuts
cut things together apart” (2007: 381, emphasis added. I use this phrase throughout the
dissertation). Here, I arrive at perhaps the most important terminology in Barad’s work:
the neologism intra-action (Barad, 1998; 1999; 2003; 2007). Intra-action “signifies the
mutual constitution of entangled agencies” (Barad, 2007: 33), where agency is not an
attribute or quality of an object but the instantiation of phenomena. Intra-action is an
agential realist alternative to interaction. Interaction refers to the contact between two or
more a priori independently existing entities that have the attribute of agency. In contrast,
intra-action refers to “the exteriority-within-phenomena” (Barad, 2007: 140) where ‘cutup’ parts are yet always constitutive of phenomena. Like Latour’s aphorism “we have
never been modern” (1993), which refuses an inherent distinction between nature and
culture, and Haraway’s “we have never been human” (2008), which refuses an inherent
distinction between humans and nonhumans, agential realism suggests we have never
been interactive, which refuses particularism.
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Throughout this dissertation, I use the term intra-action to refer to how placentas
are cut together apart within phenomena. This means that I am able to observe how
placenta science is productive of placental particularism, and argue that this particularism
is not necessarily ‘natural,’ but the result of agential cuts that resolve what, according to
Barad, is the real indeterminacy of phenomena. I am then able to articulate exclusion
practices of science, and the ways in which these could be otherwise given different
apparatuses and different agential cuts. For example, I show how the different cultural
valuations or ritual practices surrounding placentas that are addressed in the Introduction
as well as the next chapter are excluded from mattering in placenta science. This
exclusion, in fact, is intra-actively constitutive of science.
Intra-action attends to the productive effects of exclusion practices (agential cuts),
acknowledging that exclusions are constitutive of subjects and objects (Barad, 2007: 57).
Agential cuts are productive of difference and therefore, as addressed in the Introduction,
make a difference. These theorizations return to the commentary I provide in the
Introduction of this dissertation, which relates that agential realism is not just an ontoepistemology, but an ethico-onto-epistemology, where questions of knowing, being, and
ethics are coextensive. In the following chapters, I take up the practice of ethico-ontoepistemology. For example, an argument that I develop throughout this dissertation is that
‘non-scientific’ placental matters, such as the spiritual valuations of placentas that I
discuss in Chapters 3 and 6, do not matter in scientific and medical placentations. In
Chapter 6, I address consequences of this exclusion, which include the problematic
practice at some hospitals of collecting placentas for use in science without first obtaining
consent from mothers or families. This raises many issues regarding biomedical ethics
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and the politics of birth. By uncovering the intra-actions of placentas that are ostensibly
excluded, but never finally removed from the phenomena of concern in placenta science,
my agential realist analysis potentiates reformulation of placenta science towards
possibilities of making a better world, a livable world, a world based on values
of co-flourishing and mutuality, not fighting and diminishing one another, not
closing one another down, but helping to open up our ideas and ourselves to each
other and to new possibilities, which with any luck will have the potential to help
us see our way through a world that is more livable, not for some, but for the
entangled wellbeing of all. (Barad, 2011: 450)

This means that I am not merely interested in critiquing science. I am firmly
committed to acknowledging that scientific studies of placentas are part of how the world
is made ‘livable for all.’ I address how scientific engagements with placentas articulate
certain experiences of health, healing, and wellbeing for mothers, babies, and their
families and communities. However, they also ‘close down’ some ways of living. For
example, in Chapter 5, I show how people involved in the production of scientific
knowledge about placentas participate in the articulation of placental, fetal, and maternal
difference in practices in the laboratory, and that this articulation is essential to the
production of the placenta as an ‘epistemic object’ about which facts that be produced,
which can be usefully employed to respond to and manage pregnancy in the service of
women’s and babies health but which also have significant ethical and political
consequences. In forthcoming chapters, I account for how, why, and to what effects some
ways of living are closed down in scientific placentations.
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Critiques and Response-abilities
Having outlined and operationalized agential realism and foreshadowed analyses
to follow, I now turn to discussing critiques posed by those who grapple with its
application or ontological and epistemological assumptions.
A number of scholars argue that Barad’s ideas and prose are so complicated that it
is too difficult to apply them in analytic practice (Kautz and Jensen, 2013; Leonardi,
2013; Mutch, 2013; Pinch, 2011). Pinch explains:
when outlining her agential realism approach her writing changes from the
crystal clarity of dealing with the physics to a series of very dense assertions
about such matters as agency, intra-actions, becoming, phenomena, causality,
dynamics, materiality, and the role of the posthuman… [L]et me simply say that
sections of this book contains [sic] some of the densest prose I have recently read
in the field. (2011: 433)

Indeed, it is dense prose, but I am instructed to grapple with Barad’s writing by
Haraway’s response to similar criticisms regarding the perceived obtuseness of her
writing:
sometimes people ask me ‘Why aren’t you clear? and I always feel puzzled, or
hurt, when that happens, thinking ‘God, I do the best I can! It’s not like I’m
being deliberately unclear! I’m really trying to be clear!’ But, you know, there is
the tyranny of clarity and all these analyses of why clarity is politically correct.
However, I like layered meanings, and I like to write a sentence in such a way
that – by the time you get to the end of it – it has at some level questioned itself.
There are ways of blocking the closure of a sentence, or of a whole piece, so that
it becomes hard to fix its meanings. I like that, and I am committed politically
and epistemologically to stylistic work that makes it relatively harder to fix the
bottom line. (2004: 333)

I suggest that Barad is also a victim of the ‘tyranny of clarity’; quantum mechanics is not
simple, and Barad is working against reductionism, oversimplication, and dualism in
developing agential realism. I agree with the response of Kautz and Jensen, who point out
that while Barad’s work “might qualify as jargon monoxide” (2013: 25) in that it cannot
be explained in a simple way “to normal human beings” (16), this critique of Barad’s
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writing “might not be quite fair given that it is an undertaking of academic work to offer
a specific language to discuss phenomena and practices, and that this issue under
investigation is a complex one which is not easy to come to terms with by the use of
mundane language” (2013: 25). Continuing her response to similar critiques, Haraway
writes that she finds it
important to make it impossible to use philosophical categories transparently.
There are many philosophers who use cognitive technologies to increase the
transparency of their craft. But I want to use the technologies to increase the
opacity, to thicken, to make it impossible to think of thinking technologies
transparently. (2004: 335)

I think this is also what Barad attempts and accomplishes in Meeting the Universe
Halfway. I do not find it problematic, but instead productive, that her theory is
challenging to understand and deploy.
I hope that this dissertation illustrates what is possible when Barad’s work is
given careful attention. A number of studies are also demonstrative of the productivity of
agential realism. I address Nyberg’s article (2009) in the Introduction of this dissertation,
which is an application of agential realism to analyze empirical, ethnographic data of a
Calcutta jute mill. Other studies include Hughes’ (2011) agential realist analysis of
jewellery makers, whose somatic-affective salivating response to seeing gemstones, or
‘sweeties,’ they would like to have or make jewellery out of indicates intra-action of the
stones, neurological circuits of jewellery makers, sweet foods, and pleasure responses;
Sondergaard’s (2013) study of “children’s material, discursive, and subjective
interactions across the ‘real-virtual divide’” which analyzes “the meaning of inclusion
and exclusion processes along with other social interactions among children within realvirtual enacted processes of becoming” (56); Parkins’ (2008) agential realist theorization
of fashion, which argues that the theory enables scholars of fashion to consider garments
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to be simultaneously material and discursive, and to address how the wearing of clothes
comprises intimate human/nonhuman encounters which “call into question the dualism of
subject and object”; Asberg and Lum’s (2010) analysis of images of Alzheimer’s disease
which shows how the “scattered ontologies” of the disease are gendered; Kruse’s (2010)
analysis of how forensic science apparatuses “co-materialize” (371) crimes and victims
by measuring and testing material traces at crime scenes; and Schrader’s (2010) deft
exploration of the nonhuman knowing and being, or onto-epistemology, of Pfiesteria
piscicida, which are shape-shifting dinoflagellate ‘fish killers.’ Despite the challenges of
this theory and Barad’s writing, a number of scholars successfully mobilize and deploy
agential realism.
Another critique of agential realism is that it relies on allegories of particles,
waves, and diffraction in deconstructionist analyses (Uden, 2009). For example, although
Barad “emphasizes that her account of Bohr's work goes beyond the mere analogy or
metaphor level,” Uden writes, referring to Barad’s invocation of Fernandes’ (Fernandes,
1997) Calcutta shop floor study, that “the social organization manifested on the shop
floor [and] the human body, become metaphorically treated as if they were light or
crystals” (2009: 223). For Uden, knowledge of physics is not necessary to consider shop
floor social organization or working conditions, and can perhaps lead to analyses that
miss the mark.
It is true that Barad describes her use of diffraction to explain her methodology as
‘metaphorical.’ Barad writes,
the phenomenon of diffraction is an apt overarching trope for this book.
Diffraction is a physical phenomenon that lies at the center of some key
discussions in physical and the philosophy of physics… Diffraction is also an apt
metaphor for describing the methodological approach that I use of reading
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insights through one another in attending to and responding to the details and
specificities of relations of difference and how they matter. (2007: 71)

However, she then goes on to negate this, writing,
diffraction is also more than a metaphor. As a physicist, I am taken in by the
beauty and depth of this physical phenomenon that I can't help but see nearly
everywhere I look in the world. In fact, I will argue that there is a deep sense in
which we can understand diffraction patterns – as patterns of difference that
make a difference – to be fundamental constituents that make up the world.
(Barad, 2007: 72)

Later in the same chapter, she explains that
calling a method ‘diffractive’ in analogy with the physical phenomenon of
diffraction does not imply that the method itself is analogical. On the contrary,
my aim is to disrupt the widespread reliance on an existing metaphor – namely,
reflection – that is set up to look for homologies and analogies between separate
entities. By contrast, diffraction, as I argue, does not concern homologies but
attends to specific material entanglements. (Barad, 2007: 88)

With reference to the first criticism that Barad’s writing is difficult, it is indeed quite
challenging to comprehend these passages, which suggest that diffractive methodology is
somehow both metaphorical and not metaphorical.
This paradox is resolved by Barad when she admits that at times throughout
Meeting the Universe Halfway (2007), diffraction names a physical phenomenon
concerning waves and light and at other times, is an analytic tool. But this difference
itself is analytic. Diffractive methodologies articulate the recognition that how
phenomena are observed and theorized makes a difference for the materialization of
phenomena in and by the intra-actions of research. There is no way to conduct analysis,
even if productive of or produced by metaphorical comparisons, without enacting
material-discursive difference.
Furthermore, although intra-action is exemplified by particles and waves in slit
experiments, Barad argues that quantum mechanics provides a description of the entire
universe as intra-active. It is not the case that classical physics describes the macro world
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while quantum physics the micro; rather, quantum mechanics holds true everywhere at all
scales (Barad, 2007: 110).
This brings me to another criticism fielded by Uden (2009) and Pinch (2011),
which concerns Barad’s confidence in quantum theory. Barad indeed privileges physics
over all other disciplines in providing her description of the universe, which Uden refers
to as a “universal knowledge claim” (2009: 225). This appears to contradict Barad’s
explicit calls for transdisciplinary research praxes. It seems that Barad is fundamentally
concerned with ‘getting the science right’ first and foremost, with engagement with other
disciplines to follow.
Barad does admit to great confidence in quantum mechanics, writing that it
is the most successful and accurate theory in the history of physics, accounting
for phenomena over a range of twenty-five orders of magnitude, from the
smallest particles of matter to large-scale objects… Bohr’s analysis of the nature
of measurement interactions and the epistemological implications of his analysis
are completely general (as far as we know). (2007: 110)

According to Pinch, Barad affirmed her confidence when prompted by him after a panel
presentation:
I asked her whether she thought it not more than a little odd that a metaphysical
position in science studies should depend upon the outcome of experiments in
physics. Supposing the experiments had come out differently? Would we then
have to kiss goodbye agential realism? Her answer was even more surprising.
She told me that she was happy for her work in science studies to stand or fall
alongside the best work in physics. (2011: 432)

In a review essay dedicated to Meeting the Universe Halfway published in Social Studies
of Science, Pinch accuses Barad of scientism in basing a new ontology on “a highly
prestigious form of elite science” and in presenting Bohr as if he were “someone who
was closer to being a God” (2011: 434).
In addition, Pinch writes that although Barad claims her diffractive methodology
is ‘attentive to fine details,’ she neglects the messy history of the two-slit and other
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experiments. But “the history and sociology” of these experiments, he writes, “really do
matter here” (Pinch, 2011: 434). According to Pinch (2011), an insight from the history
and sociology of science that Barad ignores is that tenuous consensuses on meanings of
experiments are generated out of dynamic, shared cultures for interpreting observations
and results. He addresses competing interpretations of quantum mechanics beyond the
Copenhagen interpretation, including ones advocated by David Bohm or David Mermin
(see Pinch, 2011), as evidence of epistemic cultures in science which should be treated by
social scientists symmetrically without allegiance to any specific interpretation.
Referencing failures at “productive dialogue” (Pinch, 2011: 440) between science studies
scholars and scientists, he ultimately appears to suggest that science and science studies
should be practiced separately (and see Mutch, 2013).
In her response to Pinch, Barad (2011) emphasizes that she not only draws on but
is critical of Bohr, who she does not regard as some “God” of physics. She argues that
Bohr’s concerns were largely for the epistemological implications of indeterminacy and
argues that he failed to adequately explore its ontological significance (Barad, 2007: 340342). In these senses, Barad refers to Bohr’s philosophy-physics as “proto-performative”
(2007: 54). Barad characterizes Pinch’s critiques as coming from a commitment to an
uncertainty principle, where “doing and writing about science as a scientist and doing and
writing about science as a science studies practitioner are mutually exclusive” (2011:
443). Barad reasserts claims she makes in Meeting the Universe Halfway regarding
indeterminacy over uncertainty, arguing that “complementarity entails two important
features: mutual exclusivity and mutual necessity” (2011: 444, emphasis in original).
This point requires and substantiates transdisciplinary practice among science and science
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studies. Barad explicitly writes that researchers necessarily require more than quantum
physics to understand the universe. She writes, “I also do not assume that a meaningful
answer to the questions about the relationship between science and ethics can be derived
from what physics alone tells about the world… Reductionism has a very limited run”
(2007: 24).
Indeed, more than one theory or method is required to understand anything. This
is one reason why I am drawn to agential realism from amongst the various other theories
on offer in science studies, some advocated by Pinch (2011), which are more commonly
employed in the field. I do heartily acknowledge contributions of foundational works and
others in the sociology of science (Fleck, 1979 [1935]; Franklin, 1995; Kuhn, 1974
[1970]; Merton, 1973; Martin, 1998) and the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK)
(Barnes et al., 1996; Bloor, 1991 [1976]; Collins, 1985; Collins and Yearley, 1992;
Yearley, 2005) to burgeoning naturalculturalism. However, I suggest that they tend to
focus on cultural analyses of science in ways that do not lend well to the objectives of my
study, so I do not substantively discuss them in this dissertation. I also acknowledge that
a number of other theories attempt to “deflate the philosophical space between matter and
culture” (Hird, 2009: 12-13) including actor-network theory (ANT) developed by Callon,
Latour, Law and others (Callon, 1998; Latour, 1987; Latour, 1992; Latour, 1993; Latour,
1999b; Latour, 1999a; Latour, 2005; Law, 1992; Law, 1999; Law and Hassard, 1999),
Andrew Pickering’s pragmatic realism (the “mangle of practice”) (Pickering, 1993;
Pickering, 1995), and various approaches to object-oriented ontology (OOO) (Harman,
2011). The data I gathered certainly would be amenable to analyses using these theories.
While an extended discussion of these theories is beyond the scope of this dissertation, I
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note that a very productive line of analysis proffered by an ANT approach would be to
consider the institutional and organizational linkages, such as biobanks, in relation to
laboratory practices, such as data generation, which collectively instantiate the placenta
as an object of scientific knowledge. A pragmatic realist approach would also be
productive, focusing on the interactional emergence of machines in the laboratory that
variously enrol placental matter into human knowledge production practices. An OOO
approach might consider the ‘vicarious’ causality of mothers and fetuses interacting to
produce placentas that are what Harman calls sensual objects, partially experienced by
both but also partially withdrawn from both. However, unlike ANT and pragmatic
realism which are extensively deployed in many empirical studies in a vast number of
disciplines (OOO to a lesser extent), agential realism remains a novel theoretical
contribution that is yet to be fully explored in the science studies literature, and it has
never been applied in the study of placentas. I am struck by the variety of subjects that
are analyzed using agential realism, but this leads me to ponder the potential the theory
holds in illuminating an even greater variety of important topics. I regard these gaps as
opportunities that draw me to agential realism.
I proceed with both an awareness of, and appreciation for, the critiques that are
fielded against agential realism. I consider myself to be a sociologist engaging with
science. Elaborating what sociologists can learn from placenta science, and in turn, what
people involved in the production of scientific knowledge about placentas can learn from
sociology, I rethink, as Barad does with quantum theory,
the nature of nature based on our best scientific theories, while rethinking the
nature of scientific practices in terms of our best understanding of the nature of
nature and our best social theories, while rethinking our best social theories in
terms of our best understanding of the nature of nature and the nature of
scientific theories. (2007: 30)
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I have to decide for myself what theories of science are best and what theories of social
science are best, knowing that others will find different theories best, and that theories are
always evolving. Apparatuses are, according to Barad, also phenomena. In relation to the
thesis of this dissertation, what this means is that experimenting and theorizing are
embodied practices, articulating what Haraway calls the “corporeality of theory” (2004:
68) and what Barad calls onto-epistemology. Barad writes,
if our descriptive characterizations do not refer to properties of abstract objects
or observation-independent beings but rather describe agential reality, then what
is being described by our theories is not nature itself but our participation within
nature… rather than some imagined and idealized human-independent reality.
(1999: 7)

Agential realism argues that “we are a part of the nature we seek to understand” (Barad,
2007: 67). As such, understanding placentation necessarily entails an understanding of
how we – scientists, social scientists, myself – understand placentation. It is this task with
which this dissertation is concerned.
Informed by agential realism, I understand that the questions of responsibility and
accountability in producing knowledge must constantly be pursued. Barad defines
accountability as attention to “what matters and what is excluded from mattering” (2007:
184), while responsibility refers to the ability to respond to the other (392). She writes
that “questions of responsibility and accountability present themselves with every
possibility; each moment is alive with different possibilities for the world’s becoming and
different reconfigurings of what may yet be possible” (Barad, 2007: 182). I figure
naturalculturalism as an ethico-onto-epistemology, a reconfiguration that changes what
may yet be possible. I recognize that this is a political commitment. Engagement always
and necessarily entails making non-innocent agential cuts.
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Conclusion
Agential realism attends to the iterative production of knowing and being that is
dynamically apparent in the universe. Given critiques of agential realism as well as the
notion of responsibility, the best way to proceed in this dissertation is to be very clear
about what I mean when I use apparatuses developed by Barad, indicate how I am using
them, acknowledge when their limits emerge, and explain why I continue to find agential
realism useful. I proceed under the following theory: the universe is made up of
phenomena. Phenomenon refers to the irreducibility and inseparability of that which is
observed and the agencies of observation. This means that subjects and objects of
scientific (or any other) practices do not pre-exist agential cuts. Agential cuts are never
final; rather, exclusions are constitutive and intra-active. Intra-actions instantiate
possibilities for reconfiguration and change. The following analysis of my empirical data
will privilege placenta scientific and social scientific analyses that provide evidence for
this onto-epistemology, and critique those which do not, thereby enabling me to comment
upon the ethical considerations regarding theorizing, studying, and engaging
placentations in different ways.
In the next chapter, I outline what social scientists have already written about
placentas and analyze the epistemological and ontological commitments that underpin
these works. I discuss the insights I take from this literature and diffract with my
empirical data and scientific literature in the chapters to follow.
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Chapter 3: Diffractive Resources: Feminist Theory and
Anthropology
Introduction
This chapter explores and analyzes the social scientific literature on placentas that
informs analyses in this dissertation. Anthropologists and feminist theorists author the
majority of social scientific works on placentas. Their contributions are the focus of this
chapter, which has three objectives. First, I outline the main findings and arguments of
anthropologists and feminist theorists who study placentas. Second, I analyze their works
according to agential realism, addressing how placentas come to matter to anthropology
and feminist theory, and how anthropology and feminist theory come to matter to
placentas. To do this, I analyze the agential cuts that articulate feminist theoretical and
anthropological apparatuses, authors, others (such as research informants), nonhumans,
and placentas as mutually intelligible within phenomena. I argue that these works,
individually and collectively, are placentations: differential and entangled intra- and
inter-species, intra- and inter-cultural, and intra- and inter-disciplinary productions of
placentas. I consider what is excluded from mattering in these placentations. Thereby, I
address the ethico-onto-epistemological differences these placentations make and how
they might be reconfigured.
This prepares me to develop my third objective. Pursuing diffractive methodology
(Barad, 2007), I relate what these two literatures contribute to my performative and
naturalcultural account of placentations. Recall that diffraction is a technical term from
physics that refers to patterns made by interfering waves which also describes the
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methodological practice of reading insights from different disciplines through one
another (Barad, 2007). I find that anthropology and feminist theory provide resources for
the deconstruction of particularism and metaphysical individualism as defined in the
Introduction of this dissertation. I also find that anthropology provides evidence that is
contrary to the claim of many participants in my study, discussed extensively in coming
chapters, that delivered placentas are strictly biological tissue masses. Likewise, feminist
studies of the placenta explore the political and ethical consequences for pregnant
women, mothers, and fetuses that are effected in different theorizations of placentas. In
sum, anthropological and feminist literatures on placentas inform my naturalcultural
account of placentations, and I deploy them in analyses in forthcoming chapters.

Anthropology of Placentas
Broadly defined as “a scholarly discipline that aims to describe in the broadest
possible sense what it means to be human” (Schultz and Lavenda, 2012: 5), anthropology
has always been concerned with cultural-material and human-nonhuman interactions
observed via ethnographic methodology. However, the work of anthropologists certainly
cannot be deemed naturalcultural if the inherence of these categories is treated by them as
self-evident. Branches of anthropology take up quite different foci. The curious coupling
of cultural anthropology, concerned with social organization and worldviews, and
physical or biological anthropology, concerned with Hominidae biological variation and
evolution, sometimes means that even under a shared anthropological umbrella,
anthropologists focus their work on what they regard as either cultural or natural
concerns. That being said, spurred by contributions from other academic fields as well as
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the work of critically imaginative anthropologists, rifts between cultural and physical
anthropology are increasingly transformed into opportunities for naturalculturalist
analysis.
For example, Vicky Kirby’s Quantum Anthropologies: Life at Large (2011) offers
an anthropologically-motivated consideration of quantum mechanics to redefine the
conventional human subject of disciplinary concern. Like Barad, Kirby is critical of
anthropological approaches that take for granted representationalism, or “our investment
in a physical reality whose substance must remain unaffected by our representations of it”
because this position “wilfully ignores the radical implications and challenges of”
quantum mechanics (2011: 58; and see Norris, 1997). Her imperative is to “recast the
question of the anthropological – the human – in a more profound and destabilizing way
than its disciplinary frame of reference will allow” (Kirby, 2011: x). Drawing on and
expanding the Derridian aphorism, ‘there is no outside of text’ (1976), Kirby posits that
there is also no outside of nature which, as quantum mechanics substantiates, does not
live up to the expectations of Western metaphysics concerning causality, subjects, and
objects. She writes that “the argument I am trying to make is that the investment in the
identity of the limit, a limit that separates human exceptionalism (with its cultural
misrepresentations) from the substantive reality that it can’t know and can’t be, has
prevented us from appreciating that our corporeal realities and their productive iteration
are material reinventions” (Kirby, 2011: xi).
Although nonhumans have always been of concern in anthropology,
understandings of their relationships with symbolic systems are shifting from notions of
natural or material objects in culture, to entangled, naturalcultural hybrid-becoming. For
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example, Kirksey and Helmreich, proponents of ‘multispecies ethnography,’ argue in a
special issue of the journal Cultural Anthropology that “livelihoods” of many organisms
are profoundly entangled in “political, economic, and cultural forces” often thought to be
comprised of ‘only human’ activities (Kirksey and Helmreich, 2010: 545). The
recognition that such “hybrids” are naturalcultural means that the “conventional subject
of anthropological concern” – the human – “is no longer a clearly bounded biological
subject” (Kirksey and Helmreich, 2010: 556). A striking article by Hayward in the same
journal considers researchers’ encounters with cup corals which, like the brittlestars
addressed in the previous chapter, articulate difference with their “fingereyes” (2010).
Hayward writes that such “species are impressions, thresholds of emergence” (580) from
phenomenal apparatuses of (what I consider to be) intra-active touch and sight. With
these and many other contributions (see for example Fuentes, 2010; Maurstad et al.,
2013; Marks, 2013), we can say that anthropology is no longer the study of human
exceptionalism. Anthropology is among the major contributing disciplines to
naturalculturalism (see Hamilton and Placas, 2010).
Unfortunately, however, anthropological naturalcultural study has by and large
not yet been extended to placentas. I do not have a satisfactory explanation for this.
Perhaps the sparseness of anthropological work on placentas, much of which is quite
dated, reflects the low level of importance ascribed to placentas in social science more
generally. Interrogation and advancement of this literature is stalled. My imperative in the
next section is to undertake some of this interrogation.
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Explaining Placenta Rituals
Placentas are rarely the central objects of study for anthropologists. Rather, details
about the views and treatments of placentas among various groups are provided in studies
from a subfield called the anthropology of childbirth. Ethnographic accounts of
conception, pregnancy, labour, and the postpartum often contain descriptions of the views
and treatment of placentas especially regarding delivery and disposal. Anthropological
studies establish that among certain groups of people, human placentas are regarded as
mystical, sacred, magical, polluting, or unclean entities that can confer good fortune or
conversely harm mothers, infants, families, and communities (see Annas, 1999; Croft
Long, 1963; Davidson, 1983a; Davidson, 1985; Glausser, 2009; Helsel and Mochel,
2002; Jones and Kay, 2003; Santoro, 2011; Saura et al., 2002; Seligman, 1938; Young
and Benyshek, 2010). Three literature reviews that make cross-cultural comparisons find
an expansive range of valuations of placentas (see Jones and Kay, 2003; Ober, 1979;
Young and Benyshek, 2010). Young and Benyshek (2010) categorize 5 types of beliefs
held by peoples in various places and times: 1) placentas can alter or predict the future; 2)
harm may be caused if placentas are consumed by or come into contact with certain
things; 3) placentas can be used for witchcraft or malevolent purposes; 4) placentas can
make a person ill or pollute something; and 5) placentas can be used to treat medical
conditions. Diverse practices articulate these beliefs, such as burying placentas in
significant places and sometimes with symbolic objects, placing them in streams, hanging
them from trees, eating them, using them in medicinal preparations, or disposing of them
as waste (see Abel et al., 2001; Birdsong, 1998; Chamilco, 2004; Croft Long, 1963;
Davidson, 1983a; Davidson, 1985; Ewing, 1960; Gideon and Gordon, 1962; Helsel and
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Mochel, 2002; Jones and Kay, 2003; Ober, 1979; Saura et al., 2002; Seligman, 1938;
Young and Benyshek, 2010; Cheyney, 2011).
Analyzing anthropological descriptions, I identify two explanations for placenta
rituals and sacred symbolism, which I term sociocultural and adaptive. I want to stress
that these explanations are not indicative of recent naturalcultural work in anthropology
concerning other topics; they come only from the literature on placentas. I use the
opportunity of explaining them to describe some of the diverse perspectives, beliefs, and
practices associated with placentas in different places and times; however, my
descriptions are not exhaustive. Considering this literature, I am interested in how
placentas are articulated, the limitations according to agential realism, and the possible
contributions to my study.
Some anthropologists argue that practices of childbirth reflect and reinforce
culture ‘as a whole’; it is only by describing and relating as much of a culture as possible
that the fullest understanding of the significance of birthing for a group of people can be
elucidated. I call this the sociocultural explanation, which predominates the literature I
analyze here. Kay’s description of ethnography is illustrative:
the first task in writing an ethnography of birth is to discuss the history, culture
contract, social structure, social organization, economy, religion, and physical
environment of the group… A fundamental doctrine of anthropology is that a
culture is an integrated, meaningful whole. (1982: 2)

Broadly structuralist, the sociocultural explanation for rituals involving placentas is that
they provide for the restabilization of metaphysical binaries that are fundamental to a
worldview but which are upheaved in pregnancy and childbirth. For example, Jones and
Kay’s cross-cultural survey (2003) categorizes a number of groups according to whether
they are “high” or “low” ritual with regards to placentas, high referring to cultures that
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attribute magical capabilities to placentas and low to those in which placentas are
polluting, dangerous, or of no consequence (103). They compare this to whether the
cultures are, according to their definitions and observations, “virifocal” (male-centric) or
“femifocal” (female-centric). They hypothesize that femifocal cultures are high ritual
while virifocal are low. Results do not confirm a correlation (which actually undermines
the sociocultural explanation), but the view that gender hierarchies are actualized and
reinforced in placenta rituals is found in other studies. Helsel and Mochel (2002) describe
how Hmong bury their baby boys’ placentas at the centre post of a house since the
researchers observe that this is regarded as an honourable place; contrariwise, girls’ are
buried near the door since they are expected to marry outside the family. They argue that
these practices reaffirm gendered roles and expectations for the new infant (Helsel and
Mochel, 2002). In an ethnographic study, Cosminsky observes that women in India of
low castes were required to cut the umbilical cord and dispose of the placenta (2003: 7475). She explains that birth is seen to be polluting, arguing that this practice cyclically
reinforces the caste system along with the supposedly polluting nature of women’s bodies
(Cosminsky, 2003). Such an interpretation bears the influence of Mary Douglas’
canonical theorization of pollution in Purity and Danger (1966). Douglas claims that
the body is a model which can stand for any bounded system… We cannot
possibly interpret rituals concerning excreta, breast milk, saliva, and the rest
unless we are prepared to see in the body a symbol of society, and to see the
powers and dangers credited to social structure reproduced in small on the
human body. (1966: 142)

According to Douglas, one will always find pollution beliefs associated with ambiguous,
marginal, or transitional forms. Douglas does not discuss the placenta, but her theory of
pollution is influential in the sociocultural explanation for placenta rituals.
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According to the sociocultural explanation, placental rituals index social structure.
Specializing in explaining cross-cultural diversity, anthropologists reject the notion that
birthing is an essentially natural or biological event. Dundes’ claims about the
anthropology of childbirth are illustrative:
the array of cross-cultural customs surrounding birth through infancy includes
practices that are both fascinating and instructive. One might logically but
incorrectly assume that human birth is essentially a ‘natural’ phenomenon,
biologically and physiologically determined to a degree that would make the
details of parturition more or less universal, meaning virtually identical in all
cultural contexts. The theoretical difficulty is that ‘nature’ can never be identified
or perceived except through the lens of culture. The visions of nature afforded by
diverse cultural spectacles offer a rich panoply of hues and textures. (2003: 1)

In other words, in the sociocultural explanation for placenta rituals, ‘nature’ is
inaccessible except through the “lens of culture.” Such an understanding of nature is what
Barad (2007) terms cultural realism, which comprises part of an apparatus agentially
cutting placentas as cultural artifacts. Differences are made by this cut. For example,
because they can be directly manipulated by human action, placentas in the third stage of
labour (delivery of the afterbirth) and postpartum period are the focus of the sociocultural
literature, while ante-partum placentas (within the maternal womb), which are neither
visibly nor materially accessible, are not considered or described. This exclusion leaves
unaddressed the ways in which placentas might also be coextensive with maternal and
fetal bodies and fundamental to their experiences of health, disease, pregnancy
complications, and fetal and maternal mortality and morbidity. In the absence of
accounting for how placentas are produced in the antepartum period, there is an
overemphasis on the social construction of placentas in much of the anthropological
literature on placentas. The sociocultural explanation provides only a partial account of
the differences placentas make.
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In the second explanation I identify in the literature, which I term adaptive,
certain practices of “human actors” are attempts “to realize objectives, satisfy needs, or
find peace while coping with the present conditions” (Bennett, 1976: 847). According to
the adaptive explanation, ritual practices associated with placentas reflect the necessity of
responding to the events of pregnancy and parturition. This need is apparent irrespective
of whether people are rich or poor in biomedical knowledge.
For example, in the adaptive argument, many placenta rituals reflect the fact that
“delivery of the placenta is a grave concern for all societies” and, in particular, that “a
retained placenta is the most dreaded complication of birth” (Jones and Kay, 2003: 102;
and see McClain, 1982; Sargent, 1982). Sargent relates how Bariba women in Benin
consider the placenta should be delivered immediately following the delivery of
the baby. Any placenta retained beyond five minutes is therefore defined as
problematic. Correspondingly, all matrones possess a variety of procedures…
intended to expel the placenta. (1982: 207)

Bariba midwives do not advocate delayed cord clamping, Oxytocin administration, or
waiting up to forty-five minutes for delivery as do contemporary, western clinicians
(Leduc et al., 2009), and instead opt to apply pressure to the abdomen or use herbal
preparations. Other studies detail how placentas are used to prevent or cause certain
outcomes in the absence of modern, Western medical care. Davidson writes that the
Qolla near Lake Titicaca have special customs for washing the delivered placenta; if they
are not followed, the postpartum woman will experience entuertos (afterpains) (1983b:
1277). Likewise, Olbrechts describes how Cherokee fathers attempt family planning by
travelling across a certain number of mountain ridges to bury the placenta:
should the father be anxious to have another child after one year he only crosses
one mountain-range, and should he want a child again only three or four years
from then, he crosses the same number of ridges. While the father is on this
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errand, he should be careful that nobody watches him, for should anybody want
to harm him, they will stealthily follow him, and when he has gone, either:
1) Dig up the placenta, bury it an arm deep and put 4 or 7 stones on top of it
before filling the earth in again: as a result of this action, never again will a baby
be born to the victims.
2) Or else they can dig up the placenta, and throw it away in the open: in this
case, a child is liable to be born to these people ‘just any time’; in any case
before the parents wish this to happen. (1931: 28-29)

Every culture has practices for delivering and disposing of placentas, and
geographically distinct cultures assert the spiritual relevance of the placenta. This
‘cultural convergence’ is mobilized as evidence for the adaptive explanation. For
example, Red-Horse links placenta rituals to the biological importance of the placenta for
pregnancy:
in some societies the critical importance of the placenta in determining
pregnancy outcome is acknowledged by its special treatment after birth. For
example, the Malay people bury placentas in prominent locations near their
homes, a symbolic act in recognition of the fact that the placenta is an essential
in utero companion of the baby. We now know that this prescient ritual reflects
an important reality…The principle that embryonic and placental development
are tightly linked has been strongly reinforced by studies in the burgeoning field
of life-course epidemiology. (2004: 744, emphasis added)

Red-Horse claims that the rituals reflect people’s knowledge of the biological
importance of the placenta for pregnancy, but does not substantiate how he knows this;
rather, he presumes that a biological explanation can satisfy any course of human action,
even if ill-informed. The adaptive explanation posits that practices not normally
recommended by medical professionals are primitive attempts to respond to real
biological problems and needs. Because rituals are expressions of educational and
economic impoverishment, outreach is the prominent clinical objective (McClain, 1982).
According to the adaptive explanation, placentas are merely misunderstood by people
who value them spiritually or symbolically. In this way, the adaptive explanation
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privileges scientific realist ways of knowing and understanding placentas. The adaptive
explanation relies on agential cuts that exclude cultural valuations from mattering to
placentas, which are ultimately and strictly natural phenomena. There is no recognition in
the adaptive explanation that rituals may articulate placentas in ways that actually make a
difference for fetal, maternal, familial, or community pregnancy or health outcomes.
In the anthropological literature on placentas, two explanations are on offer, but
neither is satisfying in and of itself for a naturalcultural understanding of placentations.
The methods and conceptual repertoire of the anthropological literature on placentas are
apparatuses, as I address them in the previous chapter, making agential cuts in the
production of the differences that are meaningful for the discipline. Principally, both
explanations articulate nature/culture dualism. Inter- and intra-cultural differences in the
material boundaries, roles, and referents of placentas are articulated according to this
ontology.

Diffracting Anthropology of Placentas
Throughout this dissertation, I draw upon the observations of anthropologists
regarding placentas, but I do not do so uncritically. Instead, I take a diffractive approach.
I am interested in the clues that the works provide about intra-actions of placentas in
different contexts, which I diffract with empirical data, scientific literature, and the
naturalcultural resources I know are available in emerging anthropological contributions
and in agential realism. Anthropology has a three-fold significance in this dissertation:
first, as I have already noted, it is a discipline that contributes greatly to
naturalculturalism. I think the fact that this dissertation, which is naturalcultural, employs
the key anthropological methodology of ethnography substantiates this claim.
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Second, anthropological findings problematize the claims of participants in the
present study that the placenta is strictly a biological tissue mass, and that this
understanding is virtually universal. The sociocultural explanation directly contradicts
these claims, supporting a critique of biomedicine as ethnocentric, “not only believing
that its ways are the best, but usually unaware that there are other ways of considering a
palpable object or process” (Jones and Kay, 2003: 101). Indeed, some of the adaptive
commentaries on placentas that are available in the anthropological literature harken to or
are from an era in anthropology when fascination for rituals performed by supposed
‘primitives’ predominated the field (Olbrechts, 1931; Seligman, 1938; Dieterlen, 1957;
Ewing, 1960; Gideon and Gordon, 1962; Croft Long, 1963; Ober, 1979). An interesting
aspect of this literature is that, because it concerns maternal and fetal health, some of it is
written by scientists, midwives, or clinicians or is published in scientific or medical
journals and books (Birdsong, 1998; Croft Long, 1963; Lemon, 2002; Ober, 1979). While
anthropologically motivated, these works tend to espouse the non-reflexive
anthropological approaches that mainstream anthropology has long left behind.
Sociocultural studies often specify a goal of providing information which can be used in
the cultural sensitivity training of healthcare professionals (see Jenkins and Sugarman,
2005). My research shows that some placenta scientists do not respect non-biomedical
knowledges of placentas. Understanding and respecting “medically benign” practices and
beliefs (McClain, 1982: 41), such as the need of some parents to take the placenta home
from the hospital (Lemon, 2002; Helsel and Mochel, 2002), is a common theme in the
sociocultural literature. These important ethical and practical concerns are explored in
Chapter 6.
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Third, I am interested in anthropological literature for the clues it gives about the
possible agential cuts that are productive of placentas as differently meaningful, agential,
and impactful in different spaces and times. For example, much of the anthropological
literature reveals cosmologies belying metaphysical individualism and particularism and
that embrace, to different extents, an intra-active ontology (though not using such
terminology). Jones and Kay suggest that placental rituals express “contagious magic,”
which is “activated with the underlying belief that things that were once in contact
continue to have influence upon each other even after they are severed” (2003: 103). This
resonates with the agential realist argument regarding the irreducibility and inseparability
of phenomena. As another example, Abel et al. report on the Maori in New Zealand:
the burial of the placenta was important to ground the baby’s wairua (spirit) and
to recognise symbolically that the placenta and the land to which it was returned
were sources of nurturing for the baby. Burial usually occurs at a place of
significance to the whanau (extended family) and where the link with ancestors
could be facilitated, such as a burial place. (2001: 1142)

Indeed the practice would seem ‘symbolic’ in the sociocultural framework, but there are
also actual material outcomes: the buried placenta becomes fodder for microorganisms,
animals, and insects, whose consumption of the tissue, which is articulated as food, will
in turn configure land and soil, perhaps ultimately supplementing cultivation of the foods
that humans consume, or perhaps polluting them. Thus, outcomes cannot merely be
considered symbolic but are material-discursive, particularly if nonhumans are
understood as intra-active in the phenomena of Maori placental burial.
Some cosmologies of placenta contest the particularism. Helsel and Mochel
surveyed Hmong people in California and found that
the Hmong people believe that the placenta is the infant’s “first clothing”; the
soul of the deceased must return to the place his or her placenta was buried to
retrieve this afterlife “garment.” Only by wearing his or her placental “jacket”
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can the soul find safe passage to the spirit world and be reunited with ancestors.
If the spirit of the deceased cannot find his or her placenta, he or she will spend
eternity wandering. (2002: 283)

Here, the placenta is not presumed to have been totally cut from the infant; in the literal
cutting of the umbilical cord, the jacket, land, and ancestors are cut together apart with an
infant who retains them ‘contagiously,’ where prior contact is retained as ongoing
entangled inheritance. Likewise, entanglement of placentas, pregnancy, trees, soil, and
earth recurs frequently in spiritual understandings of placentas (Geissler, 2000; Dieterlen,
1957; Saura et al., 2002). Of various placental disposal rituals recorded, a common
practice is to bury the placenta under a tree, marking “an essential connection between
humans, the earth, [and] plants” (Saura et al., 2002: 127).
Placental rituals are apparatuses articulating placentas, land, babies, and ancestors
in phenomena. Apffel-Marglin explains:
there is a sense in which the premodern and non-modern rituals of gift exchanges
between humans and the nonhuman world are enactments, performances in
which humans are partially responsible for the reality that emerges. The reality
that emerges is at once material and discursive… Rituals employ objects, plants,
waters, other liquids, special arrangements, movements, and a myriad of other
material tools, along with human speech, song, and movements, and are thus best
described as material-discursive enactments. Rituals, in their typically iterative
or repetitive forms, achieve a stabilization of particular agential cuts. (2011: 62)

I argue that diffracting anthropology with agential realism and, as I show in forthcoming
chapters, placenta science, opens up avenues to think differently about the production and
significance of placentas.

Placental Feminism: Placentas and their Others
Having explored anthropological studies that comprise one of the two major
social scientific literatures on placentas, I now turn to exploring the second, feminist
theory. In this section, I focus on the ways in which feminist studies of placentas
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variously engage in diffractive methodology (though none of the authors describe their
methodological approach as such). In particular, I show how selected biological scientific
findings are read through different articulations of feminism to argue for specific political
reformulations. In analysis of the literature, I find there are two main approaches, which I
call ‘respect for the other’ and ‘openness to otherness.’ I analyze each in turn.

Respect for the Other
According to feminist philosopher and linguist Luce Irigaray (1993), women’s
exploitation and subjugation is based on a patriarchal devaluation of their sexual
difference. She writes that “the decline of sexual culture goes hand in hand with the
establishment of different values which are supposedly universal but turn out to entail
one part of humanity having a hold over the other, here the world of men over that of
women” (1993: 16). In contrast to liberal feminist perspectives which neutralize sexual
difference, Irigaray claims that the solution to women’s exploitation “will come only
through sexual difference” (1993: 12). She argues that the “rights and obligations” (1993:
15) of the different sexes must be rewritten in ways that acknowledge and valorize, in
culture and language, women’s fundamental role in the reproduction of the human
species. Her book, Je, Tu, Nous (1993) provides many prescriptions regarding how this
may be accomplished. One concerns recognition and recuperation of the maternal body
by examining the biological nature of the placenta.
Irigaray finds that the relationship between the placenta and the maternal body is
often presented as being in a “state of fusion” (1993: 38) which underpins the exclusion
of women from culture and the logocentric alignment of women with nature insofar as
the placenta is seen to be natural. She challenges this characterization by presenting an
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interview with biologist Hélène Rouch in which Rouch claims that “there is never a
fusion of maternal and embryonic tissues” because the placenta is made by fetal cells
(Irigaray, 1993: 39). By performing a “transforming, storing, and redistributing” role
(Irigaray, 1993: 39), the placenta establishes a relationship between the mother and the
fetus which ‘respects’ both. For Irigaray, this insight represents the “ethical character of
the fetal relation” (1993: 41) in which the subjective boundaries between the mother and
the fetus are maintained even as the two are mutually transformed by virtue of being in a
relationship mediated by the placenta.
For example, characterizing the immunological relationship between mother and
fetus as one of tolerance, Irigaray writes,
one of the distinctive features of the female body is its toleration of the other’s
growth within herself without incurring illness or death for either one of the
living organisms. Unfortunately, culture has practically inverted the meaning of
this economy of respect for the other. (1993: 45)

Irigaray further claims that the placenta does not discriminate between male and female
fetuses, and therefore pregnancy does not ‘engender’ the fetal Other in a hierarchical
manner; in other words, pregnancy is egalitarian (1993: 45). For Irigaray, the placenta
represents the political possibility that female individual corporeality is maintained in
pregnancy even though the fetal and maternal bodies are unified, while
the between-men culture works in the opposite sense. The way it is structured
excludes what the other brings to its society. Whereas the female body engenders
with respect for difference, the patriarchal social body constructs itself
hierarchically, excluding difference. (1993: 45)

This emphasis on the constitutive effects of difference resonates with agential realism’s
performative approach.
Irigaray considers Rouch’s claims about the biology of the placenta alongside
feminist theories of sexual difference and certain feminist political concerns regarding
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women’s social standing and autonomy, a kind of diffractive practice that supports the
reformulation of sexual politics. However, I argue that Rouch and Irigaray have already
agentially cut the ‘posts’ against which the diffraction waves of biology and feminism
interfere in their account. In the interview, neither acknowledge that placentas often do
not ‘respect’ maternal corporeal boundaries, if ‘respect’ is understood as a concern for
pregnant women’s individual and continuing being (i.e. survival) or well-being (i.e.
health). There are many placental relations that, precisely because they seem not to
respect maternal corporeal boundaries, threaten the maternal body. For example, preeclampsia (PE) is a disease of pregnancy, a medical emergency, and a common cause of
maternal mortality worldwide that is instigated when dead cellular placental fragments
enter a pregnant woman’s circulatory system, thereby breaching her supposed corporeal
integrity (PE will be discussed at length in the next chapter). There are also many
placental relations that, precisely because they seem not to respect fetal corporeal
boundaries, threaten the fetal body. The placenta can produce and transfer teratogenic
(birth defect-causing) compounds to the fetus (Miller et al., 1993). Finally and
profoundly, a placenta can exist in a pregnancy without a fetus. The complete
hydatidiform mole is caused by a genetic defect in which maternal chromosomes are
absent such that only the trophoblasts of the conceptus grow and multiply (Devriendt,
2005; Diguilio et al., 2012; Kajii and Ohama, 1977). This ‘molar pregnancy’ grows as a
cystic mass in the uterus, and may turn malignant (becoming a cancer called
choriocarcinoma). This growth, being formed by trophoblasts from fertilization, is also a
placenta, but it has no fetus to respect and can certainly harm the mother, whose
‘toleration’ for it is in no way mutually beneficial.
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Thus, the exclusion of certain ‘placental relations’ exemplified by pre-eclampsia,
molar pregnancy, and teratogens is necessary in advancing the placenta as respectful of
maternal and fetal subjects, an agential cutting with which, given my diffractive
methodology attuned to ‘fine details’ (Barad, 2007), I am uncomfortable. A number of
other feminists invoke the placenta as a metonym of intercorporeality, though they
disagree about whether this figuration ultimately ‘respects’ individualism.

Openness to Otherness
For example, Oliver’s concern in Subjectivity without Subjects (1998) is to
“theorize identity and subjectivity as open to otherness rather than closed off from it”
(1998: xii). This is central to the feminist project to challenge violent framings of Others
as foreign, dangerous, or abject. Unlike Irigaray, whose work advances ‘respect’ for
otherness, Oliver argues that any idea of subjectivity based on mutual exclusion of
interacting subjects will ultimately normalize violence and discrimination as inherent
effects of interacting (1998: 158). That being said, Oliver is informed by Rouch’s
remarks in arguing that “the fetus-placenta-maternal body” is a “system of exchange that
prefigures and sets up intersubjective exchange” (1998: 149). She finds that the pregnant
body is “two bodies in one” (1998: 150), but not two subjects in one body. “On the level
of my biological model,” she writes, “there is no subject” (1998: 150); instead, subjectobject and self-other are “illusory by-products” (1998: 151) of the performative
enactment of subjectivity.
Oliver extends the intercorporeal placental relation, which would otherwise seem
to end with parturition, to develop what I think is a proto-intra-active ontology from a
diffractive methodology. I am particularly drawn to her work because she incorporates
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insights from physics into her analysis, advancing what she calls a “fractal politics” of
pregnancy. A fractal is a structured, repeating pattern that is infinitely reproducible
except when bounded by finite space (Oliver, 1998: 124). Fractals appear at once
limitless and bounded, chaotic and ordered, and physicists call the constraining space a
‘strange attractor,’ where attractor refers to the set of properties around which the system
evolves and strange refers to its paradoxically chaotic dimensions. Oliver seeks to
understand the subject (i.e. subjectivity) as a strange attractor patterning in a structured
cultural, linguistic, and material system. The strange attractor of subjectivity that Oliver
surmises originates with the connective tissues of pregnancy and is maintained, Oliver
argues, in sensory phenomenology. She argues that the five senses articulate meaningful
experience in direct material engagement with the world:
the circulatory system that is set up within the maternal body among maternal
body, placenta, and fetus, then, continues after birth when sensory perception is
mediated by air and elements instead of by blood and veins. After birth, the
tissues that connect us are still a shared material environment that very much
affects how we feel, think, and act. (1998: 153)

Even sight maintains this direct material engagement, since eyes are not mirrors but
“porous and fluid. Like other senses, vision is the result of pressures, vibrations, particles,
and waves affecting the nerves” (1998: 156). As such, there are no inherent gaps between
subjects and objects, and all sensings are not just touchings; they are what Barad might
call intra-actions.
For Maher (2002), placentas are material counterevidence for the representations
of the fetus as a free-floating metaphysical individual in the womb. Because “common
scientific understandings of fetal development” (Maher, 2002: 99) are contrary to this
representation of the fetus, the notion of the particularism of the fetus is the result of the
“visual coding” of images (Maher, 2002: 100). Maher argues that visual technologies
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such as ultrasound present fetal and maternal bodies as ‘two,’ a “visual agnosia” (Maher,
2002: 96) which, in the context of contemporary reproductive politics, erases pregnant
women’s visibility in favour of ‘fetal subjects.’ In Meeting the Universe Halfway (2007),
Barad also writes of visualizing technologies used in pregnancy, arguing that the
piezoelectric transducer, which is an apparatus employed in ultrasound, “does not allow
us to peer innocently at the fetus, nor does it simply offer constraints on what we can see;
rather, it helps produce it as part of the body it images” (2007: 202; 1998). The
ultrasound images are produced by agential cuts that disambiguate visualizing
phenomena; they do not depict ‘a fetus’ preceding observation. It is here that the
connection between representationalism and metaphysical individualism is quite clear;
the belief that the field of vision is comprised of fixed and bounded objects is co-reliant
on the localization of ‘the subject’ in a single and largely impermeable corporeal unit
located in a world.
This analysis of the non-innocence of visual technologies such as ultrasound
(sonography) and 3D ultrasound (Palmer, 2009; Maher, 2001) is incredibly important for
a number of political debates about reproductive rights, fetal ‘subjectivity’ (Morgan,
1996; Morgan and Michaels, 1999), and the surveillance and discipline of women who
are framed as potential threats to the fetal subject (Marshall, 2000; Balsamo, 1999;
Duden, 1993; Wilkin, 2008). ‘Good mothering’ is defined by the dedication of the
pregnant woman to the selfless maintenance of the fetal subject inside her, and
disciplinary technologies, including medical surveillance, materialize compliance to this
ideal. Morgan argues that
feminist philosophers who address the moral status of the fetus do so at least
partly because they care about women and are disturbed and angered by the
erasure of pregnant women from an array of public discourses (including those
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concerning abortion, poverty, infant mortality, and substance abuse). They watch
uneasily as the American public is distracted, enthralled, incited, and sometimes
literally crazed by proliferating images of fetuses, increasingly depicted as freefloating, disembodied little babies at the mercy of their uncaring or vindictive
mothers. (1996: 50)

According to agential realism, this articulation of maternal subjectivity
misidentifies maternal agency as an attribute of individual pregnant women. However,
Maher argues that
neither the fetus nor the pregnant woman can intentionally engage in the process
of being pregnant. Exposure to fertilization can occur, but the question of
implantation and development are outside the control of any subject in the
process… One cannot direct the placenta to grow and perform its functions… In
pregnancy, intention can only engage the contours of the process (a good diet,
relaxation, appropriate clothing and rest) but cannot activate it. The subject,
unlike the placenta, can never situate itself at the origin of the bodily project of
pregnancy. (2002: 103).

It is the placenta that, intra-acting in the phenomenon of pregnancy, articulates
differences which are central and fundamental to reproduction and fetal and maternal
outcomes. The trophoblasts, cells of the blastocyst which are not part of the developing of
the fetus, make the placenta. The placenta is therefore both the ‘I’ and the ‘not-I’ that
makes fetal subject-hood a possibility, yet refuses total foreclosure of fetal corporeal and
psychical boundaries assumed by metaphysical individualism.
This line of analysis needs to be taken further. In the excerpt above, Maher
implies that women are not agential in becoming pregnant. We know of course that
women take up courses of action that may result in their becoming pregnant, maintaining
the pregnancy, influencing pregnancy outcomes with some of their behaviours, etc.
Maher suggests that the placenta is a material “engagement with another corporeal entity
[that] represents productivity and not threat” (2002: 101), but I find, as in my analysis of
Irigaray’s work, that this mischaracterizes many potential placental relations. Drawing on
Mauss’ (1950 [1990]) theorization of how social relationships are forged by obligatory
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systems of exchange, or gifting, as well as Diprose’s (2002) critique of Mauss and her
extension of the notion of the gift as “the debt that a body owes to other bodies” (Hird,
2007: 5), Hird (2007) argues that the outcomes of the “corporeal gifts” of pregnancy are
unpredictable, characterizing the placenta in terms of “the giving and receiving of matter”
(2007: 3) which is not without violence or debts. For example, while the placenta gifts
nutrients and oxygen to the fetus, scientific research establishes that the placenta can also
gift low birth weight. These material gifts are non-volitional, suggesting that indebted
corporeality exceeds the notion of a fixed human subject, as well as unpredictable,
harkening to Barad’s notion of indeterminacy prior to intra-actions. Of this “corporeal
generosity of maternity,” Hird writes, “there is as much possibility of threatening the
integrity of bodies as there is of opening up new possibilities” (2007: 2).
Simms’ (2009) work on the placenta is instructive here. Like Oliver (1998) and
Maher (2002), Simms finds that common representations of the placenta as a barrier (i.e.
the ‘placental barrier’) affirm the illusion that the placenta is a thing separate from the
mother and fetus; however, she argues that “matrotopy,” the consumption of the
“mother’s substance” by the fetus via the placenta and breast milk, undermines this
representation (Simms, 2009: 264). In matrotropy, toxic substances can be exchanged,
including xenobiotics. For example, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) from old
household appliances can be acquired by the maternal body through inhalation of
contaminated air, consumption of contaminated food, or skin contact, and ‘gifted’ to the
fetus when the placenta cannot differentiate between them and estrogen. In other words,
according to an agential realist understanding, the placenta does not articulate PCBs and
estrogen as different. The differences made by this non-difference can be immense: PCBs
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are associated with breast cancer, uterine and cervical cancer, and skeletal, sexual, and
mental developmental issues.
Simms calls for the development of a “placental ethics” (2009: 274) that
acknowledges intercorporeal debts and consequent responsibilities to the environment
and to non-humanity which we cannot refuse as ultimately separate from ourselves,
writing that “the fetal ecosystem is nested in the ecosystem of the mother’s body, which
is nested in the larger ecosystem of the Earth” (2009: 274). Simms questions the common
depiction and placement of a male human at the top of the ‘food chain,’ which depicts
eating as a closed economy accounting for all that flows between the beings below. A
mother-placenta-infant figure at the top of the food chain, however, depicts an ecological
looping-back of the eaters to the eaten. She writes,
when I actually imagine a woman at the top of the food-chain, it is not so easy to
see the human being as the self-owned and self-contained apex of creation.
Rather, the female body is open, a conduit of the next generation, a passage for
others that stretches through time… The image of the woman and her infant at
the top of the food chain puts an intimate and personal question to women: can
we believe in an ethics that stops at the boundary of our skins? (Simms, 2009:
264-265)

For Simms, “the infant is the missing ecological link between human beings and the
natural world: the damage to our environment is not just ‘out there,’ but goes as deep as
our placentas” (2009: 271). But I think the placenta, not the infant, is more properly that
link. Every human being is borne of a placenta, but there are many placentas that, due to
abortion, miscarriage, stillbirth, or molar pregnancy, never support an embryo, fetus, or
infant. Still, these placentas eat (develop and grow from maternal resources) and are
eaten (human, animal, bacteriological, and technological placentophagia, which is
discussed in Chapter 6; Haraway, 2008).
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Studying placentas exposes an urgent need to account for and be accountable to
reproductive and environmental politics. Placental feminism foments this project, which I
begin to undertake in the next chapter in which I am in part concerned with extending
analyses of feminist literature on placentas. Irigaray’s (1993) characterization of the
placenta as an organ that respects its Others is belied by some intra-actions of pregnancy.
I provide more detail about this to argue for moving beyond the notion that placentas
mediate two individuated beings that are already Others to each other. I also explore how
‘openness to otherness’ might be articulated in different placentations, but ultimately
push the limits of this characterization as well. I argue in the next chapter that otherness
is just one possible outcome of intra-action. I outline examples of apparent nondifference and non-otherness in placentation that, if taken into account, suggest this
theory can also be refined.

Conclusion
Barad argues that “a joint effort that relies on multiple forms of literacy to make
explicit the different apparatuses that are a part of the phenomenon being investigated” is
required to understand and intervene in the world’s differential becoming (2007: 361).
With this chapter I sought to elaborate the resources that can be found in the social
sciences and which are available for a diffractive approach to the analysis of
placentations. The project to analyze the naturalculturalism of placentas has already
begun in anthropology and feminist theory. Issues that will later be discussed are
foreshadowed here: in particular, the need to think of placentas intra-actively, the
importance of moving beyond the notion of delivered placentas as wastes, the necessity
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for thinking beyond metaphysical individualism, and the urgent ecological responsibility
borne by the place of placentas in an intra-active ‘food chain.’ Taken together, these
literatures substantiate that placentas are not bounded according to scientific assumptions
about ‘biological tissue,’ and instead extend and are extended in naturalcultural
phenomena. Having outlined my methodological and theoretical approaches in previous
chapters, in the next chapter I begin to elaborate these issues by focussing squarely on the
analysis of my empirical research.
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Chapter 4: Fetal-Maternal-Placental Intra-Action
Introduction
In placenta scientific literature, I find that the term ‘fetal-maternal interface’ is
extensively employed but rarely explicitly defined. For instance, Pijnenborg and
Vercruysse (2008), Petroff (2005), Pujal et al. (2012), and Olivieri and Tadokoro (2013)
author articles with ‘fetal-maternal interface’ in the title but do not define it in the text. A
reading of these papers indicates that authors theorize a local, physical connection where
tissues of maternal and fetal sources touch, fuse, or blend. In one of few explicit
definitions, Erlebacher (2013) explains that the fetal-maternal interface is a location in
the pregnant body where fetal cells, which have the same origin as but do not comprise
the embryo (i.e. trophoblasts), meet the maternal uterine endometrial lining:
the maternal-fetal interface is the interface between the uterine mucosa and the
extraembryonic tissues of the developing conceptus. Trophoblasts constitute the
primary cell type of these extraembryonic tissues, which on one side of the
conceptus form the placenta. (2013: 389)

Here, Erlebacher implies that the placenta is produced by two touching tissues (uterine
mucosa and extraembryonic) that actively engage one another:
the uterine mucosa is not a passive player in embryo implantation but rather
undergoes a specialized tissue reaction termed decidualization to support the
development and function of the placenta. (2013: 389)

As is discussed in the Introduction of this dissertation, scientists theorize that placentation
occurs when trophoblasts invade the decidualizing endometrium, predicating a number of
physiological changes in the maternal womb that are necessary for pregnancy. This is
also what Erlebacher describes above, suggesting that the fetal-maternal interface is not
only a location but also a process, an interfacing, which is synonymous with placentation
since both produce the placenta. Yet other articles suggest the placenta is the interfacer:
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that is, the thing that is capable of bringing maternal and fetal tissues together. For
example, Rampersand et al. write that “the human placenta interfaces the mother and
fetus to prevent immune rejection, to transfer nutrients, to dispose fetal wastes, and to
secrete hormones that sustain pregnancy” (2011: 19). Still other placenta scientists
synonymize the placental organ with the fetal-maternal interface; the placenta is the
interface. For example, one participant in the present study said:
P5:	
  You	
  know,	
  I’d	
  say	
  they’re	
  [the	
  fetal-‐maternal	
  interface	
  and	
  the	
  placenta]	
  
one	
  and	
  the	
  same	
  actually.	
  Well,	
  unless	
  to	
  be	
  a	
  bit	
  more	
  expansive,	
  and	
  
[include]	
  say	
  fetal	
  membranes,	
  but	
  that	
  really	
  is	
  placental	
  tissue	
  as	
  well,	
  at	
  the	
  
maternal-‐fetal	
  interface.	
  	
  

The scientific definitions of placentation discussed in the Introduction, which
contain words like “apposition” (Wooding and Burton, 2008) and “close proximity”
(Pijnenborg et al., 1981), subtend the theory that the placenta is an interface/r maintaining
bifurcation of sides but that is itself indistinct or borne of fusion. Importantly, this
interface/ing is local and transient: it is only the placenta in the maternal womb that is
ambiguous as to whom it belongs. These descriptions therefore assume that mother and
fetus are particularized relata, Barad’s term for things that interact (2007), whose
interaction makes a third, the placenta. In descriptions of the fetal-maternal interface, the
particularism of fetus and mother is necessary for, prior to, and follows placentation.
There is considerable evidence in the scientific literature, however, that fetalmaternal ‘interfacing’ is neither local nor transient. In this chapter, I analyze ‘interfacings
between’ matters of maternal and fetal sources that belie the location of the fetal-maternal
interface just inside the uterus, at the placenta, or in the maternal body only during
pregnancy. I focus specifically on trophoblast immunology, developmental origins
theory, and pre-eclampsia (PE) as described in reproductive science literature and by
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participants in the present study. I ask: When and where does interfacing begin and end?
Is the fetal-maternal interface the placenta? A zone or location in the uterus, the maternal
body, or beyond? A process? Current scientific literatures do not settle these questions.
The ‘interfacings’ I detail are not fully imbricated in the concept of the fetal-maternal
interface.
The fetal-maternal interface is a particularist theory of pregnancy, which assumes
that separateness is “an inherent feature of how the world is” (Barad, 2007: 136). When
this insight is diffracted with feminist critiques of metaphysical individualism as explored
in the previous chapter and with posthumanist critiques advanced by Barad (2007), it
becomes clear that this prominent theory of pregnancy articulates certain political and
legal relationships between mothers and fetuses. I argue that problematic notions of fetal
subjectivity and women’s agency are concomitant when fetus and mother are assumed to
be in an interacting relationship mediated by, or that produces, the placenta. I seek an
alternative theory which is attentive to fine details of scientific knowledge that explain
pregnancy, but which does not reduce pregnancy to interactions or interfacings of
particular, a priori relata.
Agential realism theorizes that “relations do not follow relata, but the other way
around” (Barad, 2007: 136-137). Informed by this, I argue for a theory of pregnancy
based on intra-action. I contend that fetal-maternal ‘interfacings’ described in science are
really fetal-maternal-placental intra-actions which do not always nor permanently
articulate mothers, fetuses, or placentas as separate and which also point to expansive and
dynamic contiguities of pregnant bodies with the universe. I argue that thinking through
various fetal-maternal-placental intra-actions elicits challenges to the politics of
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pregnancy that are predicated on particularism, growing the nets of responsibility for the
outcomes of placentations.
I now turn to exploring the first of the three areas of placenta scientific research
that, analyzed according to agential realism, contest the fetal-maternal interface theory of
pregnancy and placentation, and instead substantiate fetal-maternal-placental intra-action
as an alternative.

Pregnant Immunity: Cutting Together Apart
Biologist Elie Metchnikoff first articulated immunity as a mechanism of
organismic self-definition and self-defence when, in 1881, he pierced starfish larvae with
rose thorns and found under microscope that certain cells accrued around them,
“recogniz[ing], or in fact re-cogniz[ing]” this “cellular decomposition as a
characteristically protective process” (Cohen, 2009: 2). Interpreting his role in the
experiment as that of aggressor, Metchnikoff’s apparatus affirmed his hypothesis that
“cells might serve in the defence of the organism against intruders” (Cohen, 2009: 1,
citing Metchnikoff). According to agential realism, Metchnikoff’s body-thorn apparatus
agentially cuts starfish larvae from thorn ‘nonlarvae,’ a cut that is neither natural nor
neutral. The phenomenal referent of Metchnikoff’s apparatus enabling this determination
includes Metchnikoff; the thorns; the larvae; and, according to a number of social
scientists who author critical studies of immunity (Weasel, 2001; Cohen, 2009; Haraway,
1991; Martin, 1990; Hird, 2009; Howes, 2007), the historico-geopolitical-discursive
contexts of ‘defence,’ metaphysical individualism, and humanism.
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Cohen (2009) argues that immunity plays a central role in articulating the modern,
liberal, humanist subject. Originally a legal term referring to “privileges and entitlements
conferred on individuals or collectivities that exempt them from political obligations and
responsibilities” (Cohen, 2009: 40), immunity described conditions under which an
individual could stand apart from a community. Community is the antonym of immunity,
referring to “both a ‘municipal corporation’ and to a sharing ‘in common’” (Cohen, 2009:
43) founded on obligations of universal citizenship. Wilkins writes that “in the political
and legal institutions of the United States and of all other Western democracies, people
are held accountable for their actions as individuals; they are eligible for rights as
individuals, and they merit political representation as individuals” (2008: 96).
This political and legal individual is reinforced by the biological sciences which
establish the ‘biological self’ (Cohen, 2009). Cohen explains:
with immunity as its avatar, modern biomedical dogma holds… that as
organisms we vitally depend on a perpetual engagement against the world to
maintain our integrity or indeed our selves… Modern bioscience’s investment in
the self-interiorizing and defensive organism betrays its unacknowledged debt to
modern philosophies of personhood. Immunity incarnates ideas about human
being culled from modern politics, economics, law, philosophy, and science,
which then belatedly achieve scientific status when immunity inoculates them
into the living organism and thereby validates them as essentially ‘natural.’
(2009: 8)

In biological sciences, the self/nonself theory of immunology first articulated by Burnett
and Fenner (1949; see also Vaz, 1978; Tauber, 1994) posits “that living entails a
ceaseless problem of boundary maintenance” (Cohen, 2009: 8). For example, Langman
and Cohn provide a definition of an immune system as “any biodestructive defence
mechanism that makes a somatically selected self-nonself discrimination” (2000: 190),
where ‘somatically selected’ refers to biologically maintained bodily boundaries
delineating individual organisms. In this theory of immunity, war and aggression imagery
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and metaphors are prominent, which Emily Martin suggests does the “ideological work”
of making “violent destruction seem ordinary and part of the necessity of daily life”
(1990: 417). Lisa Weasel argues that this prevailing self/nonself model of immunity
employs ‘foreignness’ as a biological concept, which carries an unexamined xenophobic
assumption that those who are ‘foreign’ are dangerous or threatening (2001).
In these ways, biology recruits and is recruited into political constructions of
difference and personhood. Although Western metaphysics presumes ‘the self’ is a
natural and social ontological unit as well as a human birthright, having or being a ‘self’
is not an inherent human state; in fact, there are many displaced Others not granted the
status of human or self. The science of immunology is not neutral, “not a natural choice
of images for our ability to live as organisms among other organisms of various sizes and
scales” (Cohen, 2009: 3), and neither is, according to Oliver (1998) and Simms (2009) as
elaborated in the previous chapter, selfhood. There are different ways to articulate selves,
or to not articulate discrete selves at all, and these articulations are profoundly
consequential.
The field of placental immunology is provocative for this line of analysis in that it
bears strong indications of an appreciation for the limitations of the theory of self/nonself
in immunology. According to placenta scientists, placentas are party to as well as agents
of unique immunological processes that defy the dogma of how immune systems are
supposed to work. One participant in the present study explained:
P12:	
  I'm	
  an	
  immunologist.	
  And	
  the	
  placenta	
  is	
  an	
  organ	
  which	
  is,	
  from	
  the	
  
immunological	
  point	
  of	
  view,	
  completely	
  different	
  from	
  the	
  rest	
  of	
  the	
  body.	
  
And	
  the	
  reactions	
  inside	
  the	
  placenta	
  are	
  completely	
  different	
  from	
  what	
  
students	
  learn	
  in	
  immunology…	
  So	
  for	
  example,	
  the	
  major	
  differences	
  –	
  you	
  
learn	
  that	
  foreign	
  organisms	
  will	
  be	
  rejected,	
  foreign	
  tissues.	
  That	
  does	
  not	
  
occur	
  in	
  the	
  placenta.	
  So	
  it	
  [the	
  conceptus]	
  is	
  accepted.	
  And	
  somehow	
  the	
  
immune	
  system	
  of	
  the	
  mother	
  not	
  only	
  tolerates	
  it,	
  but	
  it	
  supports	
  the	
  foreign	
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cells	
  and	
  foreign	
  body	
  of	
  the	
  embryo.	
  It	
  does	
  not	
  reject	
  it.	
  And	
  that	
  makes	
  it	
  
really	
  very	
  interesting.	
  And	
  the	
  mechanisms,	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  different	
  mechanisms	
  
behind	
  that,	
  are	
  very	
  much	
  surprising,…	
  reacting	
  in	
  another	
  way	
  than	
  you	
  learn	
  
how	
  things	
  should	
  happen	
  in	
  biomedicine…	
  People	
  should	
  learn	
  from	
  the	
  
placenta.	
  

What placenta scientists learn about “how things should happen in biomedicine” is that
the mammalian immune system is comprised of numerous specialized cell types that read
antigen ‘signs’ against a predetermined rubric of self and nonself. Any nonself or
‘foreign’ antigen sets a cascading immune reaction leading to the rejection of such
matter. Under the self-nonself theory of immunity, foreign fetal antigens should spur
maternal immune rejection of the placenta, resulting in complications or the end of the
pregnancy (e.g. miscarriage, stillbirth). If the maternal immune system is tasked with this
maintenance and defence of the maternal self, why, placenta scientists ask, are fetuses not
routinely rejected during pregnancy? That they are not means that placental immunology
is, as stated above, “surprising,” a point echoed by another participant who, in relation to
the ways in which other immunitary processes in the body are theorized, linked the
exceptionality and defiance of placentas with their effective functioning:
P15:	
  I	
  strongly	
  believe	
  the	
  placenta	
  is	
  a	
  unique	
  immune	
  organ,	
  just	
  not	
  only	
  to	
  
protect	
  the	
  fetus.	
  [The]	
  placenta	
  is	
  a	
  foreign	
  body	
  to	
  the	
  mother,	
  but	
  it's	
  a	
  
unique	
  immune	
  organ	
  in	
  my	
  opinion,	
  as	
  it	
  controls	
  the	
  maternal	
  immunity	
  
locally	
  at	
  the	
  maternal-‐fetal	
  interface	
  to	
  protect	
  the	
  fetus.	
  Now	
  when	
  that	
  
immunity	
  is	
  compromised,	
  [when]	
  immune	
  tolerance	
  is	
  compromised,	
  that's	
  
when	
  problems	
  start,	
  such	
  as	
  recurrent	
  spontaneous	
  abortion	
  [i.e.	
  miscarriage],	
  
preterm	
  birth,	
  preeclampsia,	
  gestational	
  diabetes	
  –	
  all	
  these	
  problems	
  are	
  
related	
  to	
  disregulated	
  crosstalk	
  between	
  the	
  placenta	
  and	
  the	
  maternal	
  
immune	
  system.	
  

Placenta scientists are intrigued by the rifts between what they believe they know
about immunology and what they observe about pregnancy, placentas, and pregnancy
outcomes. These gaps foment the prolific science of placental immunology, concerned
with reconciling observations of placentas with the foundational theories that otherwise
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appear to effectively explain immune processes. The project can be traced to Nobel
Laureate Peter Medawar (1953), who first addressed the problem by characterizing the
placenta as a ‘semi-allogeneic graft’ (allo meaning ‘other’), which is similar to a
successful transplant graft in its partial immunological compatibility and in the
willingness of the recipient’s body to accept the tissue. This view of the placenta as a
graft was prominent among participants in my study:
P4:	
  Usually	
  I	
  describe	
  it	
  [the	
  placenta]	
  as	
  a	
  semi-‐allogeneic	
  graft.	
  Because	
  I	
  
think,	
  from	
  my	
  standpoint,	
  I	
  study	
  immune	
  tolerance,	
  and	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  things	
  we	
  
are	
  very	
  interested	
  in	
  is	
  how	
  the	
  mother	
  tolerates	
  the	
  fetus.	
  And	
  so	
  looking	
  at	
  it	
  
from	
  a	
  graft	
  standpoint	
  is	
  the	
  most	
  convenient	
  way	
  to	
  do	
  that.	
  

By noting that the theory is ‘convenient,’ this participant suggests it has analogical value
in explaining observations of ‘tolerance.’ But others did not speak of analogy; rather,
they presented placenta-as-graft as a ‘fact’ that must be explained according to theories of
transplant biology:
P15:	
  Since	
  the	
  fetus	
  is	
  in	
  allograft,	
  theoretically	
  if	
  we	
  use	
  simple	
  laws	
  of	
  
transplantation,	
  the	
  fetus	
  should	
  be	
  rejected	
  by	
  the	
  mother’s	
  immune	
  system.	
  
But	
  it’s	
  not	
  rejected.	
  We	
  are	
  all	
  born,	
  so	
  we	
  survive	
  in	
  the	
  mother’s	
  womb.	
  So	
  
there	
  has	
  to	
  be	
  a	
  mechanism	
  of	
  immune	
  tolerance	
  at	
  the	
  placental	
  level	
  for	
  the	
  
fetus	
  to	
  survive.	
  

This mechanism of tolerance might function akin to immunosuppressive drugs, for
example.
‘Tolerance’ of difference is therefore central to the explanations for successful
pregnancy found in placenta science. For example, Hunt and Langat write, “adjustments
of the normal activities of human maternal and fetal immune systems are required in
order for pregnancy to be established and maintained in the face of genetic
dissimilarities” (2009: 462). A paper in the journal Nature dubbed this tolerance
“immunity’s pregnant pause” (Pearson, 2002), while Waldorf and Nelson point out that
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there are “changes in maternal systemic immune responses [which] are placenta-induced
and result in a temporary change in what the mother’s immune system considers ‘self’”
(2008: 634). Scientists argue that trophoblasts are involved in the creation of “an illusion
of self” (Roberts et al., 1996: 298), a “temporary self” (Trowsdale and Betz, 2006: 241),
and a site of temporary “ignorance” (Trowsdale and Betz, 2006). Yet others argue the
placenta is really just a successful parasite that evades maternal immune response. For
example, Lowry writes, “there are still many questions that have to be answered, but the
one thing I am sure of is that the placenta is a neuroendocrine organ par excellence in the
guise of a parasite (or is it the other way round?)” (2008: 703). Similarly, D.A. Clark et
al. write that “the embryo is most akin to a parasite, and pregnancy is most akin to a hostparasite interaction” (1999: 5), in which the placenta remains ‘under the radar’ of the
maternal immune system. According to all of these constructions, maternal selves are
merely paused or perhaps tricked, but will return to integral selves, as they were before
and will be after pregnancy. In other words, there is a reshaping of boundaries of the
maternal self but only for the fixed period of pregnancy.
However, scientists admit they do not understand why, and through what
mechanisms, some pregnancies are tolerated and some are rejected, or even if ‘rejection’
and ‘tolerance’ are adequate theories of pregnancy. One participant in the present study
noted,
P7:	
  Medawar	
  was	
  very	
  much,	
  “how	
  does	
  the	
  maternal	
  immune	
  system	
  deal	
  
with	
  this,	
  the	
  placenta	
  as	
  a	
  graft?”	
  But	
  I	
  mean,	
  the	
  graft	
  is	
  a	
  20th	
  century	
  
surgeon’s	
  construct,	
  and	
  it	
  never	
  evolved	
  as	
  a	
  graft.	
  

Indeed, as Christiansen points out, “the HLA antigens responsible for strong graftrejections are not expressed on trophoblast[s]” anyway (1996: 276).
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To explain: the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a molecule on the
surface of nucleated cells (Bainbridge, 2000) which presents proteins called antigens, a
term that originated from a portmanteau of ‘antibody’ and ‘generator.’ Antigens are
molecules that can bind to MHC and may result in the production of antibodies setting
the cascade of immune response. As such, antigens are articulated in joining and
recognition rather than in foreignness and rejection, which begs the question of whether
notions of defence and boundary maintenance are corroborated in the finer details of the
science. Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) is the MHC found in humans. Individuals
receiving a transplant or graft must share with the donor the same type of HLA if the
transplant is to be accepted. However, the genes that encode HLAs are extremely variable
from person to person leading to many different phenotypes (Sette and Sidney, 1998).
Transplant recipients therefore still require immunosuppressive drugs to help ensure the
graft is not rejected, pointing to the tenuous hold on non-difference that transplants
articulate.
Trophoblasts are conceived in the mixing of two genetic lineages, maternal and
paternal. The articulation of conception therefore entails one level of non-difference of
maternal and paternal genes that is meaningful for the conceptus-as-conceptus; in other
words, it makes genetic conceptus-being possible. However for the maternal body, a
different difference makes the conceptus intelligible. Being of partly paternal origin,
trophoblasts articulate antigens that are inherited from the father. Theoretically, this
should spur immune rejection. However, trophoblasts do not express the two main human
polymorphic antigens, HLA-A or HLA-B. Scientists find that a different antigen, HLAG, is expressed by the trophoblasts. In fact, it is unique in that it is found only on
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trophoblast cells and thymus cells (Bainbridge, 2000). Unlike HLA-A and HLA-B, the
polymorphism of HLA-G is limited (Bainbridge et al., 2001), and it has few alleles (Hunt
et al., 2005), and thus genes which encode for it inherited from either maternal or paternal
sources are likely to be the same. Thus, one participant suggested that the trophoblasts do
not participate in the ‘semiotics of self’: that is, the reading of self and other instantiated
by immune cell interactions with antigens, which is expected of other cells:
P9:	
  Even	
  if	
  you	
  put	
  these	
  trophoblast	
  cells	
  from	
  the	
  uterus	
  and	
  you	
  transplant	
  in	
  
the	
  male	
  mice	
  liver,	
  no	
  rejection	
  happens.	
  But	
  the	
  trophoblast	
  cells	
  still	
  keep	
  
the	
  invasive	
  capability.	
  The	
  receptor	
  of	
  the	
  transplant,	
  it	
  doesn’t	
  make	
  any	
  
biological	
  response	
  against	
  that.	
  	
  

HLA-G is an apparatus that articulates differences; more precisely, HLA-G does
not articulate difference between fetal and maternal selves and the placenta. Instead,
HLA-G is distinguished from other HLAs. The differences made by this difference (i.e.
the consequences) concern the very possibility of reproducing an infant in and from the
maternal body in genetic and immunologic collaboration with the paternal body. The
concept of ‘self’ is not required to understand these immunological intra-actions.
Though predominant in immunology, the self/nonself theory is not the only one
available to make sense of relationships between organisms. For example, Weasel (2001)
contrasts it with a competing theory called the danger model, developed by immunologist
Polly Matzinger, which posits that immune systems are tasked not with the maintenance
of self but with the differential discerning of ‘danger.’ Weasel writes that “while the
prevailing self/nonself model of immunity bases its conception of the immune system on
a fixed and rigid notion of self learned at birth, the danger model of immunity dispenses
with the categories of self and other completely, opting instead to rely upon a contextdependent, biosemiotically mediated definition of danger” (2001: 39). This biosemiosis –
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that is, the “meaningful signalling process that occurs in all living organisms at all levels
of cellular organization, including from cell to cell” and organism to organism (Baslow,
2011: 40) – articulates damage-associated and pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(DAMPs and PAMPs) made by tissues that are injured. In the danger model, it is signs of
cell injury, rather than signs of self, that are thought to elicit immune activity. Otherness
and foreignness are therefore not essential to explain immune activity. Consequently, the
nature of fetal-maternal interaction changes: since the fetus may pose no signs of danger
to the mother, it is not rejected.
Langman and Cohn claim that “the self is persistent whereas nonself is transient”
(2000: 189). However, I think it is more accurate to say, considering the danger model
and my agential realist analysis of HLA-G, that antigens and antibodies intra-act. Their
binding is also their differentiation, what Barad (2007) calls cutting together apart.
It is well known in the reproductive sciences that fetal cells (Hird, 2004a) as well
as free pieces of fetal DNA (Bianchi, 1998; Bianchi, 2004; Bianchi et al., 1996) continue
to be detectable in maternal blood circulation decades after pregnancy. In fact, this may
be ubiquitous among pregnant women (O'Donoghue et al., 2008). This ‘microchimerism’
can occur whether a live infant is born or whether a pregnancy ends miscarriage or
abortion. Fetal microchimerism is associated with scleroderma in women, a potentially
life-threatening autoimmune skin disease. Bidirectional exchange of cells between
mother and conceptus (or between twins) may contribute to the development of type 1
diabetes and neonatal lupus syndrome (Waldorf and Nelson, 2008). Conversely,
microchimerism may be involved in tissue repair. Three out of four women with
rheumatoid arthritis, an autoimmune disorder, experience spontaneous improvement of
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their symptoms during pregnancy, but women who have never had biological children are
at an increased risk for developing the disorder (Nelson and Ostensen, 1997). In
remarkable cases, fetal cells are found to proliferate in maternal lungs possibly playing a
repairing role. In one study of women with lung cancer,
male cells of putative fetal origin were identified years after pregnancy in all
women who had sons, using pathological lung and thymus specimens removed at
surgery in a cohort of post-reproductive women, in whom fetal microchimeric
cells engrafted in bone and bone marrow had been identified previously. The
frequency of fetal cells in the diseased lung/thymus tissues was seven-fold
greater than in marrow and two-fold greater than in bone. Within the lung, fetal
cells were clustered in areas of diseased tissue rather than adjacent healthy
tissues. This not only implies that fetal microchimeric cells transferred into
maternal blood during pregnancy engraft marrow and can be located years later
in other organs, but also implicates fetal microchimeric cells in tissue repair.
(O'Donoghue et al., 2008: 388)

The detection and analysis of free fetal DNA and fetal cells in maternal blood also
comprises non-invasive prenatal diagnosis test for rhesus factors, sex determination, and
gene disorders (Allyse et al., 2012). These pieces of DNA and fetal cells are productive
of both harm and health for mothers and fetuses.
What are the bounds of supposedly interacting selves in autoimmune disorders
affected by pregnancy? Or lung cancer? The fetal-maternal interface, if we are to
maintain this terminology, is also located in arthritic joints, infants, and twin siblings,
long after the umbilicus is cut. But I think what really needs to be amended is the notion
of interfacing in the first place. Interfacing is interaction, and interaction assumes
particularism: that there are things, like selves, that pre-exist their relations.
Immunological intra-actions do not necessarily cut mothers and fetuses in difference.
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Developmental Origins: Irreducibly Naturalcultural
Developmental plasticity is understood in placenta science as the responsive
capacity of a developing organism to sense surrounding conditions and to be able to take
a course in response. Scientists describe the developing fetus as ‘plastic’ in that the
morphology and functioning of its organs are malleable throughout pregnancy and for a
time in early infancy (Bateson et al., 2004). Morphology and functioning become
increasingly durable as the fetus grows until the forms attained generally persist through
adult life, a process referred to as fetal programming (Belkacemi et al., 2011; Breier et
al., 2001; Godfrey, 2002; Godfrey and Barker, 2001; Thornburg et al., 2010). Scientists
theorize that developmental plasticity is advantageous evolutionarily because it allows for
epigenetic adaptations between generations beyond the slow process of random genetic
mutation. Developmental plasticity
enables the production of phenotypes that are better matched to their
environment than would be possible if the same phenotype was produced in all
environments… Plasticity during intra-uterine life enables animals, and humans,
to receive a ‘weather forecast’ from their mothers that prepares them for the type
of world in which they will have to live. (Barker, 2004: 588S)

However, developmental plasticity cannot be understood as strictly advantageous
for individual organisms (Barker, 2004), because it actualizes as a process of resource
allotment (Ellison, 2005). If there is a paucity of nutrients the placenta offers the fetus
due to factors such as maternal malnutrition, poor placental functioning, or even
incidental variations in nutrient availability, some fetal organs are favoured over others
(the brain especially), thereby “making the best of a bad start” (Jones, 2005: 22). If the
environment ‘programmed for’ does not match what the infant finds when born, this is
understood in placenta science to be associated with increased risk for diseases in adult
life.
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The placenta is central to fetal programming as it is “the sole source of fetal
oxygen and nutrients, and therefore is a potential rate-limiting factor in fetal growth”
(Salafia et al., 2007). How placentas develop and function is closely related to maternal
physiology, which in turn is also ‘programmed’ in utero. In a lecture at Queen’s
University Kingston in 2011 entitled “Your Mother’s Mother: The Key to your Health”
(personal communication), epidemiologist David Barker, whose work is widely
recognized to have fundamentally formulated this theory, discussed evidence which
suggests that pregnant women’s metabolism has been programmed by their own time in
utero, a corporeal gift (see Hird, 2007) they receive from their mothers that affect what
they can then gift to their own offspring in utero. For example, Barker et al. write, “we
found that the effects of placental size on hypertension depended on the mother’s
socioeconomic status, a marker of her current nutrition, and on her height, which
reflected her nutrition and metabolism in childhood and adolescence” (2010a: 361-362).
Taken together, these ideas form the basis of the theory of the developmental
origins of health and disease (DOHaD). A vast literature, particularly examining
longitudinal cohort data, affirms the basic argument: many adult diseases can be traced to
the variable conditions of fetal development through generations.
Fetal programming research has predominantly focused on the effects of maternal
nutrition on the later life of the conceptus (Harding, 2001). Jackson writes, “it is very
clear that the nutritional state in which women enter pregnancy is of very great
importance in terms of the future health of the population, and healthier women will
undoubtedly reduce the burden of disease for their children at later ages” (2000: 19).
Maternal nutrition is intimately related to all placental processes. Birth weight,
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particularly in relation to placental weight (Salafia et al., 2007), is a central measure used
to explore this aspect of fetal programming. Scientists show that low birth weight is
associated with later incidence of coronary heart disease (Barker, 2004), hypertension
(Eriksson et al., 2000), diabetes mellitus (Phillips, 1998), and renal disease (Vikse et al.,
2007). These diseases are associated with the ‘placental diseases’ such as intrauterine
growth restriction or pre-eclampsia (Belkacemi et al., 2011), even though adults are, of
course, no longer ‘umbilically attached’ to their placentas. Barker, et al. (2010b) find an
association between being short at birth in relation to birth weight and a later increased
risk for the development of lung cancer. They hypothesize that this is due to an imbalance
in the delivery of carbohydrates and proteins from the placenta to the fetus, which is
associated both with being short, and with “the development of the babies’ antioxidant
systems” (Barker et al., 2010b: 512). Small babies are therefore “vulnerable to
antioxidant stress in later life” (Barker et al., 2010b: 512). Since oxidative damage to
DNA can cause cancer, small babies bear greater risk for the disease in later life.
Researchers demonstrate in a mouse model that the placenta synthesizes
serotonin, a neurotransmitter implicated in forebrain development, and releases it to the
fetal brain (Bonnin et al., 2011). The capacity to do so may be affected by maternal diet,
since serotonin is made from an essential amino acid (tryptophan) obtained from food.
Researchers studied at periods of starvation in pregnant mice and found that the placenta,
by altering its genetic expression, “rescues” the fetus from the impact of a drop in
serotonin (Corbyn, 2011). Alterations in the amount or processing of serotonin that
cannot be mitigated by the placenta are associated with a range of later adult mental
health disorders. Thus, the capacity of the placenta to produce serotonin – enabled by the
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availability of tryptophan supplied by maternal diet and maternal metabolism as well as
the placenta’s capacity to receive and process it – may be implicated in early
programming of mental illness (Bonnin et al., 2011).
But diet is not the only factor of interest to DOHaD scientists. The hypothalamicpituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, which controls reactions to stress and effects homeostasis in
bodily processes, may also be highly programmable in utero. Sullivan explains:
when a pregnant animal is exposed to a dangerous environment that requires
increased vigilance, a stress signal is transmitted to the fetus. This signal
programs the fetal HPA axis and related behaviours to develop increased
vigilance, a necessary adaptation for survival in a hostile environment.
Accordingly, prenatal stress has long-lasting effects on the HPA axis of adult
offspring, programming a persistently hyperactive system. (2008: 159)

In other words, researchers surmise that maternal ‘stress,’ a concept articulating women’s
experiences, positionality, and personality in association with chronic or incidental causes
of HPA axis activation, may affect fetal physiology with long-term consequences
(Yoshizawa, field notes, Sept. 2010).
Food choices and availability are profoundly complex and often theorized
alongside the typologies of difference of race, class, gender, place, and history, while
stress is a catchall term for harmful emotional and corporeal experiences that emerge in
the course of people’s daily lives. Despite its seemingly-reductionist language (e.g.
‘programming,’ ‘origins’), in attempting to theorize ‘natural’ and ‘cultural’ factors
together, DOHaD provokes proto-naturalcultural approaches to understanding
reproduction, lifecourse, health, and disease. DOHaD researchers attempt to assess the
horizontal diffusion of responsibility for health and disease found in intersections of
social, political, and economic structures affecting maternal nutrition, as well as the
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vertical diffusion of responsibility portended by the temporal inheritances of health and
disease though generations (Yoshizawa, 2012).
DOHaD also prompts us to wonder where the supposed fetal-maternal interface
can really be located. According to agential realism, fetus and mother are already intraacting in the apples growing on the tree mother may eat if, in the thrust of her everyday
life, she reaches for one and eats it. All the foodstuffs she will eat are already articulating
a fetus who will be the adult they may become but that cannot be known in advance.
Meanwhile, the apple growers, perhaps halfway around the world, are negotiating
nonhuman agency they articulate as pests (e.g. caterpillars, mould) or aides (e.g.
fertilizers, bees). They negotiate legal and commercial interests articulated in their
produce, seeds, pesticides and herbicides in ways that matter for the materialization of the
apples, pests, aides, and of course much more. Innumerable intra-actions irreducibly
entangle the emergent fetus in articulatory spaces and times. Agential cuts disambiguate
the being that the fetus is and will become, cut together apart with its placenta. My
argument, therefore, is that fetal programming comprises phenomena that do not meet
expectations set out by the concept of the fetal-maternal interface elaborated earlier in
this chapter.

Pre-eclampsia and Uncertainty
In 2010, the International Federation of Placenta Associations (IFPA) held their
annual conference under the theme “Fetus and Placenta: A Perfect Harmony”
(Yoshizawa, field notes, October 2010). However, one will find few scientific articles on
fetal-maternal harmony. It is the rather more ‘disharmonious’ relationships that are the
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focus of scientific work. In reproductive sciences, the fetal-maternal conflict hypothesis
suggests that mothers and fetuses have competing interests in pregnancy (Haig, 1993;
Zeh and Zeh, 2000). In particular, the ‘maternal side’ of this conflict is concerned with
prevention of the exhaustion of women’s corporeal resources by the fetus, such that
women will survive pregnancy and be able to bear more children. The ‘fetal side,’ on the
other hand, is thought to advance paternal genetic interest: that is, to reproduce as robust
an infant as possible. Evolutionarily, the conflict arose because “what is best for the fetus
would not always have been best for its mother” (Haig, 1993: 496). Apari and Rozsa
explain:
this conflict is rooted in the difference between the adaptive interest of mother
and fetus. Mothers face a negative trade-off between current and future breeding
success; [sic] since the more nutrients they invest into nourishing a current fetus,
the less they can spare for potential future ones. Thus, there must be a maternal
optimum of resource-allocation between current and potential future embryos. A
maternal optimum is not necessarily optimal for the fetus, or, more precisely, for
the genes carried by the fetus. Fetuses might wish to gain more than predicted by
their mothers’ optimal strategy. Naturally, even the embryo has an interest in
conserving some maternal resources for its mother’s future survival and
reproduction; thus the fetal optimum is still less than the physiological
maximum. The parent-offspring conflict simply arises since the fetal optimum of
maternal nutrient supply is higher than the maternal optimum. (2006: 1190)

Metaphors employed to describe this conflict in scientific articles (see Pijnenborg et al.,
2008) include a battlefield (Ward, 1995; Labarrete and Faulk, 1991), a game of chess
(Pijnenborg et al., 2008), a tug-of-war (Moore and Haig, 1991), and move-counter move
(Haig, 1993: 496), bringing to mind imagery of two sides eking out their ‘territories,’
interests, and claims to resources by warring or, sometimes, negotiating. Conflict is a
prominent theory in placenta science even as immunologists report on the immunological
‘surprises’ of pregnancy, wherein the conceptus is not rejected.
It is not clear to me whether scientists figure the placenta as a ‘combatant’ or a
peacekeeper in this conflict, whether it can be both, or whether it depends on the specifics
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of the placentation. The placenta is sometimes depicted as a third party mediator and
other times an extension of fetal interests. For example, one participant described the
placenta as a peacemaker as well as an ‘ally’ of the scientist who seeks to understand and
mitigate fetal-maternal conflict which causes complications and diseases of pregnancy:
P15:	
  And	
  [the]	
  placenta	
  is	
  a	
  friend	
  of	
  mine	
  now	
  to	
  make	
  me	
  understand	
  what	
  
went	
  wrong.	
  Why	
  did	
  [the]	
  placenta	
  behave	
  the	
  way	
  it	
  behaved	
  and	
  contribute	
  
to	
  this	
  problem?	
  How	
  can	
  I	
  help	
  the	
  placenta?	
  So	
  we	
  are	
  friends	
  and	
  we	
  are	
  
helping	
  each	
  other.	
  So	
  I	
  want	
  to	
  help	
  placenta	
  also,	
  and	
  placenta	
  is	
  helping	
  me	
  
to	
  understand	
  what	
  caused	
  this	
  problem…	
  It's	
  a	
  peacemaker,	
  and	
  sometimes	
  it	
  
fails.	
  And	
  the	
  question	
  is:	
  how	
  can	
  we	
  avoid	
  those	
  situations?	
  

In contrast, a description of the placenta in an article on the website Science Daily
recounts that
a battle that brews in the mother’s womb… [In one scientific study,] researchers
observed how the placenta tricks the mother so she doesn’t attack the
trophoblasts that are trying to increase the flow of her blood into the placenta…
But the mother’s own ‘soldiers,’ called lymphocytes, are constantly looking to
destroy the invasive trophoblast cells. (Peart, 2011: para. 1-3)

Where the trophoblasts ‘invade’ under fetal (by extension, paternal) interests, maternal
lymphocytes (immune cells) ‘fight back.’ An account of a meeting discussion among
placenta scientists gives other, colourful descriptions of the battle they imagine:
Philip Steer [a placenta scientist]… suggested we should be looking for the
origins of the conflict. Charlie Loke [another placenta scientist] agreed, stressing
that maternal genes had evolved as a defensive mechanism and it was the
paternal genes that had the interests of the fetus at heart. Philip Steer continued
the discussion by illustrating the conflict between the Y and the X chromosomes
as a constant battle. Charlie Loke summarized the discussion as ‘feminism gone
molecular.’ He emphasized that there were more conditions [diseases or
complications of pregnancy] of under- rather than over-invasion, i.e.that the
maternal defence was paramount. (Walker, 1998: 684)

Here, conflict imagery represents women and fetuses as having competing interests
spurred by the strength of the maternal body to refuse fetal trophoblastic invasion,
interpreted as ‘feminism’ (a point upon which I will comment later in the chapter).
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Pre-eclampsia (PE) is regarded by scientists as an exemplar of fetal-maternal
interface conflicts where placental peacekeeping is absent or fails – more properly, when
the placenta turns from peacekeeper to ‘combatant’ that has been radicalized by maternal
aggression against the trophoblast invasion. Scientists describe PE as a disease of
pregnancy characterized by systemic maternal endothelial (blood vessel) inflammation,
protein in urine (due to kidney damage), oedema (swelling of the limbs), headache, and
hypertension (high blood pressure) (Myatt, 2002). PE is thought to be the result of
inadequate trophoblast remodelling of spiral arteries, possibly due to maternal immune
suppression of the cells or some other mechanism. This leads either to an insufficient
supply of oxygen to the placenta (hypoxia) or fluctuations in the availability of oxygen
(ischemia-reperfusion).10 These oxygen insults cause the death of placental cells
(Kadyrov et al., 2006; Meekins et al., 1994), the remnants of which are shed into the
maternal circulatory system. These pieces bear fetal antigens (possibly HLA-C, which
has two variants; Carter, 2011a). Their presence well beyond the maternal womb
instigates an immune response prompting production of blood factors that lead to
endothelial (cells that line the entire circulatory system) damage. This systemic damage
found in multiple maternal organ systems manifests in the symptoms of the disease.
PE can lead to eclampsia, experienced as maternal seizures, coma, and even
death. It affects an estimated 2 to 8% of pregnancies accounting for 50,000 annual
maternal deaths worldwide, is the most significant cause of maternal mortality in
developed countries, and is the cause of 40-80% of maternal deaths in countries with
limited medical maternal care (Lain and Roberts, 2002). PE is also associated with

10

Which mechanism is the correct one is the source of great controversy in placenta science, as participant
experts told me (P14, P7).
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significant morbidity for women including kidney failure, stroke, and HELLP syndrome
(hemolysis or accelerated red blood cell destruction, elevated liver enzymes, and low
platelet count, pulmonary oedema, or liver failure) (Sibai et al., 2005). PE increases risk
of mortality and morbidity for infants who are often born preterm, growth-restricted
(Duley, 2009), or with neurological injury (Sibai et al., 2005). Having had PE is
associated with increased risk for a wide variety of conditions and diseases, such as
hypertensive disorders (Sattar and Greer, 2002), for both mother and infant in later life
(Bellamy et al., 2007). Scientists do not know whether this is because these diseases
share causes, or because PE confers a new vulnerability (Bellamy et al., 2007).
Predisposing factors defined in scientific and statistical practices include
primigravidity (when a woman has never before been pregnant), primipaternity (when a
woman has previously been pregnant by a different man), multiple pregnancy (twins,
triplets, etc.), extended time between pregnancies, and advanced maternal age. Women
who conceive on their first sexual encounter with the father are more likely to develop PE
(participant P14 reported this). PE is also associated with obesity (Alam et al., 2007),
infection, pre-existing autoimmune disease, diabetes, hypertension, or renal disease, and
personal or family history of PE (Sibai et al., 2005). Women who smoke during
pregnancy are one third less likely to develop PE compared to women who do not smoke
(Conde-Agudelo et al., 1999; Bainbridge et al., 2005), a fascinating reversal of ideologies
of ‘good mothering’ to which I will return. Women who have had a prior miscarriage or
abortion of a conceptus conceived with the same father as their current pregnancy are less
likely to develop PE (Robillard et al., 2007), while women who conceive via artificial
insemination are more likely to develop PE (Robillard et al., 2007). Longer duration of
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sexual cohabitation is associated with lower rates of PE (Robillard et al., 1995); as high
as 40% of women will develop PE who have had less than four months of sexual
cohabitation with the father of their infant (Robillard et al., 2007). Where it was once
believed that PE is a disease of ‘first pregnancy,’ newer research shows that if women
change male partners, their risk for the disease returns to primigravid rates. Robillard et
al. argue that “these facts suggest that HDP [hypertensive disorders of
pregnancy]/preeclampsia are in fact also a ‘couple disease” – more specifically, “a
disease of ‘first couple,’ suggesting a paternal-maternal interaction it its etiology” (2007:
3). Extended unprotected sexual relations with a male partner may proffer tolerance for
his antigens presented in seminal fluid and therefore also his conceptus (Robertson et al.,
2003). Condom users have a higher risk for PE (Klonoff-Cohen et al., 1989).
Lyall identifies “an inability to remodel maternal spiral arties and subsequent
suboptimal placental blood flow” as the “first problem” of PE (2011: 246). Because it is
believed to originate in inadequate trophoblast invasion in early pregnancy, PE is often
referred to as a “placental condition” (Kalkunte et al., 2009; Redman and Sargent, 2003).
In cases of hydatidiform moles, or pregnancies without an embryo, PE can still occur. PE
is therefore “clearly dependent on the presence of placental tissue” (Baergen, 2011: 336;
Myatt, 2002). With few treatment options available, placenta scientists and obstetricians
determine that delivery of the placenta is the only ‘cure’ for PE (Sibai et al., 2005). This
means that placenta scientists regard the placenta as the central agent in the development
of PE; one participant (P14) referred to it as the “key tissue in preeclampsia,” for
example.
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However, if the placenta is the main causative agent of PE, placenta scientists are
puzzled by the observation that among placental mammals, only humans appear to
present the disease. A theory in the evolution of the human placenta is that the increasing
cranial capacity of those species that evolved into Homo sapiens required matching
increases in maternal oxygen resources. Deep and extensive trophoblast migration into
the maternal endometrium, called the trophoblast invasion, coevolved to reach more
profoundly into the maternal vasculature (Chaline, 2003). Comparative placentation is
concerned with differentiating types of placentas; differing levels of invasion comprise
one typology. Human placentas as well as higher order primates, mice, and other animals,
are referred to as hemochorial, because maternal blood directly contacts the fetal chorion
(the outermost extraembryonic membrane), while placentas of other animals are
endotheliochorial (e.g. carnivores) or epitheliochorial (e.g. ruminants, whales), having
more shallow trophoblast invasion. Humans are said to have the ‘deepest’ invasion
among hemochorial animals. Variations of this invasion (i.e. more or less ‘deep’) among
human pregnancies result in differences called ‘pregnancy outcomes,’ ‘pregnancy
complications,’ and ‘diseases of pregnancy’ such as PE. Carter explains that “in
pregnancy disorders, trophoblast invasion is shallower, never reaching the myometrium,
and transformation of the spiral arteries is less extensive” (2011a: 391).
Many scientists claim that PE is found only in humans (Hiby et al., 2004;
Carreiras et al., 2002; see for example Morgan and Ward, 1999) because of the large
cranial capacity which requires a deep trophoblast invasion (Rosenberg and Trevathan,
2007; Carter, 2011a). Having spent a lot of time with placenta scientists, I can confirm
that this belief is pervasive. But the findings of PE syndromes in primates (Baird, 1981;
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Thornton and Onwude, 1992; Pijnenborg et al., 2008), and the creation, especially using
genetic modifications, of animal models with PE-like symptomatic presentations (see
Sunderland et al., 2011) throw a rather large wrench into the human exceptionalism
theorized in comparative placentation literature. The presence of PE in primates suggests
that placentas might not meet the expectations for human and nonhuman difference set
out by ontological assumptions of scientists. PE is mobilized by clinical medicine and
basic science, subtended by other material-discursive arrangements, in the articulation of
difference between humans and nonhumans.
With all these presentations, degrees of severity, predisposing factors, and later
possible outcomes, parsing out the aetiology of PE is seen to be a major challenge in
placenta science. One will find three approaches to addressing PE in the literature. The
first regards science as a building and continual path of discovery that will one day
uncover ‘the answer’ to the causes of PE and/or a solution or cure. According to this
approach, the cause(s) of PE, even if multifactorial, will eventually become known when
more is known about pregnancy and placentation. For example, Robillard et al. note that
“scientists have been trying to find the possible ‘factor X’ capable of explaining this
global vascular disease” (2007: 2), and Dechend and Luft point out that an “empty plaque
above the entrance to the University of Chicago’s Lying-In Hospital [sits waiting] for the
future recipient of the Nobel Prize who unravels this puzzle” of PE (2008: 440). This idea
is also illustrated by a participant who remarked that his interest in the placenta had little
to do with the placenta itself, and more to do with a concern for the ‘hunt’ for solutions to
the problem of PE:
RY:	
  So	
  would	
  you	
  say	
  that	
  you	
  are	
  interested	
  in	
  studying	
  the	
  placenta,	
  not	
  
because	
  you’re	
  ultimately	
  interested	
  in	
  the	
  placenta	
  per	
  se,	
  but	
  because	
  you’re	
  
interested	
  in-‐	
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P14:	
  Solving	
  the	
  problem	
  of	
  preeclampsia.	
  If	
  it	
  didn’t	
  carry	
  the	
  answers	
  to	
  at	
  
least	
  some	
  parts	
  of	
  managing	
  the	
  problem,	
  it	
  would	
  not	
  be	
  of	
  interest	
  to	
  me	
  at	
  
all.	
  Well,	
  that’s	
  not	
  true.	
  Right	
  down	
  the	
  line,	
  you	
  get	
  to	
  know	
  more	
  and	
  more	
  
about	
  it,	
  it	
  becomes	
  a	
  fun	
  thing	
  to	
  know	
  what	
  is	
  next	
  around	
  the	
  corner.	
  You	
  
don’t	
  know	
  why	
  this	
  happens,	
  and	
  then	
  someone	
  comes	
  up	
  with	
  a	
  new	
  
solution.	
  And	
  you’re	
  on	
  a	
  treasure	
  trail.	
  And	
  it	
  is	
  exactly	
  like	
  a	
  treasure	
  hunt.	
  
Somewhere	
  you	
  know	
  down	
  over	
  the	
  horizon	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  treasure	
  to	
  be	
  found	
  by	
  
somebody,	
  and	
  you’re	
  looking	
  at	
  the	
  clues.	
  	
  

The second approach frames PE as an epistemological issue concerning the
possibility of completeness of the scientific description. Placenta scientists often refer to
PE as an “enigma” (Dechend and Luft, 2008: 440; Yoshizawa, field notes, October 2010)
as new research advances an understanding of PE as a disease of multiple aetiology and
pathways observed, so far, as one syndrome (Sibai et al., 2005; Ness and Roberts, 1996),
but it might be the case that the PE of today will not be the PE of tomorrow or, given new
research, that it will no longer be a disease as such at all.
The third concerns the possibility for objectivity of scientists studying PE.
Placenta scientists are concerned with the appropriateness of their scientific descriptions.
One participant remarked:
P1:	
  [My	
  colleague	
  has]	
  made	
  a	
  very	
  interesting	
  observation	
  that	
  actually,	
  the	
  
concept	
  of	
  this	
  battlefield	
  was	
  more	
  or	
  less	
  developed	
  in	
  the	
  early	
  20th	
  century	
  
before	
  the	
  First	
  World	
  War,	
  when	
  all	
  the	
  tensions	
  were	
  high,	
  over	
  the	
  whole	
  of	
  
Europe	
  about	
  conflicts	
  and	
  everything	
  else.	
  And	
  well,	
  he	
  more	
  or	
  less	
  seems	
  to	
  
suggest	
  that,	
  well,	
  the	
  sort	
  of	
  general	
  feeling	
  of	
  what	
  happens,	
  sociologically,	
  
may	
  have	
  an	
  impact	
  on	
  how	
  people	
  are	
  thinking.	
  So	
  they	
  influence	
  your	
  
philosophies,	
  influence	
  you	
  in	
  everything	
  else.	
  So,	
  well,	
  people	
  are	
  thinking	
  
much	
  more	
  about,	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  conflict	
  situations	
  like	
  that.	
  The	
  sociological	
  
environment	
  is	
  there.	
  And	
  that’s	
  quite	
  –	
  I	
  think	
  he	
  may	
  be	
  right.	
  And	
  that’s	
  
when	
  that	
  conflict	
  hypothesis	
  was	
  formulated	
  and	
  yes,	
  okay,	
  fine,	
  it’s	
  attractive	
  
for	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  people,	
  but,	
  uh	
  –	
  I	
  think	
  everything	
  is	
  in	
  balance.	
  You	
  have	
  conflicts,	
  
but	
  you	
  have	
  also	
  cooperation.	
  And	
  I	
  don’t	
  see	
  how	
  uh,	
  any	
  evolution,	
  any	
  
development	
  may	
  be	
  possible	
  when	
  everything	
  would	
  be	
  conflict	
  –	
  that	
  can’t	
  be	
  
true.	
  But,	
  uh,	
  dialogue	
  means	
  that	
  you	
  have	
  one	
  or	
  the	
  other,	
  and	
  give	
  and	
  take	
  
and	
  that	
  sort	
  of	
  thing.	
  And	
  I	
  like,	
  I	
  prefer	
  more	
  to	
  talk	
  about	
  the	
  fetal-‐placental,	
  
the	
  fetal-‐maternal	
  dialogue.	
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The participant acknowledged the noninnocence of representations and their historicity.
That being said, the participant advanced a scientific realist approach which implies that
there might be, if ‘sociological’ biases could be removed, a better and more accurate
representation of PE in the notion of ‘dialogue.’ For example, Pijnenborg and Vercruysse
critique the notion of conflict between mother and fetus, which suggests violent maternal
suppressive response to invading trophoblasts is the cause of PE, when there is evidence
for emergence of the disease from several levels of interaction through time:
does the ‘conflict’ concept offer an acceptable representation of a biological
reality? When we take a detailed look at histological events in the placental bed,
trophoblast invasion and associated changes in uterine spiral arteries apparently
proceed in a sequence of interactive steps involving the fetal and the maternal
side, respectively. Far from a potentially disrupting conflict (or even ‘battle’),
this stepwise development of different ‘moves’ and ‘counter-moves’ suggested
to us a different metaphor of a game of chess, or even better, the intricate
choreography of a ‘pas de deux,’ resulting in a ‘give-and-take’ type of
interaction rather than a ‘battlefield’ where a conflict is fought with a highly
uncertain outcome. Although we fully recognize the existence of a ‘conflict of
interests’ between fetus and mother, we object to the tendency of translating this
concept too readily into conflictual actions. (2008: 184)

However, dialogue and pas de deux still assume that PE is the result of fetal-maternal
interactions.
The three approaches focus on what is already known and still unknown: that is,
on the completeness of the scientific description. They therefore concern epistemological
and experimental limitations in the endeavour to understand PE. In other words, placenta
scientists are concerned with their uncertainty regarding why and how PE is a pathology
of placentas. A participant’s words are illustrative:
P15:	
  Pregnancy	
  is	
  a	
  highly	
  choreographed	
  event,	
  but	
  it	
  still	
  remains	
  enigmatic	
  
because	
  we	
  don't	
  really	
  understand	
  too	
  many	
  things	
  about	
  it.	
  So	
  we	
  have	
  to	
  
parse	
  out	
  each	
  step,	
  and	
  then	
  try	
  to	
  understand.	
  I	
  consider	
  placentation	
  or	
  
pregnancies	
  as	
  an	
  airline	
  flight	
  map:	
  the	
  flights	
  are	
  coming	
  from	
  each	
  direction,	
  
and	
  they	
  end	
  up	
  at	
  one	
  place,	
  at	
  one	
  airport,	
  but	
  they	
  are	
  originating	
  from	
  
different	
  places.	
  But	
  their	
  aim	
  is	
  one:	
  normal	
  placentation,	
  fetal	
  health,	
  and	
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immune	
  tolerance	
  locally.	
  There	
  are	
  different	
  mechanisms,	
  and	
  that's	
  what	
  we	
  
need	
  to	
  understand	
  one	
  by	
  one.	
  

“Choreography,” “maps,” and “flight paths” presume that PE is a mechanistic
biological phenomenon that, while complex, emerges in an orderly and linear manner,
which could be clearly teased apart in a full and complete scientific understanding.
However, informed by agential realism, I suggest that framing PE as an issue of
uncertainty will not help us better understand or respond to the phenomena of
hypertension, proteinuria, fetal mortality and morbidity, and maternal mortality and
morbidity collectively articulated as PE. As Schrader writes “the very idea of an
epistemological uncertainty presupposes an a priori separation of the epistemological
question of ‘how we know’ from the ontological status of ‘what we know,’ where only
the former, that is, our knowledge, is allowed to vary” (2010: 277).
I am struck by the similarities of Schrader’s (2010) fish killers with PE. Schrader
describes how Pfiesteria “are neither plant nor animal, but can act as both… Abrupt
changes in available nutrition can trigger spontaneous transformations, not only of
particular life stages, but also in the dinos’ entire mode of reproduction” (Schrader, 2010:
281). Frequently persisting as dormant cysts in sediments, they may morph into toxic
zoospores spurred by environmental changes and in particular, the presence of certain
fish in large numbers. Grouping together and attaining swimming speed by so doing, the
zoospores target and kill fish while rapidly reproducing both sexually and asexually.
Their life cycle, according to scientists, has 24 possible stages divided among three
possible life forms (flagellated, amoeboid, and encysted), some of which are toxic to fish
and others harmless. “Upon fish death Pfiesteria metamorphize into amoebae and sink to
the bottom sediments, where they transform again and hide away as motionless, dormant
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and benign cysts” (Schrader, 2010: 281). That being said, according to Schrader the
notion of a ‘life cycle’ does not describe “who Pfiesteria are” and “what they do” (2010:
283). She discusses the many possible life forms of Pfiesteria articulated in nonlinear and
noncircular relationships (Schrader, 2010: 282); it is not at all clear what life form in
what stage is the ‘natural’ state of Pfiesteria. She argues that, because certain life forms
of Pfiesteria – that is, the toxic ones and therefore the ones that are important for fish
stocks, economics, and food production – cannot emerge without intra-action in a specific
environment accompanied by fish, “we are no longer dealing with an indeterminacy that
could be resolved in laboratory time” (Schrader, 2010: 285). She writes of the ‘phantomlike behaviour’ of “spontaneous metamorphoses of a usually benign dinoflagellate into a
toxic ‘ambush predator’” (Schrader, 2010: 277-278), and explores how toxic dinos
cannot be induced or produced in the scientific laboratory and therefore can never be
studied as such, a point which, she notes, leads some scientists to argue that their toxicity
might not exist at all. Schrader argues that this substantiates Barad’s claim that scientific
experimentation and theorization are not limited by an uncertainty that could be mitigated
with additive contributions to knowledge. In fact, Schrader argues that its ‘natural state’
is indeterminate: that is,
there is no moment in time in which Pfiesteria could be captured in their
entirety… The entanglement of Pfiesteria’s beings and doings attest to an
inherent indeterminacy… [that] not only affects the ‘what’ of their ‘being now,’
but extends across spaces and times. It is not that their ontology is indeterminate;
rather, ontology itself is put into question and hence becomes phantomatic.
(2010: 283)

This phantomness is not a consequence of epistemological uncertainty, or completeness
of the scientific description, but the ontology of Pfiesteria: it “appropriately describes
their species being” (2010: 278). Schrader argues that “a move from epistemological
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uncertainties to ontological indeterminacies that follow from Pfiesteria’s contributions to
material agency is a condition for responsive and objective science” (2010: 277).
Informed by this analysis, I argue that what scientists observe is that normally
benign trophoblast and immune cell behaviours in pregnancy turn pathological in
surprising and difficult-to-predict ways, where the “compilation of multiple experimental
findings depicts a superimposition of various, partially overlapping temporal and spatial
scales that cannot be easily disentangled” (Schrader, 2010: 281) and where trophoblast
“beings and doings,” like Pfiesteria, are “complementary in the Bohrian sense, that is,
mutually exclusive and simultaneously necessary to assess” (283) trophoblast invasions
as pre-eclamptic. This points to “inherent indeterminacy” (Schrader, 2010: 283) in PE.
Where ‘enigma’ recalls an epistemological problem, phantomness concerns a difficult
kind of pregnant being with which a science that is concerned with uncertainty is ill
equipped to respond. Like Pfiesteria, PE is also very challenging to produce or model in
the laboratory. Scientists think that the problem arises in early pregnancy. However, early
human pregnancy is extremely difficult to study due to ethical concerns. Placentas
collected at birth are frequently used to study PE, but as one participant pointed out:
P7:	
  You	
  can't	
  manipulate,	
  you	
  can't	
  do	
  anything,	
  all	
  your	
  human	
  stuff	
  is	
  
inevitably	
  observational.	
  And	
  so	
  people	
  make	
  these	
  assumptions	
  on	
  the	
  basis	
  of	
  
a	
  few	
  observations.	
  I	
  mean,	
  what	
  people	
  are	
  doing,	
  worst-‐case	
  scenario,	
  the	
  
labs	
  here	
  are	
  taking	
  the	
  placenta	
  at	
  the	
  end	
  of	
  preeclamptic	
  pregnancy,	
  and	
  
they're	
  saying,	
  ‘well	
  actually	
  back	
  six	
  months,	
  nine	
  months	
  ago,	
  something	
  
happened!’	
  Haha.	
  Which,	
  how	
  do	
  you	
  deduce	
  that?	
  What	
  is	
  cause?	
  What	
  is	
  
effect?	
  What	
  is	
  adaptation?	
  What	
  is	
  maladaptation?	
  It's	
  very	
  difficult	
  to	
  tease	
  
out.	
  

Early pregnancy placental materials can be obtained from elective or therapeutic
abortions, but there is presently no way of discerning whether these pregnancies would
have gone on to develop PE. Another participant explained the experimental difficulties:
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P14:	
  Well	
  I	
  think	
  that	
  everybody	
  starts	
  thinking	
  about	
  the	
  placenta	
  when	
  it	
  
becomes	
  accessible	
  to	
  them.	
  When	
  women	
  are	
  diagnosed	
  as	
  being	
  pregnant	
  
and	
  have	
  progressed	
  to	
  the	
  point	
  they	
  can	
  have	
  a	
  scan	
  and	
  the	
  baby	
  can	
  be	
  
seen.	
  And	
  that's	
  about	
  eight	
  weeks.	
  But	
  in	
  my	
  view,	
  all	
  the	
  important	
  origins	
  of	
  
preeclampsia	
  have	
  been	
  established	
  by	
  then,	
  and	
  what	
  is	
  needed	
  is	
  to	
  study	
  
pre-‐pregnancy	
  and	
  very	
  early	
  pregnancy,	
  which	
  is	
  a	
  very	
  difficult	
  area	
  to	
  study.	
  
Which	
  is	
  why	
  it	
  hasn't	
  been	
  done…	
  If	
  you're	
  starting	
  pre-‐pregnancy,	
  that	
  is	
  quite	
  
time-‐consuming.	
  You	
  need	
  a	
  young	
  team	
  of	
  people	
  who	
  are	
  doing	
  this	
  as	
  their	
  
primary	
  research	
  for	
  the	
  first	
  time	
  and	
  are	
  going	
  to	
  have	
  the	
  energy	
  to	
  do	
  it.	
  Is	
  
not	
  something	
  for	
  [a]	
  retiree,	
  or	
  anything	
  like	
  that.	
  But	
  if	
  you	
  recruit	
  100	
  
women	
  pre-‐pregnancy	
  with	
  the	
  intention	
  of	
  studying	
  them	
  once	
  they're	
  
pregnant,	
  you	
  study	
  them	
  as	
  a	
  baseline	
  pre-‐pregnant,	
  10%	
  of	
  them	
  won't	
  
become	
  pregnant,	
  10%	
  will	
  and	
  will	
  miscarry,	
  10%	
  will	
  move	
  away,	
  and	
  10%	
  will	
  
lose	
  interest	
  and	
  won't	
  want	
  to	
  come	
  once	
  they	
  know	
  they're	
  pregnant.	
  So	
  
you're	
  left	
  with	
  perhaps	
  half	
  who	
  stayed	
  the	
  course,	
  and	
  of	
  those	
  perhaps	
  one	
  
will	
  get	
  preeclampsia.	
  You	
  don't	
  learn	
  very	
  much	
  doing	
  it	
  that	
  way.	
  But	
  that's	
  
the	
  way	
  to	
  go.	
  Because	
  the	
  evidence	
  is	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  primary	
  interaction	
  
between	
  the	
  partners	
  that	
  generate	
  a	
  pregnancy,	
  the	
  woman	
  and	
  her	
  husband.	
  
And	
  that	
  begins	
  pre-‐pregnancy.	
  

Even the idea that PE is “pre” eclampsia attests to a profound indeterminacy: there is an
articulation of the disease of eclampsia prior to its actual presentation.
The participant above (P14) describes interactions between fetuses and mothers at
the fetal-maternal interface. But I want to move toward a notion of PE as a consequence
of intra-actions: the entanglement of mutually-constituted agencies that may not have
anything to do with respect for fetal and maternal selves, or constructs like conflict and
dialogue, and more to do with the nonhuman articulation (or not) of difference.
Difference is articulated, for example, by parts and pieces of trophoblasts and antigens
meeting with blood vessels already intra-acting with that which is articulated by scientists
as ‘risk factors.’ PE results from complex and heterogeneous causes, affects the body
beyond the localized uterus, and has far-reaching consequences. As with immunity and
DOHaD, the fetal-maternal interface is again beyond the placenta as an interfacing thing
or zone.
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Ethico-Onto-Epistemology and Fetal-Maternal-Placental Intra-action
The word ‘interface’ can be used to describe observations at different levels of
analysis (e.g. cellular or systemic), and serves as both a noun (surfaces which form a
common boundary) and a verb (communication or interaction occurring at a common
boundary). I argue that the fetal-maternal interface makes use of a slippery grammar to
collapse processes into objects, strange attractors into things, and intra-action into
interaction. Intra-action refers to the entanglement of mutually constituted agencies. It is
only in intra-action that the differential, dynamic intelligibility of parts of the universe to
other parts occurs. Fetal-maternal intra-action, then, refers to the mutual constitution of
fetal, maternal, paternal, and placental, or some other agencies actualized in the carving
out of differences that matter. These differences may be different than those theorized in
science. I think it is because, due to non-innocent commitments to metaphysical
individualism and humanism already part of scientific realism, scientists are not paying
close enough attention to the fine details of their observations or considering whether
their observations serve their theories.
An exchange with one of my interviews illustrates this possibility. I engaged the
participant in a dialogue about the problem with defining the relationships between
fetuses and mothers as interactions.
RY:	
  I	
  heard	
  you	
  say	
  one	
  time	
  that	
  the	
  placenta	
  is	
  your	
  favourite	
  organ,	
  and	
  you	
  
told	
  me	
  that	
  it	
  was	
  tongue	
  in	
  cheek,	
  but	
  I	
  really	
  want	
  to	
  follow	
  up	
  on	
  this.	
  I'm	
  
curious	
  about	
  why	
  you	
  said	
  that	
  and	
  what	
  you	
  meant	
  by	
  that.	
  
P8:	
  I	
  can	
  tell	
  you	
  right	
  off	
  the	
  top	
  of	
  my	
  head.	
  It's	
  an	
  organ	
  that	
  connects	
  two	
  
individuals.	
  Two	
  distinct	
  individuals.	
  And	
  nourishes	
  one,	
  protects	
  one.	
  	
  
RY:	
  You	
  think	
  of	
  that	
  as	
  being	
  unique	
  among	
  organs?	
  
P8:	
  Yeah.	
  It's	
  an	
  organ	
  that	
  is	
  just	
  continuity	
  in	
  our	
  species.	
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RY:	
  That's	
  interesting	
  how	
  you	
  say,	
  "connects	
  two	
  distinct	
  individuals."	
  And	
  yet	
  
it	
  represents	
  continuity.	
  There's	
  sort	
  of	
  an	
  interesting	
  contradiction	
  there.	
  
P8:	
  Contradiction?	
  
RY:	
  Well,	
  no?	
  
P8:	
  No,	
  I	
  think	
  it's	
  consistent	
  –	
  why	
  would	
  you	
  say	
  it's	
  a	
  contradiction?	
  
RY:	
  Well,	
  like	
  the	
  idea	
  that	
  two	
  individuals	
  are	
  distinct	
  and	
  discrete	
  –	
  how	
  could	
  
they	
  also	
  be	
  connected?	
  Continuity-‐	
  
P8:	
  Oh	
  I	
  see.	
  Yeah,	
  that's	
  a	
  good	
  point.	
  Uhm,	
  we're	
  similar,	
  yet	
  distinct,	
  right?	
  So	
  
I	
  think	
  that's,	
  I	
  guess	
  there	
  are	
  some	
  –	
  there	
  are	
  paradoxes	
  there.	
  Right?	
  

Here, it is clear that the participant did not come to our conversation with the same
understanding of the paradoxical nature of the fetal-maternal relationship that I had.
Instead, the participant appealed to what I am calling in this dissertation metaphysical
individualism and the particularism of the fetus and mother in placentation. But fetalmaternal intra-action, which I argue is a more accurate description of the phenomena
discussed in the previous sections, does not permit unexamined commitments to these
ontologies of difference. Because they are a part of the nature they seek to understand,
scientists are entangled in placental phenomena. In this way, feminist and social scientific
work that critiques metaphysical individualism and humanism can profoundly inform
placenta science.
In the Introduction of this dissertation, I outline the diffractive methodological
approach that is “attentive to fine details” (Barad, 2007: 91). I operationalize this idea by
diffracting different scientific and social scientific ideas, findings, theories, and concepts
against each other. I want to follow through with what Barad argues should happen as a
result of such an approach:
diffractively reading the insights of poststructuralist theory, science studies, and
physics through one another entails thinking of the cultural and the natural
together in illuminating ways. What often appears as separate entities (and
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separate sets of concerns) with sharp edges does not actually entail a relation of
absolute exteriority at all. Like the diffraction patterns illuminating the indefinite
nature of boundaries – displaying shadows in ‘light’ regions and bright spots in
‘dark’ regions – the relationship of the cultural and the natural is a relation of
‘exteriority within.’ This is not a static relationality but a doing – the enactment
of boundaries – that always entails constitutive exclusions and therefore requisite
questions of accountability. (2007: 135)

I now address questions of accountability that pertain to unexamined commitments to
humanism and metaphysical individualism articulated by the theory of the fetal-maternal
interface.

Nonindividualism
The meaning and location of the fetal-maternal interface is not a mere matter of
scientific accuracy; it circumscribes legal and political rights and responsibilities of
women regarding ‘fetal subjects’ which are pre-constituted as legal individuals.
Particularism of human individuals is the basis of norms in medicine concerning consent,
self-determination, and knowledge mobilization (van Der Ploeg, 2004). Women, then, are
the most significant threat to fetuses. Their “feminism” can even “go molecular” (Walker,
1998) suggesting, as with fetal-maternal conflict, that this threat is absolutely natural,
down to the miniscule components of women’s bodies. Knowledge about fetal-maternal
interfacing can be co-opted to prescribe women’s reproductive rights; for example, it can
be employed by pro-life strategists to demand protections for fetuses from pregnant
women who behave dangerously.
In the present study, connections between fetal-maternal interaction and
prescriptions for women or other’s behaviours were frequently made. One participant
inflected personal beliefs regarding abortion with the notion that the woman and the fetus
are two distinct individuals:
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PX11:	
  I’m	
  a	
  pro-‐lifer.	
  Okay.	
  I	
  don’t…	
  I’m	
  not	
  for	
  abortion.	
  I	
  believe	
  in	
  the	
  sanctity	
  
of	
  life,	
  you	
  know.	
  I	
  believe	
  that	
  babies	
  are	
  human	
  beings.	
  So,	
  there	
  are	
  lots	
  of	
  
ethical	
  issues,	
  then,	
  that	
  come	
  up	
  with	
  placenta	
  research.	
  And,	
  uhm,	
  one	
  being	
  
that	
  whenever	
  we	
  are	
  doing	
  research	
  with	
  humans,	
  that	
  we’re	
  dealing	
  with	
  two	
  
individuals.	
  Not	
  just	
  the	
  woman,	
  and	
  the	
  conceptus.	
  It’s	
  a	
  woman,	
  and	
  another	
  
individual	
  there.	
  	
  

According to Wilkin, “feminists are coming to terms with the ubiquitous fetus; they are
increasingly recognizing that it stands for a particular conception of personhood to which
abortion politics gives the most pointed expression” (2008: 96). Appealing to the notion
of individuation, or what I call metaphysical individualism, insinuates what Wilkin calls a
“fetus fetish” (2008: 97) that obfuscates the complex and differential dependency of
fetuses on mothers. Wilkins is critical of both “pro-lifers” and feminists for relying upon
metaphysical individualism to parse out sides in abortion debates, arguing that this
ignores “fetal dependency” (2008: 98); however, I expand this dependency to argue that
‘fetus fetish’ ignores the entanglement of mother and fetus in an intra-active universe that
makes questions of abortion politics even more complex.
Moira Howes argues that belief in fetal-maternal conflict has spurred a focus in
reproductive sciences on implantation and gestation immunology rather than on other
aspects of immune functioning during pregnancy. She writes,
I argue that this focus on conflict involves two philosophically questionable
positions: an ontological commitment to the idea that mother and fetus are two
clearly distinct immune entities and a value-laden assessment of how these two
entities relate to one another. Neither the ontological commitment to distinct
immune entities nor the focus on conflict is mandated empirically. Indeed, to
characterize the maternal-fetal immunological relationship primarily in terms of
conflict is to minimize or ignore neutral and beneficial relationships without
justification… [C]onflict is emphasized at the expense of other kinds of relation
in reproductive immunology. (Howes, 2007: 179-180)

11

This participant is cited elsewhere in this dissertation. I believe that anyone familiar with the placenta
science community could corroborate statements and discern the identity of this individual. Because
abortion is a controversial topic and given the potential compromise of anonymity I perceive, I am omitting
the participant number in this case.
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She argues the result of this has been premature implementation of immune therapy for
infertile women. Van der Ploeg’s study of infertility treatment shows how women
become responsible to other ‘selves’ by virtue of their role and behaviours during
pregnancy:
‘the couple’ in infertility treatment (male infertility in particular) and ‘the fetus’
in fetal surgery have come to be considered independently identifiable and treatable patients. Significantly, they have emerged as such in contexts where women
now are being medically treated for problems that used to belong to others, that
is, for problems that used to be their children’s and male partners’… [T]his
development challenges any self-explanatory use of the notion of a patient’s
bodily self-determination in medicine, because it renders unclear which selves or
whose bodies precisely are involved and to what extent, or even how many
selves and bodies exactly are involved. (2004: 156)

As women’s autonomy is circumscribed as conflictual, women’s behaviours are
monitored and judged against the imagined interests of the fetus. Another participant
spoke about a problem with “societal values” that do not take into account the
mechanisms of DOHaD:
P4:	
  And	
  grandma	
  is	
  extremely	
  obese,	
  and	
  she	
  has	
  grandchildren	
  that	
  will	
  inherit	
  
problems	
  because	
  grandma	
  was	
  so	
  obese.	
  You	
  know,	
  it's	
  a	
  very	
  sad	
  situation	
  to	
  
be	
  in…	
  But	
  it	
  really	
  has	
  a	
  lot	
  to	
  do	
  with	
  values,	
  societal	
  values.	
  How	
  do	
  we	
  spend	
  
our	
  time,	
  what	
  is	
  affordable,	
  how	
  much	
  TV	
  do	
  we	
  let	
  our	
  kids	
  watch?	
  We	
  are	
  so	
  
afraid	
  of	
  our	
  children	
  being	
  kidnapped	
  at	
  the	
  bus	
  station	
  that	
  our	
  bus	
  stops	
  at	
  
every	
  single	
  house,	
  instead	
  of	
  our	
  children	
  walking	
  two	
  blocks	
  to	
  the	
  bus	
  stop.	
  
So	
  it	
  goes	
  very	
  broadly	
  in	
  our	
  society,	
  and	
  it's	
  not	
  just	
  values	
  of,	
  'well,	
  we	
  want	
  
something	
  cheap	
  and	
  tasty	
  to	
  eat.'	
  It's	
  values	
  that	
  we	
  have	
  to	
  spend	
  more	
  time	
  
with	
  our	
  children.	
  We	
  have	
  to	
  protect	
  our	
  children	
  too.	
  There	
  are	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  levels	
  
we	
  have	
  to	
  think	
  about.	
  

These behaviours and societal values, according to one participant, can lead to “bad
placentas”:
P15:	
  What	
  mom	
  eats,	
  the	
  placenta	
  eats.	
  And	
  what	
  mom	
  doesn't	
  eat,	
  or	
  if	
  she	
  
does	
  bad	
  things,	
  that	
  will	
  be	
  reflected	
  in	
  her	
  placenta.	
  And	
  if	
  the	
  placenta	
  is	
  not	
  
healthy,	
  if	
  the	
  newborn	
  is	
  not	
  healthy,	
  his	
  or	
  her	
  adulthood	
  won't	
  be	
  happy…	
  
And	
  you	
  can	
  actually	
  extinct	
  a	
  generation	
  through	
  bad	
  placenta	
  like	
  this.	
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One participant related fetal-maternal interaction as a possible form of “love” for the
future baby:
P13:	
  And	
  as	
  you	
  know,	
  the	
  behaviour	
  of	
  a	
  mother	
  will	
  change	
  the	
  future	
  of	
  that	
  
baby.	
  It	
  makes	
  it	
  more	
  important.	
  So	
  if	
  we	
  understand	
  this	
  and	
  how	
  it	
  goes,	
  we	
  
can-‐	
  we	
  have	
  to	
  look	
  for	
  this,	
  to	
  prepare	
  for	
  the	
  next	
  generation.	
  Because	
  of	
  the	
  
consequences	
  –	
  like	
  we	
  know	
  now	
  that	
  what	
  the	
  mother	
  eats	
  will	
  reflect	
  on	
  the	
  
baby.	
  And	
  if	
  the	
  mother	
  doesn't	
  treat	
  herself	
  very	
  well,	
  the	
  baby	
  will	
  have	
  a	
  bad	
  
future.	
  And	
  the	
  stress	
  of	
  the	
  mother,	
  and	
  the	
  stress	
  of	
  the	
  baby.	
  The	
  way	
  we	
  
love	
  the	
  baby	
  before	
  it	
  comes,	
  it's	
  important	
  for	
  the	
  future	
  of	
  this	
  baby.	
  

Another participant imagined clinics that could monitor and educate women before and
during pregnancy, particularly focusing on women’s “modifiable behaviours,” which
comprise quite a long list:
P17:	
  We	
  know	
  that	
  women	
  who	
  are	
  very	
  fat	
  are	
  at	
  high	
  risk	
  of	
  preeclampsia,	
  
gestational	
  hypertension,	
  gestational	
  diabetes;	
  and	
  women	
  who	
  are	
  very	
  thin	
  
are	
  more	
  likely	
  to	
  have	
  a	
  preterm	
  infant	
  and	
  possibly	
  a	
  growth	
  restricted	
  infant.	
  
So	
  there	
  are	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  things	
  that	
  we	
  actually	
  already	
  know	
  about	
  that	
  we	
  could	
  
be	
  telling	
  women…	
  I	
  think	
  we	
  need	
  a	
  complete	
  change.	
  So	
  we	
  need	
  to	
  run	
  pre-‐
pregnancy	
  planning	
  clinics.	
  So	
  you	
  could	
  actually	
  give	
  advice.	
  Now	
  to	
  have	
  some	
  
biomarkers	
  as	
  well,	
  whether	
  they're	
  genetic	
  or	
  protein	
  markers	
  that	
  can	
  predict	
  
risk,	
  that	
  would	
  add	
  to	
  the	
  information.	
  And	
  that’s	
  what	
  we’re	
  doing.	
  We’re	
  
developing	
  algorithms	
  that	
  predict	
  risk	
  and	
  we’ve	
  got	
  a	
  sort	
  of	
  three-‐tiered	
  
approach.	
  We’ve	
  got	
  some	
  things	
  that	
  we	
  can	
  say,	
  prior	
  to	
  pregnancy	
  would	
  
help,	
  and	
  some	
  things	
  that	
  you	
  can	
  measure	
  during	
  pregnancy	
  that	
  if	
  you	
  add,	
  it	
  
improves	
  the	
  quality	
  of	
  the	
  algorithm	
  –	
  so	
  the	
  predictive	
  capacity	
  of	
  the	
  
algorithm.	
  But	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  these	
  things	
  are	
  amenable	
  to	
  modification.	
  So	
  you	
  know,	
  
don’t	
  get	
  fat	
  before	
  you	
  plan	
  a	
  pregnancy.	
  Or	
  if	
  you	
  are	
  fat,	
  reduce	
  your	
  weight.	
  
Don’t	
  smoke.	
  Have	
  a	
  good	
  quality	
  diet.	
  Don’t	
  drink	
  alcohol.	
  There	
  are	
  simple,	
  
there	
  are	
  very	
  simple	
  things	
  that	
  people	
  can	
  do	
  for	
  themselves	
  besides	
  their	
  
genetics.	
  You	
  know,	
  people	
  say,	
  ‘we	
  don’t	
  want	
  to	
  know	
  about	
  genetics	
  because	
  
we’ll	
  be	
  doomed	
  to	
  failure.’	
  But	
  you're	
  not,	
  because	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  these	
  are	
  amenable	
  
to	
  modification.	
  So	
  we	
  know	
  there	
  are	
  lots	
  of	
  lifestyle	
  things	
  that	
  confer	
  risk…	
  
So	
  there	
  are	
  women	
  who	
  get	
  preeclampsia	
  at	
  term,	
  and	
  most	
  of	
  those	
  women	
  
are	
  probably	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  fatter	
  than	
  average.	
  But	
  yeah	
  so	
  it's	
  slightly	
  different.	
  
But	
  just	
  things	
  like,	
  we	
  could	
  get	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  pre-‐pregnancy	
  clinic	
  type	
  thing,	
  we	
  
could	
  educate	
  women.	
  We	
  could	
  educate	
  girls.	
  Even	
  researchers	
  who	
  know	
  
about	
  elevated	
  BMI	
  and	
  who	
  study	
  infertility	
  and	
  pregnancy	
  complications	
  
sometimes	
  are	
  overweight	
  or	
  obese	
  themselves.	
  So	
  educating	
  women	
  is	
  quite	
  
challenging.	
  So	
  I	
  think	
  the	
  change	
  to	
  more	
  prevalent	
  obesity	
  is	
  really	
  bad,	
  and	
  I	
  
think	
  young	
  women	
  need	
  some	
  education,	
  that	
  will	
  prepare	
  them	
  for	
  pregnancy	
  
in	
  the	
  future.	
  So	
  I	
  think	
  we	
  as	
  scientists	
  need	
  to	
  get	
  information	
  out	
  there.	
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I am not arguing against making a difference with the kind of interventions this
participant proposed. On the contrary, I am arguing that seeing the placenta intra-actively
portends an even greater responsibility and accountability than has been previously
recognized in science and medicine, which would likely prompt a different set of
interventional priorities that do not focus solely on the volitional behaviours of women.
For example, in the case of the empirical excerpt noted above, the participant
recommends that women not smoke. That women who smoke are one-third less likely to
develop pre-eclampsia (noted earlier) raises questions about the meaning of women’s
agency in pregnancy, their behaviours as causative of harm to fetuses, and their
relationships to fetuses. Smoking during pregnancy is typically seen to be selfish on the
part of the mother and dangerous for the baby; it does not conform to recommendations
for healthy pregnancy and ideologies of good mothering. The same participant related
how women feel guilty about their behaviours during pregnancy and compare themselves
to other mothers:
P17:	
  I	
  have	
  lost	
  a	
  baby,	
  my	
  first	
  baby	
  died.	
  He	
  had	
  a	
  hypoplastic	
  left	
  heart,	
  
which	
  means	
  a	
  big	
  heart	
  defect	
  that	
  you	
  can't	
  do	
  anything	
  about.	
  And	
  I	
  had,	
  I	
  
remember	
  having,	
  I	
  did	
  not	
  drink	
  alcohol,	
  I	
  did	
  not	
  drink	
  coffee	
  even,	
  I	
  had	
  a	
  
perfect	
  diet,	
  I	
  exercised	
  every	
  day,	
  I	
  did	
  yoga	
  for	
  the	
  last	
  half	
  of	
  my	
  pregnancy,	
  I	
  
lived	
  in	
  the	
  country,	
  the	
  air	
  was	
  clean.	
  You	
  know,	
  it	
  just	
  seemed	
  incredibly	
  
unfair.	
  Because	
  I	
  remember	
  going	
  to	
  the	
  hospital	
  and	
  having,	
  seeing	
  women	
  
who	
  were	
  smoking.	
  Because	
  preeclampsia,	
  you're	
  in	
  hospital	
  for	
  three	
  months,	
  
and	
  they're	
  downstairs	
  outside	
  smoking.	
  And	
  I	
  thought,	
  you	
  know	
  how	
  is	
  it	
  that	
  
those	
  babies	
  can	
  be	
  normal?	
  Well	
  probably	
  they're	
  not	
  exactly	
  normal.	
  But	
  so	
  
there's	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  guilt,	
  personal	
  guilt,	
  if	
  you've	
  suffered	
  some	
  complication	
  or	
  if	
  
you	
  lose	
  a	
  child	
  or	
  a	
  miscarriage.	
  And	
  I	
  think	
  that	
  partly	
  prevents	
  people	
  from	
  
talking	
  about	
  it.	
  

However, pre-eclampsia’s mortality and morbidity is expressed not only in what happens
to the fetus but also the mother. ‘Healthy pregnancy’ recommendations for women’s
behaviours always advise against smoking during pregnancy, even though it is the case
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that smoking might actually save a mother and fetus from death from PE. How
recommendations for healthy pregnancy are constructed is based on simplistic
expectations about the relationships between women’s agency, behaviours, and
pregnancy outcomes that do not account for this contradictory evidence about the dangers
of smoking.
According to agential realism, intra-actions of pregnancy mean ‘the enemy’ of
healthy pregnancy cannot be located in any one ‘body,’ process, or thing, and certainly
not solely in the metaphysical individual agent, ‘pregnant woman,’ who is thought to
make up one side of fetal-maternal conflict. For example, this chapter as well as Daniels’
article on men’s biological contributions to pregnancy (1999) highlight scientific
evidence of men’s responsibility for reproductive health. Daniels argues that men’s
biological contribution to healthy pregnancy is under-recognized but seemingly not equal
to women’s. This raises difficult questions of how to be pregnant better and who should
be taking the action to do so. As Simms anticipates, “the ethical call that issues from this
insight is the demand to move beyond individualism toward an ecological responsibility
for the whole field of being and begin to understand ourselves and act as an integrated
part” (2009: 274).

Nonhumanism
Fetal-maternal intra-action portends the need of researchers to respond to and
seriously consider nonhuman agency: to consider what it means not only to have agencies
articulated in our bodies that do not defer to our intentionality as ‘subjects,’ but to
reconsider the very categories of human and nonhuman as they apply to pregnancy.
Interaction assumes pre-existing relata, and that relating is the only actualized expression
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of agency. But in the development of, for instance, later obesity or lung cancer, what is
interacting? A placenta that no longer exists as such? Is it nonhuman? We need new
terms to refer to the differences made by placentas throughout lifecourses. Feminist
insights into inter- and intra-corporeality may complement or prove transformative in this
regard. For example, Simms’ “toxic motherhood” is explanatory:
the placenta is the place where the forces of nature unfold their developmental
thrust toward a future and build a new organism. The female womb is the
gateway to the future, the door through which all human generations have come.
(2009: 273)

I am also particularly instructed by Hird’s analysis (2009) of bacteria in thinking
about the significance of the meaning of the breakdown of human selves in placentation.
For Hird, microontologies, or being microbial, fundamentally undermine constructions of
human selfhood. She finds that scientific evidence for symbiogenesis, which articulates
community rather than immunity, undermines individuated selfhood. The recognition of
this is fundamental to not only the practice of academic disciplines, which will find their
“theoretical horizons” (Hird, 2009: 2) exceeded by such observations, but to survival writ
large. Hird writes,
this agential cut – bacteria as distinctly separate and constantly threatening to
devastate the integrity of the (human) self – has animated the logic of
immunology for decades. It is not the only possible agential cut, however, and I
am interested in emerging formulations that suggest symbiotic and coevolutionary understandings of self. (2009: 82)

Strikingly similar commentary can be made of placentas. Like Hird, I seek out
scientific literature that, by other agential cuts in intra-active material-discursive
phenomena, provides counter-evidence to the dualities of the fetal-maternal interface.
That being said, a different commentary can also be made about placentas. In particular,
placentas in utero do not so comfortably fall into the typology of ‘nonhuman’ as bacteria
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predominantly do. What is it about them that is nonhuman if they are inside a woman’s
body like her lungs or liver or any other of her tissues, or if they are a vital fetal organ? If
we must hold on to ontological humanism, in their agency independent of a metaphysical,
agential human individual, placentas both are and are not human.
In response to this paradox, I argue that we need not defer to humanism to explain
placentations. Placentation attests fundamentally to Barad’s description of phenomena
that are not a priori disambiguated before intra-actions. The articulation of placentations
in what properly should be described as fetal-maternal-paternal-placental-universe intraaction demands reconsideration of the human/nonhuman duality, directs us to
posthumanist theorizations that can explain the preponderance of this duality in the first
place, and prompts avenues for thinking up new way to respond to the ethical, practical,
and political challenges of being borne of placentas. Responsibility itself becomes
imminent and immanently relational as well as required not just of pregnant women, but
others including scientific or social scientific researchers by virtue of their participation
in agencies of observation.

Conclusion
The term fetal-maternal interface is extensively employed in reproductive science
and describes how maternal and fetal tissues interact in the pregnant womb to produce a
transient organ, the placenta. The notion of the fetal-maternal interface is very important
to contemporary placenta science. For example, in response to a question regarding his
opinion on what topics define the ‘cutting edge’ or ‘frontier’ of placenta science, one
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participant responded the with fetal-maternal interface, relating its importance to
pregnancy outcomes, experiences of women, and social effects:
P5:	
  Well	
  still	
  the	
  maternal-‐fetal	
  interface,	
  as	
  it's	
  called,	
  the	
  whole	
  concept	
  of	
  
tolerance	
  by	
  the	
  mother	
  of	
  this	
  fetal	
  allograft,	
  this	
  foreign	
  individual,	
  and	
  how	
  
that	
  works.	
  Probably	
  a	
  large	
  portion	
  of	
  the	
  pregnancy	
  losses	
  are	
  due	
  to	
  failure	
  
of	
  those	
  mechanisms.	
  So	
  I	
  think	
  if	
  we	
  understand	
  more	
  about	
  that,	
  we	
  can	
  do	
  
something	
  for	
  infertility,	
  recurrent	
  pregnancy	
  losses	
  -‐	
  which	
  is	
  a	
  significant	
  
problem,	
  and	
  a	
  very	
  emotive	
  problem	
  in	
  society.	
  You	
  know,	
  it	
  affects	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  
women	
  that's	
  for	
  sure.	
  	
  

However, the concept loses explanatory power when considering immunology,
preeclampsia, and developmental origins. It becomes, in fact, problematic in light of the
articulations and differences discussed here. Aspects of placental immunology,
developmental origins theory, and PE are not imbricated in the notion of the fetalmaternal interface, and my thesis in this chapter is that this is because these are really
intra-actions. In other words, I argue that fetal-maternal ‘interfacings’ described in
science are really fetal-maternal-placental intra-actions where fetus, mother, and placenta
are emergent in but not essential to pregnancy. This is not a mere matter of accuracy in
description or theory; problematic notions of fetal subjectivity and women’s agency are
concomitant with the concept of fetal-maternal interfacing. With fetal-maternal intraaction, I point to an expansive contiguity of the pregnant body with the world, which
radically changes the politics of pregnancy. Maternal-fetal intra-action emerges as a
plausible alternative to interaction and enables whole new sets of questions we can
pursue in matters of reproduction.
Barad explains that “touch is the primary concern of physics” because physics
describes how “particles sense one another” (2012: 208). But classical physics assumes
that there is, in actual fact, no actual touching, only attraction and repulsion. Atoms
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remain distinct and discrete, and interact through invisible forces that bring them into
proximity or conversely repel them apart. Barad explains electromagnetic repulsion as
negatively charged particles communicating at a distance push[ing] each other
away. That is the tale physics usually tells about touching. Repulsion is at the
core of attraction. (2012: 209)

Like the placenta in placenta science, atoms in classical physics may have relations of
apposition, but they do not touch. But according to Barad, quantum physics requires a
different notion of touch. Quantum physics does not assume that atoms pre-exist intraactions which render them atoms as such. Touch is therefore the precondition of being an
atom, not an action of an atom in relation to other atoms. Touch is intra-action. Touch is
therefore also the precondition of being a placenta or a uterus or a fetus or a mother.
Placentations are intra-actions.
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Chapter 5: In Vivo, In Vitro and In Utero Differences
Introduction
Placenta science advances multiple and sometimes contradictory ‘truths’ about
human placentas. For example, as discussed in the previous chapter, scientists variously
consider placentas as separate from, or continuous with, mothers and fetuses during
pregnancy. While some might be dissatisfied with apparent contradictions, I do not find
them to be problematic if understood through agential realism. Separateness,
continuousness, nonseparateness, or noncontinuousness are articulated, performative
differences of phenomena. Understandably, the scientists with whom I interacted for the
purposes of this study were not concerned with agential realism. In their daily scientific
work, they seek to parse out the different qualities of different placentas alongside
taxonomies of species, pathology, and time points in development, as well as to parse out
the essential commonalities. In so doing, they craft their scientific object, instantiating the
particularism of the placental organ. Admittedly, placental tissue matter does seem to
assume the individuated, circumferential outline that is mobilized when one talks about
‘the placenta,’ particularly after delivery of an infant. With contraction and maybe
tugging or pushing, a placental organ emerges from a woman’s body in one apparent
piece (though, indeed, it might emerge in pieces, and some tissue can be left behind), and
it takes but one seemingly-innocent snip of the umbilical cord to produce an object that
can be picked up, moved about, and which neither infant nor mother seem to still require.
That is, unless mother or her family wish to keep the placenta for what was
identified in Chapter 3 as a ritual purpose, or if, for instance, they desire to have a Lotus
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birth, a practice that leaves the umbilical cord to break from the infant without
intervention (Lim, 2001; Eichenbaum and Zasloff, 2009). Informed by agential realism, I
argue that rituals and Lotus births articulate the nonessentiality of delivered placentas as
separate from or unnecessary to women, infants, or families, thereby challenging
placental particularism. Placentas are intra-active, and properly, the snip of the umbilical
cord is a circumference-producing agential cut prompted by a father, mother, doctor or
some other person who intra-actively articulates the scissors, the umbilical, the infant,
and the delivered placenta in the same instance.
In Meeting the Universe Halfway (Barad, 2007), Barad writes that,
at first glance, the outside boundary of a body may seem evident, indeed
incontrovertible… On the face of it, reliance on visual clues seems to constitute a
solid empirical approach, but are faces and solids really what they seem? In fact,
an abundance of empirical evidence from a range of disciplines, considerations,
and experiences strongly suggests that visual clues may be misleading. What
may seem evident to some is not simply a result of how things are independently
[sic] of specific practices of seeing and other bodily engagements with the world.
Rather, it has become increasingly clear that the seemingly self-evidentiary
nature of bodily boundaries, including their seeming visual self-evidence, is a
result of the reproduction of (culturally and historically) specific bodily
performance. (2007: 155)

This passage relates the impetus for this chapter. I focus directly on and question the
‘seemingly self-evidentiary nature’ of the corporeal/material boundaries of delivered
placentas, which in this dissertation I refer to as placental particularism. I argue that
dynamic semantic and ontic differences of women’s bodies, fetal bodies, and world are
determined in what Barad (2007) calls material-discursive practices. Importantly, I
explore what differences these differences make.
To these ends, I analyze a set of related dualities that I argue are central to the
production of placental particularism in scientific practice. The first is in vivo/in vitro, a
designation of scientific research that defines what it means to be a whole- or part-body
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in natural or artificial laboratory environs. According to this designation, while in vivo
(inside the maternal body), the placenta embodies fetal-maternal continuousness; once
delivered and in vitro (in the glass, in the laboratory), it is a discrete piece of tissue
matter. I argue, however, that in vivo/in vitro is neither an essential nor ‘innocent’
description of biological matters in mutually exclusive natural or artificial environs, but
difference articulated in specific laboratory apparatuses and practices. The second duality
is comprised of the in vivo/in vitro duality on one ‘side,’ and in utero on the other. In
utero, as I discuss, refers to the ‘pre-measurement’ state of pregnancies, a notion that, as
explained in Chapter 2, is rejected in agential realism, which substantiates that effects of
measuring cannot be subtracted from empirical observations. Rather, the effect of
measuring is indeterminable, and measuring is productive of experimental observations
in the first place. As Barad writes, “since observations involve an indeterminable
discontinuous interaction [really, intra-action], as a matter of principle, there is no
unambiguous way to differentiate between the ‘object’ and the ‘agencies of observation”
(2007: 114). I deploy an agential realist analysis to argue that, as with in vivo/in vitro, in
utero is not an essential, innocent description of biological matters in different,
interacting spaces and times, but difference that is articulated in scientific practices.
I focus on an empirical example from my observational fieldwork to explore the
articulation of these differences and the differences they make. This chapter details an in
vitro bio-technical placental perfusion apparatus that is substantively comprised of a
piece of human placental tissue and motorized pumps. This experimental apparatus
purportedly models in the laboratory placental transport functions in utero, providing
scientists with information about what chemicals, like medicines or pollutants, cross the
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placenta from mother to fetus or vice versa. I analyze my observations of its preparation
and use, arguing that placental perfusion is an apparatus that is productive of in vivo, in
vitro, and in utero placental differences.
This analysis of the production of placental differences directs my attention to
concomitant outcomes and consequences of the use of in vitro experimental apparatuses
in placenta science: that is, to ethico-onto-epistemological considerations. I diffract my
analysis with observations about how knowledge of placental transport functions is
mobilized in prenatal care, the pharmacological treatment of pregnant women and
fetuses, and institutional ethical regulations for human subject research to argue that the
placental perfusion apparatus, while articulating in vivo/in vitro and in utero placental
difference, simultaneously determines fetuses and mothers as medical patients who can
benefit from ongoing placental perfusion research. Importantly, I consider findings of
studies on women who knowingly12 donated their placentas to science (Halkoaho et al.,
2010; Lind et al., 2007) alongside this analysis. Informed by such studies, I argue that by
precipitating the construction of maternal or fetal patient needs, as well as providing a
means to generate data that can be used to create new interventions or treatments to meet
these needs, the placental perfusion apparatus articulates pregnant women as potential
research subjects or placental tissue donors who can help advance scientific and medical
‘progress.’ My thesis in this chapter, therefore, is that in vivo/in vitro and in utero
difference, articulated in laboratory practices, is central to the re/production of placenta
science as a legitimate and productive endeavour in contemporary biomedicine.

12

It is important to point out that the participants of these studies knowingly donated their placentas
because, in the next chapter, I discuss how placentas are sometimes collected for scientific purposes
without women’s explicit permission. The differences made by those collection practices are quite different
from the ones I focus on in this chapter.
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In Differences
Laboratories around the world count among their occupants placentas in various
states of development, disintegration, hybridity, viability, and experimental or therapeutic
deployment. These placentas are dubbed in vitro, in Latin meaning ‘in glass.’ As it is
used in placenta science, in vitro is a qualification of tissue employed in research
experiments that signifies that such tissue has been removed from an organism; it is also
a classification of experiments undertaken on such tissues, which have been placed
within experimental apparatuses that are considered ‘artificial’ (or therapeutic, as in ‘in
vitro fertilization’). In vitro is understood antithetically to in vivo (‘within the living’), a
qualification of tissues in research experiments which presumes that there is a natural,
unaltered state of an organism or a totality to its parts; in vivo also refers to a
classification of experiments, such as clinical or observational studies, that are
undertaken on live, ‘whole’ organisms or in ‘real-life situations,’ even though those
situations might still be in laboratories, as in cases of experiments on living mice whose
habitat is actually the laboratory.
In other words, the meaningful difference between in vivo and in vitro tissues is
what might be called their ‘living conditions,’ where in vivo tissue is proper to whole
organisms, nature, or habitats, and in vitro tissue parcelled and proper to artificial, built
environs, such as experiments with cell culture media. A participant’s description of an
entire program of research over many years involving a number of experiments to study
placental oxidative injuries (i.e. due to lack of oxygen or changes in the availability of
oxygen) is illustrative of the textures of this duality:
P7:	
  I	
  started	
  to	
  look	
  at	
  wound	
  healing	
  in	
  the	
  placenta,	
  and	
  the	
  sort	
  of	
  barrier	
  
function	
  of	
  the	
  placenta.	
  And	
  so	
  we	
  started	
  to	
  culture	
  tissue	
  in	
  vitro,	
  and	
  tried	
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to	
  injure	
  it,	
  and	
  see	
  what	
  happened	
  to	
  it.	
  And	
  that	
  led	
  us	
  to	
  the	
  rather	
  
unexpected	
  observation	
  that	
  as	
  soon	
  as	
  you	
  take	
  this	
  early	
  placental	
  material	
  
cultured	
  in	
  vitro,	
  then	
  the	
  outer	
  layer,	
  the	
  syncytiotrophoblast,	
  degenerated	
  –	
  
despite	
  what	
  people	
  had	
  said	
  in	
  the	
  literature…	
  And	
  [a	
  colleague]	
  was	
  in	
  [a	
  
nearby	
  university],	
  and	
  he	
  had	
  been	
  trying	
  to	
  culture	
  these	
  villi	
  too.	
  So	
  I	
  talked	
  
to	
  him,	
  and	
  we	
  played	
  around	
  as	
  one	
  would	
  with	
  culture	
  conditions,	
  serum,	
  
growth	
  factor,	
  et	
  cetera,	
  et	
  cetera,	
  and	
  had	
  seen	
  absolutely	
  no	
  benefit.	
  And	
  
that’s	
  what	
  he’d	
  found	
  too.	
  And	
  then	
  it	
  was	
  just	
  about	
  that	
  time	
  that	
  [another	
  
colleague],	
  quite	
  independently,	
  was	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  team	
  which	
  actually	
  measured	
  
the	
  oxygen	
  tension	
  in	
  vivo,	
  and	
  found	
  it	
  to	
  be	
  quite	
  low.	
  But	
  they	
  had	
  no	
  idea	
  
actually	
  quite	
  where	
  their	
  probe	
  was	
  going.	
  But	
  anyway,	
  it	
  seemed	
  to	
  be	
  quite	
  
low.	
  At	
  the	
  same	
  time,	
  I	
  was	
  an	
  examiner	
  for	
  PhD	
  thesis	
  in	
  [a	
  university]	
  which	
  
was	
  looking	
  at	
  the	
  effects	
  of	
  why	
  mouse	
  embryos	
  failed	
  to	
  progress	
  from	
  two	
  
cells	
  to	
  four	
  cells.	
  So	
  if	
  you	
  do	
  in	
  vitro	
  fertilization,	
  often	
  you	
  get	
  blocked,	
  the	
  ‘2-‐
cell	
  block.’	
  And	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  suggestions	
  was,	
  these	
  were	
  exposed	
  to	
  oxygen	
  free	
  
radicals.	
  So	
  I	
  was	
  reading	
  this	
  stuff	
  up	
  oxygen	
  free	
  radicals,	
  and	
  then	
  I	
  saw	
  [the	
  
second	
  colleague	
  mentioned]’s	
  paper,	
  that	
  the	
  oxygen	
  tension	
  was	
  surprisingly	
  
low,	
  so	
  I	
  thought,	
  well,	
  let’s	
  do	
  a	
  few	
  experiments	
  and	
  see	
  what	
  happens.	
  What	
  
are	
  the	
  antioxidant	
  defences	
  in	
  this	
  first	
  trimester	
  tissue?	
  And	
  of	
  course	
  we	
  
found	
  that	
  the	
  defences	
  are	
  very	
  low.	
  And	
  when	
  we	
  started	
  to	
  look	
  at	
  these	
  
tissues,	
  we	
  saw	
  signs	
  of	
  oxidative	
  stress…	
  We	
  managed	
  to	
  get	
  funding	
  from	
  the	
  
MRC	
  [Medical	
  Research	
  Council].	
  So	
  we	
  did	
  a	
  study	
  that	
  people	
  have	
  been	
  
talking	
  about,	
  the	
  2000	
  study,	
  where	
  we	
  measured	
  the	
  oxygen	
  tension	
  [in	
  
pregnant	
  women]	
  prior	
  to	
  termination	
  of	
  [their]	
  pregnanc[ies]	
  with	
  a	
  probe	
  that	
  
you	
  could	
  see	
  exactly	
  where	
  it	
  was,	
  measure	
  it,	
  and	
  then	
  we	
  stood…	
  in	
  [the	
  
operating	
  theater]	
  and	
  got	
  the	
  tissues,	
  and	
  were	
  able	
  to	
  do	
  the	
  molecular	
  
analyses	
  of	
  those	
  tissues.	
  And	
  so,	
  that’s	
  how	
  we	
  got	
  into	
  the	
  whole	
  of	
  the	
  
oxygen	
  story.	
  

Here, the participant relates how cultured cells are in vitro, where “serum” and “growth
factors” are controlled by experimental design rather than by organismic physiological
activity. Oxygen tension measured with a probe, on the other hand, is in vivo, because it
is a measurement taken from pregnant women – in the case of their later experiments,
from women who were about to undergo an abortion. The fertilization of mouse eggs is
in vitro, because it occurs outside the mice bodies, although it is later returned to and
observed in what would be in vivo conditions.
Another participant’s use of the term in vivo to describe human placental tissue
that has been grafted onto mice is illustrative of the duality and assumptions it carries:
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P18:	
  I	
  wanted	
  to	
  work	
  with	
  [the]	
  human	
  placenta.	
  And	
  I	
  was	
  xenografting	
  it	
  into	
  
immune-‐deficient	
  mice.	
  Why	
  I	
  was	
  doing	
  that	
  now	
  kind	
  of	
  escapes	
  me.	
  Whether	
  
it	
  was	
  an	
  invasion	
  –	
  yes,	
  I	
  think	
  we	
  were	
  asking	
  an	
  invasion	
  question.	
  So	
  if	
  we	
  
transplanted	
  this,	
  would	
  the	
  tissue	
  invade	
  and	
  would	
  that	
  then	
  give	
  us	
  a	
  model	
  
in	
  vivo	
  that	
  we	
  could	
  manipulate	
  and	
  try	
  and	
  regulate	
  invasion?	
  

Here, because the mice are living and not themselves parcelled into tissues, the model is
in vivo even as the experimental animal subjects are human-mice chimeras by way of the
process of xenotransplantation (grafting tissues or cells of one species onto another).
In placenta science, the in vivo/in vitro duality is also part of a secondary duality
alongside in utero, or ‘in the uterus.’ In the sense that clinical or observational studies
concern the organismic events of the pregnant body in toto, it is true that in vivo can be
used in a manner that renders it synonymous with in utero. One participant illustrates the
apparent synonymy by noting that when tissues are “taken” and experimented upon in
vitro, the purpose of doing so is to extrapolate results to what actually happens in
pregnant women’s bodies:
P8:	
  We	
  have	
  to	
  understand	
  that	
  what	
  we	
  want	
  to	
  learn	
  is	
  what	
  [is]	
  happening	
  to	
  
the	
  pregnant	
  woman…	
  just	
  by	
  taking	
  the	
  tissues,	
  learning	
  how	
  they	
  behave	
  
under	
  certain	
  conditions,	
  and	
  then	
  we	
  extrapolate	
  our	
  observations	
  to	
  what’s	
  
happening	
  in	
  vivo.	
  	
  

That being said, in utero also refers (and I think this is the more common meaning) to the
‘natural’ referent of placenta scientific endeavours: that is, pregnancies that are not part
of any experiment or observation whilst they are occurring. In other words, in utero refers
to pre-measurement states of pregnancy. Referring to the developmental origins of health
and disease (DOHaD, explained in the previous chapter) theory that traces instances of
certain diseases to developmental events in the womb, a participant in my study
illustrated this meaning of in utero:
P5:	
  This	
  whole	
  burgeoning	
  area	
  of	
  fetal	
  programming,	
  the	
  whole	
  concept	
  that	
  
your	
  life	
  in	
  utero	
  determines	
  your	
  risk	
  of	
  disease	
  in	
  adult	
  life,	
  is	
  truly	
  fascinating.	
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Such pregnancies may still be the subjects of research, such as in retrospective studies
like medical chart reviews, but the idea is that there will be no effect of research practice
on the course and outcomes of these pregnancies because the study happens after
pregnancy. Later in the interview, the same participant as above used the term in a
manner that is illustrative of the idea that, while placentas in utero may become objects of
retrospective scientific study, the term still refers to pregnancies that have happened at a
remove from scientific experimentation:
P5:	
  [At	
  a	
  recent	
  meeting,]	
  I	
  was	
  talking	
  about	
  the	
  placenta	
  being	
  a	
  diary	
  of	
  
events.	
  If	
  you	
  collected	
  it	
  after	
  delivery,	
  would	
  this	
  serve	
  as	
  a	
  diary	
  of	
  events	
  
that	
  had	
  happened	
  in	
  utero,	
  and	
  could	
  you	
  use	
  it	
  then	
  to	
  predict	
  what	
  would	
  
happen	
  in	
  later	
  life,	
  in	
  parts	
  of	
  the	
  Barker	
  hypothesis?	
  

For instance, a paper that reviews cohort and other evidence for the DOHaD
theory regarding the plasticity and adaptation of the fetus in response to the uterine
environment nestled in a larger, changing world is entitled “In utero programming of
chronic disease” (Barker, 1998). Here, in utero refers to fetuses in wombs in their
‘natural environments’ – not laboratories or other medical observational sites as in in vivo
or in vitro, but women’s bodies – which provide the conditions that may program fetuses
for later chronic disease. Another example is a paper entitled “Intergenerational effects of
in utero exposure to Ramadan in Tunisia” (Alwasel et al., 2013), where authors
prospectively identified correlations between birth outcomes and whether mothers had
been in their own mothers’ wombs during Ramadan, a time of religious fasting and other
lifestyle changes for some Muslim people.
In vivo/in vitro therefore forms another duality with in utero, where the in vivo/in
vitro designations of tissue acknowledge a degree of remove from a ‘real world,’ and in
utero a degree of remove from science. Whether they conduct in vivo or in vitro studies,
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basic research, or clinical research, it is placentas in utero with which placenta scientists
are actually concerned. In interviews, participants spoke about their ‘interests’ and
‘passions,’ which of course did not necessarily correspond to placentas in utero. For
example, one participant said:
P20:	
  I	
  think	
  a	
  coordinated	
  approach	
  to	
  a	
  question	
  is	
  a	
  really	
  important	
  way	
  of	
  
having	
  an	
  outcome	
  that’s	
  beneficial,	
  rather	
  than	
  an	
  isolated	
  investigation	
  or	
  one	
  
thing,	
  but	
  actually	
  being	
  able	
  to	
  translate	
  that	
  into	
  a	
  beneficial	
  outcome	
  overall.	
  
So	
  although	
  my	
  passion	
  is	
  inside	
  those	
  cells,	
  I	
  think	
  it’s	
  important	
  that	
  if	
  
someone	
  is	
  going	
  to	
  pay	
  you	
  to	
  do	
  research,	
  that	
  it	
  has	
  some	
  benefit	
  to	
  our	
  
society	
  and	
  our	
  community.	
  	
  

However, even within this excerpt wherein the participant locates her primary interest
“inside those cells,” a predominating goal or motivation is to create “beneficial
outcomes” in pregnancy. When I asked participants, who conduct all of these different
types of research (see Appendix III), what motivated their careers in placenta science, the
majority response was clear: they hoped to improve outcomes and experiences of human
pregnancy. One participant’s recounting of her motivations to do scientific research,
which is representative of what many other participants reported, serves as an example of
how this was expressed:
P25:	
  What	
  I	
  feel	
  is	
  that	
  whatever	
  research	
  we	
  do,	
  it	
  should	
  ultimately	
  come	
  to	
  a	
  
stage	
  where	
  the	
  people,	
  or	
  community	
  of	
  patients,	
  benefit	
  in	
  the	
  end.	
  So	
  it’s	
  
just	
  –	
  whether	
  it’s	
  based	
  in	
  research,	
  or	
  clinical	
  research,	
  whatever	
  it	
  is,	
  it	
  has	
  to	
  
be	
  taken	
  to	
  the	
  level	
  that	
  it	
  can	
  have	
  some	
  benefit…	
  I	
  think	
  that	
  should	
  be	
  the	
  
aim	
  of	
  all	
  research:	
  to	
  get	
  it	
  to	
  the	
  stage	
  that	
  it’s	
  beneficial	
  to	
  people.	
  

That such a goal – taking basic science to a clinical ‘level’ – could be met points to
foundational assumptions about in vivo/in vitro and in utero difference in placenta
science.
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In Differences and Models
First, in vivo/in vitro and in utero dualities presume that ‘conditions’ affect, but do
not wholly dictate, the meaning and nature of tissue. To illustrate this, I turn to the
account of one participant, who reported that the most important innovation of placenta
science is in vitro cell culturing because it enables scientists to control conditions they
hypothesize affect the functioning of organs or organisms, while still elucidating
something inherent about them. Cell culturing is a process by which cells are isolated
from a sample that has been extracted from an organism and stimulated by various means
such that the cells maintain cell division and metabolic activity in synthetic laboratory
vessels. The participant explained:
P8:	
  Cell	
  and	
  organ	
  culture…	
  allows	
  you	
  to	
  model	
  under	
  controlled	
  conditions	
  
what	
  we	
  think	
  might	
  be	
  happening	
  in	
  vivo	
  situations…	
  It	
  allows	
  you	
  to	
  control	
  
conditions,	
  to	
  isolate	
  conditions…	
  It	
  allows	
  you	
  to	
  reduce	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  
variables	
  you	
  have	
  to	
  deal	
  with.	
  That's	
  what	
  cell	
  and	
  organ	
  culture	
  lets	
  you	
  do.	
  

In order for cell and organ cultures to be useful to scientists who have the goal of
influencing in utero life, they must consider in vitro tissue to still be ‘essentially
placental’ on some level or to some degree, even if the cells or tissues have been
modified.
Second, although in vitro is defined in opposition to in utero, scientists presume a
fundamentally material continuity between the two. For instance, HTR-8/SVneo is a cell
line made from human trophoblast cells sampled from an anonymous elective abortion in
the early 1990s in Canada (Graham et al., 1993). A protein that promotes cellular
replication and inactivates a tumour suppressor called the large T-antigen was
deliberately introduced into the DNA of these cells, a process called transfection. The
protein comes from simian virus 40 (Graham et al., 1993), which infects both monkeys
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and humans and may cause cancer. This gene makes a difference for the lifespan of the
cells: as far as we know, the cells no longer articulate senescence, or cell aging, in which
diploid cells cease to divide. The transfection of the viral gene made the cells ‘immortal,’
as it is called in science, and they have since been proliferating not only in their
laboratory of origin but in numerous laboratories around the world to which they have
been sent for use in various experiments. Despite the viral or other modifications the cell
line has undergone and its vastly different in vitro conditions, it is seen to be a valuable
research tool because it ostensibly retains material semblance with an in utero placenta.
To illustrate, the same participant as above related:
P8:	
  If	
  we	
  could	
  harness	
  it	
  [the	
  placenta]	
  –	
  what's	
  the	
  right	
  term	
  –	
  if	
  we	
  could	
  
somehow	
  unveil	
  it.	
  I	
  don't	
  know	
  what	
  the	
  right	
  term	
  is,	
  open	
  it	
  up…	
  Well,	
  more	
  
so	
  when	
  it's	
  in	
  utero.	
  After	
  that,	
  it	
  doesn't	
  have	
  blood	
  flowing	
  through	
  it.	
  So,	
  so,	
  
it's	
  on	
  its	
  way	
  out,	
  you	
  know?	
  It's	
  ceasing	
  to	
  function	
  and	
  –	
  but	
  still,	
  the	
  cells	
  are	
  
still,…	
  right	
  after	
  delivery,	
  the	
  cells	
  are	
  still	
  alive.	
  And	
  we	
  can	
  actually	
  pick	
  some	
  
small	
  chunks	
  of	
  tissue	
  and	
  keep	
  them	
  in	
  culture.	
  Make	
  them	
  do	
  something	
  for	
  
us.	
  And	
  we	
  are	
  making	
  them	
  do	
  stuff	
  for	
  us.	
  We	
  sort	
  of	
  try	
  to	
  mimic	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  
conditions	
  that	
  the	
  tissues	
  experience,	
  say	
  in	
  certain	
  diseases	
  of	
  pregnancy.	
  And	
  
see	
  how	
  they	
  behave.	
  So	
  they	
  can	
  still,	
  like,	
  teach	
  us.	
  

Third, the dualities articulate a trope regarding biological origins. Cell line
immortality is the effect of an unbroken lineage, articulated in the cell cycle (interphase,
mitosis, and cytokinesis). The retention of a material connection to an in utero placenta,
which instantiates ‘the beginning’ of a line, is fundamental to the understanding of
cultured cells as living without mortal end. The performative effect of centralizing
lineage and origins is the affirmation of the validity of the use of these cells
experimentally. One participant reflected on the significance of the origins of cell lines:
P11:	
  That	
  actually	
  came	
  from	
  a	
  living	
  person.	
  And,	
  yeah,	
  I	
  mean	
  I	
  actually	
  think	
  
about	
  that…	
  You	
  know	
  there	
  was	
  a	
  person	
  attached	
  to	
  this	
  cell	
  at	
  some	
  point.	
  I	
  
think	
  of	
  a	
  specific	
  cancer	
  cell	
  line	
  called	
  HeLa	
  cells,	
  that	
  everybody	
  that	
  uses	
  cell	
  
lines,	
  you	
  know,	
  they	
  know	
  [about].	
  And	
  it	
  came	
  from	
  a	
  person	
  with	
  cancer	
  and	
  
this	
  was	
  a	
  piece	
  of	
  their	
  tumour	
  that	
  was	
  grown	
  and	
  is	
  growing...	
  I	
  think	
  this	
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goes	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  70s,	
  the	
  person.	
  And	
  I	
  can't	
  remember,	
  but	
  I	
  think	
  HeLa	
  refers	
  
to	
  this	
  person's	
  name.	
  It's	
  like	
  Helen	
  Latham,	
  or	
  something	
  like	
  that.	
  I	
  think	
  of,	
  
there	
  was	
  a	
  person	
  attached	
  to	
  this.	
  	
  

HeLa is an immortal cervical cell line that was made from the cancerous cells of a
woman, Henrietta Lacks, who died from cervical cancer. According to Hanna Landecker
in Culturing Life: How Cells Became Technologies (2007), HeLa’s connection to
Henrietta Lacks, in its name and in the story told about these cells, is necessary for
assigning it value as an in vitro research tool. She observes that “the cells live and the
woman does not. They somehow stand for her, she for them” (Landecker, 2007: 141),
pointing to the “ever-present slippage between cell line and person” (174) as central to
the technologization of Lacks’ cells and their impact in contemporary medicine.
Landecker explains:
in the structure of reasoning behind the use of the cell line, there is an absolute
necessity for a link between in vitro and in vivo life to be maintained; the
information gleaned from these cells is useless unless it eventually relates back
to the biology and then the pathology of the patient. Through the individual
patient, the information then becomes applicable to humans in general. (2007:
175)

While today individual identities are typically no longer attached to cell lines (we
do not know from whose cells HTR-8/SVneo was made), the presumption of an origin is
still fundamental to the applicability of cell line studies to humans to general. Connection
and slippage between in vivo and in utero in the notion of cellular origins or genetic
lineages makes the in vivo/in vitro distinction meaningful for placenta science. This is a
cutting together apart of in vivo/in vitro difference, where in vivo and in vitro cells are
simultaneously different and the same, as well as mutually exclusive and mutually
necessary in order for them to be deployed experimentally.
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By studying in vitro tissues empirically and subtracting the difference of
conditions or modifications in an equation that purifies origins, scientists claim by-proxy
knowledge about in utero functioning. This means that in vivo/in vitro duality
substantiates experimental research model making and use in science, among which
include immortalized cell lines and other cultured cells and organs, animal models, and
computer simulations.
In my study, participants were dissatisfied with the realization that in vivo and in
vitro experimental apparatuses were ‘mere models,’ pointing to their representational
deficiency and expressing suspicions regarding interpretation of data they help to
generate. For instance, I asked participant 8, who commented extensively on models, if a
piece of placenta used as/in a model is still ‘a placenta.’ He responded:
P8:	
  No…	
  It's	
  a	
  placental	
  tissue…	
  The	
  placenta	
  is	
  the	
  whole	
  structure…	
  and	
  the	
  
moment	
  you	
  take	
  the	
  placenta	
  out	
  of	
  the	
  uterus,	
  it's	
  a	
  partial	
  organ	
  at	
  that	
  
point	
  because	
  it's	
  missing	
  all	
  the	
  uteroplacental	
  blood	
  flow…	
  So,	
  it's	
  already	
  a	
  
deficient	
  model	
  at	
  that	
  point.	
  But	
  I	
  think	
  by	
  definition,	
  a	
  model	
  implies	
  
deficiency.	
  Because,	
  a	
  model	
  is	
  an	
  approximation	
  to	
  the	
  real	
  situation.	
  

Given the extensive use of models in biological sciences, such dissatisfaction is notable,
but perhaps not uncommon among scientists. It points, I think, to shortcomings in
representationalist understandings of models that are on offer in scientific realism, where
models are imperfect reflections of nature. Scientists are aware of this; at any scientific
conference during question periods, for example, one will frequently hear critiques
fielded regarding choices of experimental models. In Bailer-Jones’ (2009) qualitative
interviews with scientists from various disciplines, participants frequently reported
representationalist views of models. She writes, “representation is a term frequently
resorted to in order to describe the relationship of models to reality,” but she also points
out that “models are not quite how things are in reality, although they come close, or are
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intended so” (Bailer-Jones, 2009: 181). Models are not ‘simple’ representations, because
if they were then any representation, such as artworks and paintings, would also be called
models. Instead, models are a subset of representations which are “applied to concrete
empirical phenomena” (Bailer-Jones, 2009: 3), where the productive action of a model is
to generate potential knowledge about another object of investigation. According to the
scientists who use models, this knowledge is always partial or tenuous, such that the
representational capacity of the model, while central to its instrumentality, is always
deficient. In other words, models are a specific kind of representation, where their
purpose is not necessarily to finely ‘mirror’ the topic of interest in every detail, but to
produce meaningful resemblance, as judged by peer scientists, in some qualities and
difference in others.
Prolific science studies and science and technology studies (STS) literatures
consider how scientists produce their ‘epistemic objects,’ or ‘objects of knowledge,’
including models, in experimental practices. Perhaps the best known work is Shapin and
Schaffer’s Leviathan and the Air Pump (Shapin and Schaffer, 1985), which brought the
import of the cultures and relationships of scientists to the forefront of explaining how
experimental systems arise as useful to a particular scientific community. Kohler (1994)
analyzes Drosophila and Landecker (2007) cell cultures, exploring how they became
epistemic objects that prompted new research into genetics, cellular biology, and
pathology. Another line of analysis is provided by Knorr-Cetina, who argues that
epistemic objects are characterized by what she calls their unfolding ontology (2008: 89):
“their lack of completeness of being and their non-identity with themselves… Only
incomplete objects pose further questions, and only in considering objects as incomplete
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do scientists move forward with their work” (84). She provocatively argues that “objects
of knowledge can never be fully attained, that they are, if you wish, never quite
themselves. What we encounter in the research process are representations or stand-ins
for a more basic lack of object” (2008: 89). Similarly, Rheinberger explains how models
“are not simply experimental devices that generate answers: experimental systems are
vehicles for materializing questions” (1997: 28) about scientific objects that are always
vanishing from the experiment, tenuously reappearing as knowledge. For example,
Daston and Galison (2007) trace the history of ‘objectivity’ practiced by experts with
‘trained judgement’ alongside the emergence of epistemic objects for diverse subsets of
nature. They examine atlas images that collect the diversity of nature under one
authoritative representation, which is yet always being refined and which must
necessarily omit details of individual specimens.
What is being explored in this chapter is complementary of the arguments in this
literature in the sense that I argue that placentas are not the research objects of science;
rather, they are the practical outcomes of scientific practice. That being said, in this
chapter I want to focus on how agential realism specifically can contribute to this
literature by enabling the critical elaboration of model making and use in science. From
Bohr’s physics-philosophy and its expansion by Barad (2007), we know that it is not
possible to measure an empirical system while simultaneously subtracting out the effect
of that measurement; it is therefore also not possible to extract tissue, put it into new
conditions, subtract the effect of that extraction and arrangement when measuring or
observing what it does, and then call what is left knowledge about a prior state.
According to agential realism, a representationalist, algebraic logic of models cannot
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solve in vitro for in vivo, because tissue experimental models are not imperfect
representations of a ‘real thing,’ but, properly, phenomena, the irreducible continuity
between agencies of observation and observed. Agential realism directs attention to the
ways in which the observer is integral to the instrumentality of the model: an observer (or
articulator) must find sameness and difference between the model and its empirical
referent. By exploring an empirical example of an experimental apparatus below, I argue
that purporting that models are representations or representatives, even if only partial,
enacts an ‘agential link’ – an agential cut that brings out the irony of cutting together
apart – materializing in vivo/in vitro and in utero differences and connections among
placentas, mothers, and fetuses. I argue that these dualities are cut together apart in
experimental practices and apparatuses which inextricably link them in the production of
scientific knowledge about placentas.
I now turn to an analysis of the placental perfusion apparatus as an example of
articulation of in vivo/in vitro and in utero differences. I analyze the agential links
between the sides of these dualities that are made in model-associated practice in placenta
laboratories.

Articulating Placental Perfusion
The placental perfusion apparatus is an experimental design developed in 1967
(Panigel et al., 1967) which has since been modified, customized, and extensively
employed in placenta science as a model of placental transport functions. The model
helps scientists determine what molecules are transported between maternal and fetal
blood via the placenta. Though it can be variously configured, the apparatus I observed
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consisted of a plastic cylinder; a large piece of human placenta (called a lobule or
cotyledon) placed on top; a plastic cylindrical lid placed on top of that and clamped to the
tube, catheters inserted in arteries going into and veins going away from the placenta (a
process called cannulation); blunt-tipped needles inserted in the maternal villous space;
two motorized pumps with digital indicator screens connected with tubing to the catheters
and needles on the fetal and maternal sides; a solution (called perfusate) containing
sodium, heparin (which is an anticoagulant so the blood does not clot), and antibiotics (to
minimize bacterial growth) that runs through the setup; and reservoirs at either side of the
apparatus to serve or collect the solution. Excluding the ones that are catheterized, all of
the visible blood vessels in the piece of placenta are sutured shut using surgical stitches,
creating a closed circulation that is run by the motorized pumps (for a diagram see
Hutson et al., 2011; Wier and Miller, 1989). Additives, such as medications or
xenobiotics, can be mixed into the solution entering the placenta through the needles or
catheters. If they appear in the solution coming out the other side, the empirical
significance is that they have ‘crossed’ the piece of placenta. The postulated analytic
interpretation of this may be that the additives are transported between mother and fetus
in utero.
During my fieldwork, I observed the preparation of this apparatus by three
laboratory technicians. The particular apparatus I observed was to be used in the coming
days as a demonstration for trainees of a workshop. During the workshop, trainees were
taught how to perform some of the steps necessary to prepare their own apparatuses in
their respective home laboratories, with this apparatus serving as a model of the final
setup as well as a point of discussion for the research possibilities instantiated by its
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design. By reflecting upon narrations from my field notes, I seek to make two
observations to establish my discussion of in vitro/in vivo difference, agential links, and
models: first, the removal of placental tissue from the hospital and its transport to the
laboratory articulates, along with institutional and built structures, the alienability of
placental tissue from maternal and fetal bodies. This is a necessary step in the production
of in vivo/in vitro difference, because it qualifies the conditions that define these
typologies and establishes the particularism of the tissue. Second, in their manipulation of
in vitro tissues, laboratory practices undertaken by scientists articulate their expectations
of the nature of in utero placentas, but the tissue matter resists and instigates other
differences. As I show below, these differences are disregarded such that the apparatus
can serve as a functional model. By reinforcing their expectations for the apparatus, an
agential link between in vivo and in vitro life is made, rendering a model for in utero
placental life.

Determining In Vitro
When I first arrived in the laboratory, the technicians were in the middle of a few
days of work preparing more than one apparatus in case one failed before or during the
coming workshop. The laboratory bore indications that a similar apparatus had been
prepared the day before, with various tools about the work area already having been used
and again at the ready. I wrote in my field notes:
The	
  technicians	
  obtained	
  a	
  human	
  placenta	
  delivered	
  in	
  the	
  morning	
  from	
  
the	
  maternity	
  hospital	
  that	
  is	
  attached	
  to	
  the	
  university.	
  The	
  placenta	
  has	
  
been	
  removed	
  from	
  the	
  cooler	
  and	
  plastic	
  bag	
  in	
  which	
  it	
  was	
  transported	
  
from	
  the	
  hospital	
  and	
  placed	
  in	
  a	
  tray.	
  A	
  lot	
  of	
  blood	
  is	
  pooling	
  inside	
  the	
  
tray	
  marked	
  by	
  many	
  dark	
  red,	
  chunky	
  blood	
  clots.	
  The	
  work	
  area	
  set	
  up	
  
under	
  the	
  biohazard	
  hood	
  is	
  already	
  very	
  bloody	
  from	
  the	
  preparation	
  of	
  
another	
  placenta,	
  and	
  covered	
  with	
  numerous	
  soiled,	
  bloodied,	
  and	
  bunched	
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paper	
  towels.	
  There	
  are	
  also	
  many	
  clots	
  about	
  the	
  work	
  area.	
  (Yoshizawa,	
  
field	
  notes)13	
  

In science studies literature on the use of human tissues in biomedicine, a central
concern is the construction of body parts as alienable. If tissue is to come from human
bodies and employed in medical or scientific projects, it must become materially and
symbolically detachable (Waldby, 2002), or in Callon’s (1998) words “disentangled,”
from corporeal, psychical, and social links that are incompatible with the objectification
of experimental objects in the laboratory. Metaphysical individualism defines the moral
and legal status of the human body as discrete, bounded, and self-owned; pieces and parts
which come from the human body therefore instigate an anxious defiance of this
construction of the human subject. According to Waldby, to resolve this contradiction the
parts must be “severed” from “subjective identity” by technical frameworks that include
structure, institution, law, and economy:
within the technical frameworks of biomedicine and the commodity frameworks
of biotechnology capital, such fragments are generally treated as detachable
things, biological entities that are severed from social and subjective identity
once they are donated or removed from a particular body. That is, they are
legally regarded as alienable – available for transfer from the originator to others
by donation or sale. (2002: 240)

According to agential realism, human bodies are not naturally whole, naturally
fragmentable, nor even naturally human; rather, the dichotomy of wholeness and
alienability is produced in intra-active articulatory performances. An agential realist
approach to the alienability of the placenta is, I think, required, because it is not at all
clear, as addressed in the previous chapter, to whom the placenta materially belongs. In

13

I believe that anyone with familiarity of the placenta science community could discern the context of
these observations and therefore identify participants. I do not include the date of my field notes or
participant numbers in this section because I believe it serves the anonymity of the participants, whom I
also refer to as technicians for the same reason and because they were employed in such a capacity for this
particular workshop.
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contemporary biomedical ethics, it is most often (not always, as I will explore in the next
chapter) treated as the property of the mother.
Due to the divisions of labour underpinned by institutional structures (e.g. access
to different hospital areas, institutional ethical prohibitions regarding who can have
contact with whom, accreditation and training requirements, and doors and other built
structures), the technicians transporting the placentas do not see the patients (women)
from whom the specimens are obtained. Rather, the technicians pick up placentas from
what is called by medical personnel the ‘dirty room’ of the hospital, a practice that
assumes the tissue has come from a recent delivery. Inside the dirty room, the placenta
retains a ‘broken chain’ with the woman and fetus from whom it came – ‘broken,’ in that
the woman and fetus are not considered to be materially present, but ‘chained’ in that the
connection to a woman, infant, and specific delivery is necessary for this tissue to have
any meaning for the scientist as a possible source for the creation of an in vitro model. In
this sense, alienability is never a final separation. In fact, the placentas are placed in bags
labeled with the woman’s identifying information, continuing this chain. Latour (1999b)
would call this placenta a circulating reference: that is, comprised of links of associations
and transformations that can yet be traced back to an originating source, in this case a
woman’s body. In agential realism, the broken chain is a cutting together apart of mother,
fetus, and delivered placenta as well as technicians, apparatuses like coolers and bags,
and policies and regulations. Alienability is not a property of human tissues, but a
performative outcome of the same intra-actions.
To remove the placenta from the dirty room, it must be double-bagged in plastic
and placed in a cooler. The plastic bags and cooler permit removal of the tissue from the
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hospital by articulating institutional biohazard regulations that have already granted that
the tissue is both alienable and, bearing infectious or toxic agents, potentially dangerous
for those with whom it may come into contact. The cooler keeps it from view and contact
with others while being transported from the busy public hospital along the campus
sidewalk to the university’s biology building, up the elevator, down the hall, and into the
laboratory.
Handled in this manner, tissue remains capable of differentiating molecules for
maternal-fetal transport in a perfusion apparatus: that is, according to one article
published on a study that used a perfusion apparatus methodology, it is capable of
exhibiting “metabolic activity throughout the perfusion period as evident from constant
glucose consumption, lactate production, and β-hCG secretion” (Balakrishnan et al.,
2010: 4). Proof of this continuing viability is fundamental to the perfusion apparatus’
legitimacy as an experimental model. In 1971, Krantz et al. (1971) set out to establish
that the placenta continued to be metabolically active in perfusion by showing that the
concentration of ATP (adenosine triphosphate, the product of glycolysis) remains
constant during experimentation. They placed vaginally delivered placentas into
perfusion within 10 minutes of delivery. Concern about tears and lesions in whole
placentas, imperfections that could affect functioning, led to the method developed by
Schneider et al. (1972) of using only an isolated cotyledon. Illsley et al. advocated for the
monitoring of certain parameters of placental functioning in 1984, writing that
the most important qualification for an in vitro perfusion system is that the tissue
should remain in the same physiological state as the living organ throughout the
perfusion period. Its condition must be defined not only in mechanical terms (i.e.
perfusate pressures, flow rates, etc.) but also in metabolic terms, to ensure that
the data obtained have some relevance to the in vivo operation of the placenta.
Several model perfusion systems have been developed as a basis for placental
research… but viability has not been described in terms of simultaneously
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monitored mechanical [pressure and flow rates] and metabolic parameters
[oxygen and glucose consumption] over the entire perfusion period. (1984: 213)

These parameters therefore define for authors ‘placental viability’ in perfusion: that is,
that the placenta is in the ‘same physiological state’ as the ‘living organ.’
Already embedded in the distinction between in vitro and in vivo is the
expectation that organisms are individuals with corporeal integrity, but that pieces and
parts may be extracted. In other words, bodies are decomposable into parts that retain
resemblance to their former state as a viable organ. Embedded in the distinction, too, is
the recognition that pieces and parts can continue to perform functions associated with
being alive despite having been extracted from an organism. In the case of perfusion,
these include the tissue’s articulation of glucose as food and secretion as productive
activity. However, according to agential realism, viability is also an intra-active outcome
of the cooler’s capacity to enable the sustaining of the tissue’s activities. In this complex
‘dance of agency’ from in utero to the laboratory, the tissue matter is articulated
differently from the placenta that intra-acted in the maternal womb, agentially cut as
portable, transferable, hazardous, and viable: that is, in vitro.

Determining In Vivo
Working under the biohazard hood, the technicians prepared the tissue for
perfusion by selecting a cotyledon (placental node/lobule) to cut away and use. From my
field notes:
Two	
  of	
  the	
  technicians	
  lean	
  in	
  close	
  to	
  examine	
  the	
  placenta	
  and	
  identify	
  the	
  
veins	
  and	
  arteries	
  they	
  think	
  are	
  “the	
  best”	
  (their	
  words).	
  They	
  cut	
  out	
  a	
  
hand-‐sized	
  piece	
  of	
  placenta	
  containing	
  the	
  good	
  vessels	
  they	
  have	
  chosen.	
  
One	
  of	
  them	
  begins	
  to	
  suture	
  veins	
  and	
  arteries,	
  closing	
  them.	
  They	
  leave	
  
three	
  each	
  of	
  veins	
  and	
  arteries	
  to	
  be	
  catheterized.	
  (Yoshizawa,	
  field	
  notes)	
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Practices articulating technician touch and sight as well as placenta surface enfold
expectations about the qualities of ‘good’ blood vessels into the apparatus that is being
prepared. An article reporting on a similar perfusion-based study explains what ‘good
vessels’ might have meant to these technicians:
every placenta collected for perfusion was thoroughly examined visually for
gross breakages of the villous structures to try to find suitable lobules for
perfusion. Placentae with visible gross breakages were excluded. (Balakrishnan
et al., 2010: 2)

‘Visible gross breakages’ suggests that the technicians expected and looked for
wholeness in the tissue and that they presumed that such wholeness is possible to observe
in placentas collected from the hospital. Where wholeness once described the in vivo
presence of the tissue in the organism, selection practices relocate wholeness in the
circumferential boundary of ‘every placenta collected for perfusion.’ Selection of suitable
lobules to use in perfusion is therefore a practice that articulates what wholeness,
breakage, and the suitability of villous structures means in the specific space and time of
the laboratory.
Biological variance means that no two cotyledons or vessels can be exactly the
same in form and function within or between placentas; as such, choosing one set of
vessels enables one set of observation, and others another set. Yet in order for this tissue
to serve as a model, the technicians had to assume that there are common and ‘good’
qualities shared by blood vessels of all placentas, whether in vivo or in vitro. In this way,
the selection of vessels was an agential cut determining this placenta as non-different
from in vivo placentas, as well as determining what qualities all ‘good’ placentas have. It
is in this sense that the technicians also articulated, in the production of this apparatus,
the determinacy of a ‘normal placenta’ (see Huppertz, 2008) that can stand in for all.
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This particular placenta had also already been circumscribed as normal in that it
came from a pregnancy deemed ‘uncomplicated’ by the clinicians who helped to deliver
it and likely examined it afterward. This standard practice (Yoshizawa, field notes),
which reduces potentially complex intra- and inter- tissue variation in morphology and
functioning, articulates a duality between normal and pathological designations. If
deemed pathological or potentially pathological, the placenta would not have been sent to
the dirty room and instead sent for further examination, a practice that, as an agential cut
differentiating the placentas that go to the dirty room, already comprises the agencies of
observation of the perfusion apparatus.
After selecting a section of placenta, cutting it away, and suturing the vessels, the
technicians attempted to place the tissue onto the plastic cylinder. From my field notes:
All	
  three	
  sets	
  of	
  hands	
  now	
  are	
  wrangling	
  to	
  place	
  the	
  piece	
  of	
  placenta	
  on	
  
the	
  apparatus.	
  They	
  tell	
  me	
  they	
  only	
  want	
  to	
  clamp	
  down	
  on	
  the	
  
membrane,	
  but	
  not	
  the	
  placental	
  tissue.	
  As	
  one	
  grasps	
  the	
  tissue	
  with	
  
tweezers	
  to	
  assist	
  its	
  placement,	
  bits	
  of	
  it	
  slough	
  off.	
  They	
  finally	
  place	
  the	
  
lid.	
  One	
  of	
  their	
  gloves	
  ripped	
  in	
  the	
  difficult	
  manoeuvring.	
  The	
  apparatus	
  is	
  
bloody	
  and	
  messy.	
  There	
  are	
  clots	
  about	
  the	
  apparatus	
  and	
  many,	
  many	
  
paper	
  towels	
  sopping	
  up	
  bloody	
  solution.	
  They	
  admit	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  “sloppy”	
  job,	
  but	
  
this	
  was	
  an	
  “impossible	
  placenta”	
  to	
  work	
  with,	
  as	
  one	
  says.	
  (Yoshizawa,	
  
field	
  notes)	
  

The apparatus emerged in the intra-action of technician, placental, and plastic/inanimate
agencies, by which some bits of matter (clots and blood elements in paper towels), which
were once articulated as a whole organ, were then differentiated from the apparatus while
others incorporated. The technicians did not solely decide this outcome: an “impossible
placenta” ‘bit back,’ refusing technicians’ plans for it. The articulations of these
differences were different than those the scientists hoped for or attempted to impose in
their model making and using.
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Expectations of those scientists or trainees who were to be using the apparatus
were also actualized in how the apparatus was produced:
They	
  start	
  the	
  pump	
  and	
  see	
  if	
  their	
  efforts	
  were	
  successful.	
  The	
  pump	
  
works,	
  but	
  a	
  new	
  problem	
  has	
  arisen:	
  the	
  piece	
  of	
  placenta	
  is	
  sagging	
  into	
  
the	
  tube.	
  One	
  of	
  them	
  announces	
  his	
  idea	
  to	
  use	
  a	
  piece	
  of	
  mesh	
  under	
  the	
  
placenta.	
  They	
  think	
  this	
  is	
  a	
  good	
  idea	
  and	
  proceed.	
  The	
  mesh,	
  they	
  realize,	
  
needs	
  holes	
  for	
  the	
  clamps	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  tubing.	
  They	
  have	
  to	
  take	
  the	
  
apparatus	
  apart	
  to	
  measure	
  for	
  the	
  holes,	
  which	
  are	
  cut,	
  they	
  tell	
  me,	
  
without	
  much	
  attention	
  to	
  precision.	
  One	
  of	
  them	
  laughs,	
  “this	
  is	
  
innovation.”	
  They	
  place	
  the	
  mesh	
  and	
  reassemble	
  the	
  apparatus.	
  Then	
  one	
  
remarks	
  that	
  this	
  mesh	
  actually	
  isn’t	
  necessary	
  for	
  the	
  functioning	
  of	
  the	
  
apparatus	
  after	
  all,	
  but	
  “looks	
  great	
  for	
  the	
  aesthetic	
  value.”	
  (Yoshizawa,	
  
field	
  notes)	
  

The agencies of observation articulating this model therefore also properly included
observers that are not even materially present, directing our attention to the thick
entanglement of this matter and the multiplicity of observing agencies.
The technicians ran the pump again,
and	
  the	
  apparatus	
  appears	
  to	
  be	
  leaking.	
  They	
  turn	
  it	
  over	
  and	
  see	
  if	
  they	
  
neglected	
  to	
  suture	
  any	
  vessels.	
  They	
  find	
  them,	
  suture	
  them,	
  and	
  run	
  it	
  
again.	
  Finally	
  it	
  seems	
  good	
  enough.	
  (Yoshizawa,	
  field	
  notes)	
  

When the apparatus did not fit the expectations of the technicians they attempted to
materialize the difference they expected by adding more parts (suture stitches) and
thereby they modified the apparatus. This determined anew what observations were
possible of the apparatus.
They	
  trim	
  the	
  excess	
  tissue	
  that	
  hangs	
  out	
  of	
  the	
  apparatus	
  off	
  the	
  placenta	
  
piece.	
  Pieces	
  lie	
  about	
  the	
  hood	
  where	
  they	
  fell.	
  The	
  work	
  area	
  and	
  ground	
  
around	
  it	
  is	
  marked	
  with	
  diluted	
  blood,	
  paper	
  towels	
  drenched	
  in	
  diluted	
  
blood,	
  blood	
  clots,	
  and	
  small	
  chunks	
  of	
  tissue.	
  Some	
  small,	
  dried	
  chunks	
  of	
  
placenta	
  are	
  left	
  on	
  the	
  floor	
  from	
  yesterday.	
  Cleaning	
  them	
  up	
  now	
  does	
  
not	
  seem	
  to	
  be	
  a	
  priority.	
  (Yoshizawa,	
  field	
  notes)	
  

Agential cuts performed a material-discursive determination of the in vitro placenta in
perfusion, but it is apparent that this determinacy was neither final nor essential. Matter
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articulated escape from this determination, which I interpreted as blood, blood clots,
placenta pieces, and the dripping of bloody liquids. The technicians sopped and wiped all
these things with paper towels and then tossed those materials in the biohazard garbage
can. The exclusion of this matter in practices of discarding and disregarding enabled the
preparation of the apparatus, which could be presented to trainees as an exemplar of in
vitro placental life that is directly connected to an originating, in vivo source.
This apparatus was an exemplar of an experimental design that can be deployed to
make observations of qualities and capacities that supposedly bear a strong resemblance,
according to scientists, to an in utero functioning placenta: substances shown to perfuse
from the fetal to maternal side of the model, or vice versa, might also have crossed the
placenta in the womb that provided the tissue; the tissue was determined to be normal
and, serving as a representation of placentas more generally, therefore substances that are
shown to cross it may cross human placentas more generally.

Perfusion of Differences, Differences of Perfusion
According to Barad, “concepts are meaningful, that is, semantically determinate,
not in the abstract but by virtue of their embodiment in the physical arrangement of the
apparatus” (2007: 117). In agential realism, indeterminacy is ontological: that is,
“determinate entities do not exist” (Barad, 2007: 128) outside of intra-action with
measuring or articulating agencies. As such, the phenomenal referent of the perfusion
apparatus is not the placenta in utero, but the specific contiguity/multiplicity of agencies
and objects of observation of this apparatus.
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Models can be assembled from what are regarded by scientists as differently
biological, technical, organic, inorganic, living, and nonliving elements. The
development and deployment of assemblages like the perfusion apparatus produce in
vivo/in vitro difference in ironic ways: that is, they are hybrids that reinforce ontological
differences even as they contradict them in their assemblage. For instance, the perfusion
apparatus is comprised of ‘biological’ and ‘artificial’ components. Scientists manage the
contradictions embodied by such hybrid assemblages by making assumptions about the
nature and role of models that collapse entangled articulations into categories of essential
difference. In the case of perfusion, this model is ultimately employed to produce
knowledge about the in utero human placenta, and in so doing, reifies it as a known,
distinct, and bounded entity that is proper to nature (not artificial) and essentially
separable from mother and fetus.
To advance this particularism of placentas is to naturalize the perfusion apparatus
as apolitical. Approaching the apparatus performatively, however, attunes to the other
differences made in emergent intra-active production.

Perfusion’s Patients
Once thought to be a barrier or, contrariwise, a passive channel between mothers
and fetuses, placentas are now thought, as elaborated in the previous chapter, to be active
interfaces mediating fetal-maternal relations. The perfusion apparatus is concomitant with
this theorization and, as I argue below, emerging bioethics frameworks and new clinical
interventions concerning pregnant women and fetuses.
With regards to research ethics, the development of the perfusion apparatus is
hailed as a major innovation because many projects, which were once not possible due to
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the challenges of conducting research on living human research subjects, were realized in
the apparatus. This claim is found in a number of reviews about placental perfusion as a
useful scientific model. For example Hutson et al. write:
the feto-placental unit in situ is not easily, or ethically, accessible until
delivery… [Placental perfusion] is the only experimental model to study human
placental transfer of substances in organized placental tissue and theoretically
may be able to more reliably predict fetal exposure compared to other
experimental methods. (2011: 67)

The same point is echoed by Balakrishnan et al.:
controlled experiments in pregnant mothers are lacking because the
consequences on the developing fetus of exposure to these compounds make
such a study impossible in women. Placental perfusion of human placentae is the
only viable alternative. (2010: 1)

What both of these excerpts indicate is a belief that models, like placental perfusion, can
resolve conflicts between research goals and human subject research ethics, as well as a
belief that models are particularly important in reproductive sciences. Placenta science
and other reproductive sciences bear additional problems than those prompted by human
research more generally in that research on pregnant women includes what is generally
regarded as a second research subject: the fetus. Schenker suggests that there is
a consensus that research on fetuses in utero should be treated as human subjects
research and governed by the policies for human subjects research. Because
fetuses in utero and pregnant women are linked to each other, research on one
may affect the other. (2003: 62)

Heightened institutional ethical codes, such as special regulations that articulate
what it means to protect fetuses from research abuse and women’s rights to decide on
behalf of fetuses as to whether to participate in research (Chervenak and McCullough,
2002), significantly influence the conduct of placenta science. The codes include ones set
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out nationally by Canada’s Tri-Agencies’14 Tri-Agency Framework: Responsible Conduct
of Research document,15 the American National Commission for the Protection of
Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research’s mandate under the National
Research Act,16 or the U.S. Department of Health & Human Service’s Office for Human
Research Protections’ regulations (45 CFR Part 46, subpart B), and international
frameworks codified first in the Nuremberg Code and in others such as the Declaration of
Helsinki (World Medical Association, 1964).17
Procedural requirements of informed consent are paramount in these frameworks,
which aim to protect human research subjects from harms or abuse by providing the
means to express individual autonomy in making decisions about whether to participate
in research (Brody, 2001). However, since the fetus can never fulfill the procedural
requirements of informed consent, pregnant women are typically regarded as unsuitable
research subjects for in vivo studies such as clinical trials, or they are included with great
caution. Fundamentally, these regulations stipulate that any research on pregnant women
should be conducted with therapeutic or clinical objectives, rather than basic
science/experimental ones. According to Schenker, “the justification for the participation
of pregnant women in clinical trials is that they should not be deprived arbitrarily of the
opportunity to benefit from investigational drugs, vaccines, or other agents that promise
therapeutic or preventive benefit” (2003: 61-62). In other words, the above-mentioned
frameworks require that clinical trial studies offer pregnant women and/or fetuses a
reasonable expectation of benefit from participating.
14

The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research (CIHR), and the National Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC).
15
See http://www.rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/policy-politique/framework-cadre/.
16
See https://bioethicsarchive.georgetown.edu/nbac/pubs.html.
17
See http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.html.
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Given extra caution and this requirement, many medications that are, in fact,
routinely given to and taken by pregnant women have not been trialed among this
population. The historical exclusion of pregnant women from clinical trials (Baylis,
2010) has led to the widely-practiced prescription of ‘off-label’ medication for pregnant
women, raising a number of ongoing and complex concerns for physicians and
policymakers about the meaning of evidence-based practice (see Dresser and Frader,
2009). However, in this post-thalidomide era characterized by heightened recognition of
the possibility that the fetal patient “may someday develop into a mature human being
whose life prospects have been improved or degraded by prenatal interventions” (Kipnis,
2011: 55), many scientists and clinicians are arguing that findings from perfusion studies
can establish the data necessary to obviate the participation of pregnant women in clinical
trials.
Through an agential realist analysis, however, we know that perfusion does not
tell us anything about how chemicals that cross the placenta might affect the fetus; we
can only say that the apparatus materializes the crossing of chemicals through the
placenta parts that comprise it. Perfusion studies are associated with heightened cautions
for what pregnant women should or should not do or ingest, even though such studies
therefore also do not model the impact of fetuses on ingesting or being exposed to
anything. For example, the pharmaceutical treatment of pregnant women, the
rationalization of maternal diets, and DOHaD studies on the impacts of xenobiotics such
as bisphenol-A, have resulted in part from the deployment of perfusion results. As such,
the perfusion apparatus is part of the construction of maternal medical patients who are
offered diet and lifestyle counselling as part of routine prenatal care.
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The perfusion apparatus is part of the construction of a fetal medical patient, who
can receive medical treatments that are administered to pregnant women, but which cross
the placenta. Placenta scientist Henning Schneider wrote this of the apparatus in 1995:
until recently the primary objective of the therapeutic use of drugs in pregnancy
was the treatment of the mother… With the dramatic development of new
techniques, access to the intrauterine environment was gained and the fetus as a
patient became a reality… [I]ntrauterine therapy is in a state of rapid
development and is becoming an increasingly important part of perinatal
medicine. For a rational use of drugs in pregnancy a thorough understanding of
the interaction of the substance with the placenta model is needed, in particular
its ability to permeate the separation between maternal and fetal compartments
and its direct effect on placental function as well as a potential transformation of
the drug by the placenta. (1995: 1-2)

In other words, the perfusion apparatus is key to the transformation of the fetus into a
medical patient and the maternal body into a route of administration of drugs for its
treatment. For example, medications intended to treat the fetus which are given to the
mother include folic acid supplements that decrease risk of neural tube defects in the
fetus, drugs to treat fetal hyper- or hypothyroidism and fetal arrhythmias, and lung
maturation medications if women present pre-term labour (Motylev, 2011). A Cochrane
Collaboration review (Brownfoot et al., 2009) notes that 5-13% of pregnancies present in
preterm birth, and the most pressing issue affecting fetal outcomes is lung maturation.
Fetuses born before 32 weeks are at a high risk of developing respiratory distress
syndrome, “the primary cause of early neonatal death and disability” (Brownfoot et al.,
2009: 2). Women presenting with preterm labour are therefore given corticosteroids
orally, via intramuscular injection, or intravenously. These steroids are now considered
the standard of care for preterm labour and routinely administered. Fetal tachycardia,
which occurs in 0.4-0.6% of all pregnancies, is a heart disorder presenting greater than
170 or 180 beats per minute (Oudijk et al., 2002). A number of antiarrhythmic agents are
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prescribed to treat this condition in the fetus, and although they are taken either orally or
intravenously by the mother, these routes are referred to as ‘transplacental,’ a designation
that seems to ignore that the mother will also experience effects from these drugs.
I am not blindly critiquing these therapeutic developments. On the contrary, the
perfusion apparatus makes a difference for experiences of health and wellbeing for
mothers and babies. However, these are not the only differences. Drapkin Lyerly et al.
suggest that the availability of the maternal body as a route of administration for fetal
medications encourages
clinicians to regard their obligations to and the value of “each” of their
patients—the woman and fetus—as equal. The proclivities of reasoning that the
term “patient” entails, we have argued, distorts thinking about the nature of our
moral obligations to the fetus and pregnant woman in clinical therapeutic
settings. (2011: 50)

Maternal autonomy is established as a double-bind, respected in the process of seeking
informed consent but compromised by the very nature of her relationship to another (the
fetus) that she is obligated to consider. In other words, pregnant women face difficult
decisions about whether to accept medical treatments for themselves or their fetuses, and
these offerings rely in part on applications of knowledge gained by perfusion.

Differences from Donation
I argue the necessity of making decisions regarding fetal treatments, as well as
their own medical treatments, interpellates some pregnant women into the project of
research science and encourages their participation in both clinical trials and in in vitro
studies by donating their placenta. I make this argument informed by two research studies
regarding women’s opinions and experiences of donating placentas for perfusion studies
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(Halkoaho et al., 2010; Lind et al., 2007), which are among the only ones done on public
perspectives of placental donation.18 The Lind et al. study found that women:
participated in the placenta perfusion study because they believed that
participating in medical research in general and in the placenta perfusion study in
particular would contribute to societal progress through improvements of the
health of the population. Improving the health of the population is thus seen as a
common project. (2007: 6)

According to the Halkoaho study, perfusion research was seen by informants to
promote the health of children by helping to formulate new guidelines for
pregnant women. Most mothers clearly expressed the wish to have information
which was based on science and not on assumptions. They also considered
putative benefit to the food and pharmaceutical industry. (2010: 689)

Because their donation could potentially help others, women considered donation to be
expressions of their participation in advancement of general social and scientific goals. In
other words, these studies claim that women have altruistic intentions by donating their
placentas for perfusion research. The two studies also establish that the in vivo/in vitro
agential link is a common presumption among not just scientists but pregnant women as
well, who believe that perfusion research could be used to produce ‘information,’ defined
in opposition to ‘assumptions,’ that would translate into new guidelines and new medical
or dietary practices.

18

I am also informed by a study I did with a number of collaborators. We recently completed a currently
unpublished mixed-method (survey and interviews) study of Brazilian postpartum women’s perspectives on
placental donation. Despite largely being uninterested in seeing the placenta after birth, the majority of
women indicated that knowing what happens to the placenta after birth is either very important or
somewhat important to them, yet no woman who was interviewed had any idea of what happened to the
placenta after birth. In interviews, respondents reported that knowing what happens to the placenta is
important because it came from their bodies or was a part of them. They expressed a desire to receive
information about the placenta from their healthcare providers. Finally, they expressed keen interest in
finding out about how the placenta might be used to advance the health and well being of other pregnant
women and their babies. A nuanced notion of women’s interest in the placenta is therefore required to
understand these results: disinterest in seeing the placenta at birth does not mean women are indifferent to
the organ or its final fate. An important and direct implication of this study for clinical and basic research is
that clinicians and scientists should not view the placenta as a “throwaway” organ that is poised for
collection without the involvement and permission of women. Women strongly support the use of placentas
in research, but want to be meaningfully included in the processes that affect them (manuscript under
review).
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The studies indicate that pregnant women also view themselves as specialized
patients bearing additional ethical and personal burdens. The Halkoaho study also found
that perfusion
was seen as safe and harms to society were considered to be few, mostly related
to fear and guilt. Some mothers said that pregnant women might have feelings of
guilt if they consumed something which was known to be harmful to the baby.
Mothers felt that “knowledge creates distress,” which was seen as a harm. (2010:
689)

Perfusion research establishes that chemicals cross placentas; the knowledge some
women possess that what they consume or accept as medical treatment might affect their
fetus is associated with generalized anxiety among pregnant women, who have to make
decisions about taking medications or eating certain foods, and who also worry about
inadvertent exposure to something dangerous to their fetus. By helping to produce
information that women may be able to use to make decisions, placenta science fulfills
patient needs that in part it has already articulated in placental perfusion. The perfusion
model allows scientists to ostensibly study the functioning of the placenta without
involving women or fetuses directly in the research. Women’s willing donation of their
placenta is therefore an expression of the ‘ally-collecting’ actions of the placental
perfusion apparatus. As Catherine Waldby writes,
our health and fertility are more likely to be owed to the therapeutic effects of
another’s fragments – organs, blood, ova, semen, embryos or stem cells. We in
turn will be obliged to donate what fragments we can afford. Hence the meaning
of such fragments, their significance within various orders of bioethical, capital
and community value, will be more and more at issue. (2002: 240)

That being said, not all women have knowledge of ‘transplacental kinetics,’
access to channels by which to acquire this knowledge, or decision-making powers with
regards to what happens to their placentas; certainly, this is the case for the vast majority
of women around the world. The perfusion model, in ethical frameworks in which it is
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articulated and which it articulates, is therefore a difference-making apparatus which cuts
in vitro placentas as tissues that are available as well as ethically and politically
appropriate for use in experiments in specific locales and times. In vivo/in vitro difference
subtends placenta science as a writ large legitimate ethical and social endeavour offering
certain women benefits of knowledge about ‘healthier pregnancies,’ but also articulates
the excluded others, such as women without access to medical care, who do not have
access to such information about healthier pregnancies.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I focus on a central aspect of agential realism: the articulation of
difference in material-discursive practices. Importantly, I recognize that difference has a
dual meaning in the consequences and outcomes of particular practices. This chapter is
concerned with the differences that in vivo, in vitro, and in utero difference make.
The ‘in utero placenta’ is claimed as the natural research object of placenta
science. But it is not essentially a ‘natural object,’ a ‘research object,’ or a ‘natural
research object.’ Instead, in a program of placenta science research, practices articulated
in apparatuses like perfusion produce the research object of placenta science as natural.
There are many dynamic articulations of difference/sameness happening here. These are
placentations, as they are productive of placentas that matter. This chapter explores how
in vivo, in vitro, and in utero difference are articulated and the differences this makes.
The delivery of an afterbirth by a woman in a hospital aided by doctors and nurses
is an agential cut – properly, multiple cuts articulated in contraction, tugging, pushing,
and so on – that disentangles placenta and places it within apparatuses that are productive
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of its significance as an object of clinical or scientific examination and experimentation.
The experimental ethos that regards living matter as dismantle-able and reconstruct-able
in the laboratory is concomitant with the particularism of interacting things and placental
difference from mothers, fetuses, and world. This chapter is about the consequences of
this: namely, determinacy of the in utero placenta, women’s access to medical care and
scientific research participation, and determination of fetuses as medical subjects and
potential tissue donors.
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Chapter 6: Placentophagias: On Afterbirths not Going
to Waste
Introduction
From live births an estimated 50,000,000 kilograms of human placental material
is produced worldwide every year (Burd and Huang, 2011). This weighty matter is
articulated and articulates in various ways. Placentas may be buried by a family or
community (Lemon, 2002), reproducing their relations and traditions and then serving as
food for microorganisms, insects, and anything else that may consume them. Placentas
may also be flushed into the sewer system after being ground up at a hospital using a
garburator-like machine (Yoshizawa, field notes, March 2011; Callaghan, 2007), later
occupying pipes and oceans. As addressed in Chapter 3, placentas may be consumed by
mothers or kin as meat or medicine (see Ober, 1979; Young and Benyshek, 2010;
Beacock, 2012; Haraway, 2008), precipitating physiological and psychosocial effects.
Placentas may intra-act with body surfaces as ingredients in cosmetic or therapeutic
products such as hair serums and massage oils, articulating beauty or youth (Muralidhar
and Panda, 1999: Yoshizawa, field notes, March 2010 and July 2010). Placentas can be
used to train forensic detection dogs to the scent of human remains (Judah, 2008;
Hoffman et al., 2009), making a difference in the enactment of law, justice, dog-human
companion relationships, and animal labour. Placentas also go to the hospital incinerator,
where they are burned and rendered ashes and air emissions. In this list, I must also
include those placentas that do not come from live births. Because of early miscarriages
(sometimes called chemical pregnancies), miscarriages, or abortions, only 30% of
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conceptions ever lead to a “viable” pregnancy, or the birth of an infant (Choudhury and
Knapp, 2000). These pregnancies still produce placentas in some form, which may be
flushed down toilets, dropped onto sanitary napkins thrown in the trash, placed into
biohazard garbage bins, or buried commemoratively with embryonic tissues (Eisner,
2012).
A placenta may also have a “laboratory life” (Latour and Woolgar, 1986 [1979]),
or what Glausser calls a “second life” (2009), the result of its processing, staging,
transportation, experimentation, and transplantation in an effort to develop theories,
therapies, and techniques in science and medicine. Around the world, placentas are
placentating away in vitro, an observation that initiated this doctoral study.19 What does a
‘second life’ lived in the laboratory entail, and what is its significance? How does it
matter, and what differences does this make?
Placental physiology is the subject of a vast basic science literature, in large part
produced by experimentation with placental tissues. For example, the journal Placenta
publishes articles pertaining to all aspects of the form, functioning, development,
genetics, evolution, immunology, comparative biology, pathology, and therapeutic
applications of placentas (see articles cited elsewhere in this dissertation Bressan et al.,
2009; Kosanke et al., 1993; Myllynen et al., 2005). A notable epidemiological literature
examines and compares the gross anatomy of a multitude of banked placentas from
longitudinal birth cohorts (Walker et al., 2011). Epidemiologists relate placental size,
shape, and function to later risks for various diseases, including heart disease, diabetes,
and cancer for both mother and infant (Barker, 2004; Barker et al., 2010c; Barker et al.,
19

Credit for this observation must be given to my supervisor Myra J. Hird, who directed me to the
remarkable phenomenon of placental banking in Ontario hospitals and who had earlier written (2007) about
the little-considered bidirectionality of placental exchange.
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2010a; Benirschke et al., 2006; Gillan, 1992; Godfrey and Barker, 2001; Kay et al.,
2011). There are studies of placentas in scientific journals as disparate as Allergy (e.g.
Joerink et al., 2009; Rindsjö et al., 2010; Slaats et al., 2012), the American Journal of
Epidemiology (e.g. Ananth et al., 1996; Li and Wi, 1999; Salafia et al., 2005; Risnes et
al., 2009), Developmental Neurobiology (e.g. Hsiao and Patterson, 2012), the American
Journal of Psychiatry (e.g. Newport et al., 2007; Newport et al., 2005; Hendrick et al.,
2003), Parasitology Research (e.g. Andrews and Lanzer, 2002), Ecology of Food and
Nutrition (e.g. Young and Benyshek, 2010), and Research in Virology (e.g. Mano and
Chermann, 1991), each of which establish the significance of the placenta for human
health. While these researches employ placentas as objects of study, placental tissues are
also used as tools in testing the general toxicity of chemicals (Myllynen et al., 2005).
Scientists hypothesize that the human placenta and cancer share similar mechanisms of
tissue invasion and immune evasion (Murray and Lessey, 1999); as such, placentas are
also used as models in cancer research (Cnattingius et al., 2005; Fishman et al., 1976;
Harandi, 2006) and have been marshaled in the search for a cancer vaccine (Harandi,
2006). Numerous immortalized cell lines created from placental cells are employed as
models to study trophoblast molecular biology. Choriocarcinoma cells (cancer of
trophoblasts) make up the JEG-3, JAr, and BeWo (Serrano et al., 2007) cell lines, while
the HTR-8/SVneo line discussed in the previous chapter originated from aborted material
that was modified by the addition of a viral gene (Graham et al., 1993). This list provides
only a short tour of how placentas serve as research objects and models in diverse
scientific fields.
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Since the second half of the 20th century, a therapeutic role for human tissues has
emerged in transplant medicine, cell therapy, and tissue factor production (Waldby and
Mitchell, 2006). Placentas are extensively employed in therapy both experimentally and
routinely (Bhattacharya and Stubblefield, 2011). Techniques have been developed and
tested for the collection, preparation, and storage of amnion (a membrane of the placenta)
(von Versen-Hoeynck et al., 2008), which has a number of therapeutic applications
including aiding in general wound healing (Ward and Bennett, 1984; Ward et al., 1989),
treating burns (Lin et al., 1985; Tyszkiewicz et al., 1999; Adly et al., 2010), promoting
healing of ocular (eye) wounds (Adds et al., 2001; Tandon et al., 2011), and treating
permanent intrauterine adhesions (scars inside the uterus; Amer and Abd-El-Maeboud,
2006). Umbilical cord serum promotes healing of ocular burns and corneal defects
(Sharma et al., 2011; Vajpayee et al., 2003), while injection of human placenta extract
has been shown to reduce women’s symptoms of menopause (Lee et al., 2009). Stem
cells derived from amnion, cord blood, chorion, or placental tissues (Barcena et al., 2011;
Evangelista et al., 2008) have garnered worldwide public and scientific attention for their
potential uses in the treatment of hematological, central nervous system (Yu et al., 2009),
and other diseases (Gluckman, 2009; Kadam et al., 2010). Finally, placental extracellular
matrix (made up of collagen and elastin connective tissues) has been used to create a
“scaffold” of decellularized tissue with potential applications in reconstructive and
cosmetic surgery (Flynn, 2010; Flynn et al., 2006; Hopper et al., 2003).
Considering placental laboratory lives alongside observations made in
anthropology regarding diverse cultural significances of placentas, ecologies that emerge
around buried or raw-sewage placentas, and the work placentas do in forensics or
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cosmetics, the preceding summary directs my attention to the profound naturalculturality
of afterbirths. Thinking about the material, economic, social, and institutional resources
that are mustered to support scientific research and therapeutic applications also gives me
pause to consider the immense significance of placental laboratory lives for the
experiences, definitions, and measurements of health and wellbeing of many people.
Delivered placentas are valued and important; the corporeal gifting (Hird, 2007) of
placentas discussed in the previous chapters extends beyond developmental origins to
continued intra-actional exchanges, some of which are articulated in placenta science and
medicine.
There is an irony in all of this, however, because in biomedicine the delivered
placenta occupies a precarious duality of valuable/waste. As I show in this chapter,
placenta scientists frequently and earnestly claim that delivered placentas are salvageable
but otherwise ‘naturally’ wasted biological material. This set of claims is central to
placenta scientists’ perception of their relationships with broader publics and instantiates
their access to placental material. Placental waste material is ethically neutral, they argue,
because no one wants it and neither mothers nor infants require it for any physiological
purpose after delivery. In interviews, some participants were dismissive of rituals or
spiritual valuations of the placenta, suggesting that while diverse perspectives should be
respected, they have no import in scientific practice and do not affect their work because
there are enough easily available placentas for studies even if a few women seek to take
theirs home. A number of participants in my study expressed disconcert with procedures
of informed consent for collecting placentas, which they deemed unnecessary,
impractical, or unresponsive to the needs and wants of women. As I show below, it is
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sometimes the case that institutionally sanctioned practices conceal from women that
placentas are collected and used in science, because it is assumed they do not want them.
However, there are very few studies in scientific, medical, or public health journals (in
actuality, just 2; Halkoaho et al., 2010; Lind et al., 2007) that empirically assess what
women and/or families think of practices of collection and use of placentas in science and
medicine. I find this blind spot in the literature to be reflective of a particular state of
affairs that is beneficial for the placenta science endeavour, and one that is highly
problematic. I argue that the practices articulating the ‘salvaging’ of otherwise-wasted
placentas marginalizes women (and others such as fathers and families) in decisionmaking regarding what happens to the inter/intra-corporeal fleshes of their and their
infants’ bodies.
Because modern bioethics is predicated upon basic ideals of human autonomy,
this inconsistency is enough to challenge scientists and institutions to reform the policies
and practices that articulate placentas as wastes. Feminist theory and anthropological
literatures both substantiate that there are other ways of understanding placentas that do
not articulate waste. Thinking about placentas in terms other than waste, such that science
might be ‘democratized’ to include considerations of people who spiritually or otherwise
value placentas or considerations of other disciplines, does not preclude using them in
science. In fact, expressions of interest in placentas from people who are not scientists are
not threats to the scientific endeavour: I argue that they can enrich it. The previous
chapter suggests that women can be empowered by contact with scientists to understand
how they might have ‘healthier pregnancies.’ When placentas are taken without consent,
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this disables the production of opportunities for women or their kin to be interested in the
placenta, placenta science and healthy pregnancy.
Furthermore, informed by agential realism in thinking ethics, ontology, and
epistemology together, I argue that the claims and practices that articulate delivered
placentas as otherwise-wasted by women and infants, as ethically-unproblematic, and as
salvageable biological materials enforce a strict nature/culture ontological duality. This
ultimately disables responses to the diverse differences delivered placentas make in
innumerable, heterogeneous intra-actions that may not happen in hospitals or laboratories
at all. A naturalcultural understanding of placentation that extends beyond the
nature/culture divide, and beyond the development of placentas in pregnant uteri, is
required to account for and respond to these intra-actions. Informed by Donna Haraway’s
notion of becoming-with developed in her book When Species Meet (2008), I identify
placentophagias, or eating of placentas, as practices in which these various matters of
placental ethics collide. The literatures on placentophagia are fundamentally undecided as
to its prompts, meanings, and impacts across mammalian species, including humans, who
practice it. Placentophagia articulates placental matter as agential and demanding,
variously eliciting anxiety, hunger, cure, threat, or something else. I argue that
biohazardizing, molecularizing, pulverizing, growing, and synthesizing placental matter
in laboratories are placentations as well as placentophagias. These placentophagias
should prompt the same questions, the same wonderments that we find in scientific and
anthropological literature about placentophagia among mammals: Why consume
placentas? Or, why not? What are the consequences (differences)? I do not claim to fully
understand why organisms eat placentas, but it is quite clear from evidence in
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anthropology as well as animal biology that such ingestions do not always, essentially, or
‘naturally’ articulate delivered placentas as wastes. Placentophagias point us to the
different differences that delivered placentas articulate among mutually digesting,
mutually emergent beings.

Articulating Waste
Waste is an increasingly important matter of concern in academia, public policy,
environmentalism, industry, and international relations. In a world that seems to be
progressively more populated with unwanted stuff, many are working on ‘reducing,
reusing, and recycling’ which advances a practical critique of what has been referred to
as the “throwaway society” (Cooper, 2005). Hetherington describes negative
connotations of waste in public discourses regarding the throwaway society: “ethicalconsumption arguments from groups like Friends of the Earth or Greenpeace often make
the claim that we live in an unethical, throwaway society, submerging the world and
future generations in toxic pollution and waste and that such consumption is indicative of
a utilitarian or selfish form of pleasure seeking with no real concern for the
consequences” (2004: 158). According to this view, wastes succeed commodities in a
system that must always be producing more anew. Human labour adds value to matter
extracted from earth and commodity fetishism conceals the exploitation of this labour
endowing commodities with anthropomorphic qualities. Once such commodities no
longer command a price, they become inhuman rubbish that must be disposed of. In
political economy approaches to waste, only upheaval of the industrial-commercial
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structures that make waste in the first place will make a difference for the amount or type
of waste produced (see O'Brien, 2008).
Critical studies of waste are exploring problems with the notion that wastes
follow, propelled by the hegemonic exploitation of human labour, a particular lifecourse
(see Hetherington, 2004) from valued to waste. Sundqvist suggests, for example, that the
aim of those people concerned with ‘greener’ societies is to “define as much as possible
as resources, and as little as possible as waste” (2002: 7), pointing to redefinitions of
waste as a potentially productive. Instead of emphasizing inherent cycles of production,
consumption, and waste, this observation takes into consideration the performative
articulation of wastes in different spaces and times. A number of scholars focus on
practices of waste making, which I term laying-waste practices, rather than on assuming
that wastes prompt disposal practices. For example, empirical studies show that
discarding practices do not always lay-waste (see Evans, 2012; Strathern, 1999; Hawkins,
2000; Hetherington, 2004). Gregson et al. discuss how heterogeneous acts of discarding,
such as gifting or handing-down, are means by which morality is expressed, writing that
discarding is “increasingly one of the primary means through which people articulate
both an ethics of care and moralities of practice” (2007: 683). The recognition that
practices of disposal might not be determinative of wastes, but of something else such as
kin relations, is important for the discussion below because it undermines placenta
scientists’ claims that whatever happens to the delivered placenta, it is always on a course
to become waste.
Hetherington argues that “waste suggests too final a singular act of closure, one
that does not actually occur in practice” (2004: 159). Drawing on Derrida, Hetherington
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argues that waste is a spatial and temporal category resulting from acts ‘placing’ things
into absent-presence:
when we dispose of something to hand – a material form of some kind – we do
not necessarily get rid of its semiotic presence and the effects that are generated
around that. Disposal, then, is concerned with not just semiotic mobility but also
mutability and translation as well. (2004: 159)

Here, Hetherington emphasizes that social relations are organized around not only
material cultural objects which are present, but also those made absent by discarding,
which he argues fundamentally implicates disposal “in the making of modes of
representational order,” helping “society to make sense” of itself in practices of material
ordering (2004: 159).
This argument also draws on Douglas’ notion of waste as ‘matter out of place,’
where “waste is not given by God or Nature, but is the result of social activities and
cultural interpretations. Therefore waste tells us more about society than about the
inherent qualities of the objects thus labelled” (Sundqvist, 2002: 7). Douglas’ Purity and
Danger (1966), in which hygiene is figured as a practice reproducing the central
metaphysics of a group of people, and Julia Kristeva’s Powers of Horror (1982), in
which she argues that abject objects like feces effect psychosocial crises that must be
rectified by removing and shunning, have also spurred a literature on the relationships
between corporeality, subjectivity, social orders, and matters that fall out of, and/or are
taken away from, the body. Likewise, Hawkins suggests that defining bodily wastes is
concomitant with the production of bounds of subjectivity; waste is then a
cultural performance, an organized sequence of material practices that deploys
certain technologies, bodily techniques, and assumptions. And in this
performance waste matter is both defined and removed; a sense of order is
established and a particular subject is made. Waste, then, isn’t a fixed category
of things; it is an effect of classification and relations. (2006: 1-2)
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There is a specific set of issues in biomedicine identified in the literature
concerning the relationships between people’s experiences of embodiment and
healthcare, perceptions of scientific research and research participation, and the treatment
and use of ‘waste’ body parts and pieces. The literature is concerned, for instance, with
emerging economies that commodify and circulate human tissues, detailing the
‘transformation’ of corporeal matter from wholes to parts through the production of
alienability – that is, the material, symbolic, economic, and legal capacity of flesh to be
extracted and transferred in space and time – as well as the production of biovalue, or
“surplus of in vitro vitality produced by the biotechnical reformulation of living
processes” (Waldby and Mitchell, 2006: 32; and see Rose, 2007a; Rose, 2007b). This
literature builds upon political economy insights and is informed by bioethics,
anthropological, and feminist studies of corporeality. For example, in their influential
book Tissue Economies, Waldby and Mitchell (Waldby and Mitchell, 2006) note that
some “tissues – hair, urine, or saliva – have been historically treated as ‘abjects’ that may
be readily commodified precisely because they are waste, and do not signify the donor”
(Waldby and Mitchell, 2006: 26), while other tissues, such as amputated arms or cellular
samples from which DNA can be extracted do signify, in different ways, the donor. This
suggests that Waldby and Mitchell theorize waste not as a homologous type of matter,
but rather one designation in a taxonomy of levels of significance of corporeal matters for
metaphysical individuals, which determines the ease of commodification.
Waldby and Mitchell also argue that waste is a legal and ethical term defining
corporeal matter as abandoned and available for salvaging by certain sanctioned parties.
They write that “designating some tissues as ‘hospital waste’ severs them from the
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identity of their (often-unwitting) donors and frees them up for innovative and profitable
forms of circulation and transformation” (2006: 28). In a number of high-profile cases in
which such unwitting donors discovered the unauthorized collection of their or their
family member’s body pieces, the general acceptance and ethicality of this legal
designation has been tested. In the Lancet, Andrews and Nelkin write about such disputes
over body tissue:
physicians and scientists have been accused of profiteering, insensitivity to the
emotions of patients or family members, and secrecy about unseemly practices
as they sought out cadavers and body parts… [Recent disputes] are often viewed
in terms of a narrow practical question: are individuals entitled to know about,
and have a say in, the uses that are made of their body tissue? But the
proliferation and diversity of disputes over body tissue are symptomatic of a
much larger problem – a growing divide between scientific and social views of
the body in the commercial context of the biotechnology age. (1998: 53)

For example, the Alder Hey organs scandal in Liverpool – in which for decades
doctors collected and kept organ samples from deceased children without their parents’
consent – showed that individuals and communities are unwilling to let health
practitioners define the significance and determine appropriate uses of tissues.
Richardson writes
that someone else might possess unrestrained power to classify and dispose of
parts of their own child along with soiled dressing as “hospital waste” is to them
[the parents] a scandalous and malignant wrong. That the designation ‘clinical
waste’ might have been used as a cover for other nefarious uses is, of course,
suspected by many. (2004: 25)

After the scandal, regulators recognized that “the fact that tissue might be described as
‘waste’ or ‘abandoned’ no longer means (if it ever did) that a third party can take control
of it and use it for their own purposes” (Liddell and Hall, 2005: 182). There are a number
of well-known legal cases in which claims to ownership of tissue, cell lines, DNA
sequences, and the like have been contested, such as the John Moore vs. the Regents of
the University of California, 1984-1990 case, where the ownership of a cell line derived
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from an excised spleen was disputed (Wilson, 2008: 9) or the HeLa cell line discussed in
the previous chapter, which has recently been the object of an agreement ascribing
control over scientific use of Lacks’ genetic information to her living relatives (Grant,
2013).
Margaret Lock (2002) argues that the alienability of tissues and the determination
of their economic and psycho-social worth are always highly disputed because these
processes disrupt moral orders related to the ontological status of the human individual as
a ‘body’ with a ‘self,’ an ‘identity,’ and ‘autonomy.’ Donation is the predominant means
by which issues associated with collecting and exchanging organs and tissues are
addressed. The practice reflects three values that are fundamental to modern bioethics:
that is, respect for individual autonomy, the foregrounding of self-determination, and
emphasis on the right to decide for oneself how one’s body parts will be disposed of or
used (Schicktanz, 2007). In legal and technical frameworks, donation is a form of gifting
for which no material or economic return is expected; furthermore, a donated body part is
understood to no longer be embodied by, or embody, the person from whom it came
(Waldby, 2002).
However, as Lock’s (2002) work on organ donation shows, it is simply not the
case that donors and their living relatives, or the recipients of donated tissues, feel that
donated tissues do not retain material, emotional, or other kinds of traces of the donor. A
body of literature details the varied experiences of families, donors, and recipients (see
Arnold and Younger, 1995; Lamb, 1990; Younger et al., 1996), substantiating that
practices of donation do not finally disentangle or fully adjudicate the meaning of bits of
flesh which are extracted from some bodies and put into others. Autonomy and self-
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determination presume that individuals are psychologically and physically self-bounded
and self-owned, but tissue transfers and intercorporeality, to use Waldby’s (2002: 240241) words, wear holes in the metaphysical individualist fabric of ethics woven
throughout medicine and science. This critical tissue donation literature therefore not
only prompts the questioning of powers vested in science and medicine to determine
meanings of tissues de-parted from bodies, but also calls into question the bases of
modern bioethics to begin with.
In the introduction to a special issue on waste in the journal Environment and
Planning, Gregson and Crang call for a “liberating move from waste as a self-evident
category to waste as a social construction” arguing that “the symbolic comes to define
various materials more or less arbitrarily as waste in ways that suit society” and therefore
“beg[s] the question of how different matters matter differently” (2010: 1027). For
Gregson and Crang, “categories and social orders use materials but are not determined by
those materials” (2010: 1027). This claim is important to emerging literatures on waste in
the social sciences and for understanding complex intercorporeal exchanges at the behest
of new developments in biomedicine. It is important to move to a performative
understanding of how waste is produced in symbolic practices that include nonhuman
material agency. However, I am concerned with the statement that waste is culturally
relative and ‘not determined by’ any natural state of matter, which I argue ascribes too
much power to human articulations of waste. The notion that waste is socially
constructed dissuades attention to the varied ways in which nonhumans articulate wastes
differently and in doing so, distracts from the naturalculturalism of corporeal matters. For
example, we require ways of attending more pointedly to how microorganisms eat our
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feces as food as well as how we might cultivate microorganisms to produce our own food
(Hird, 2009), how mice and raccoons seek out and consume our garbage, and how these
practices are fundamental to microorganismic, mouse, racoon, and human survival (or
death). We must attend to the ways in which virulence, danger, or therapy of some wastes
is articulated in intra-action with mutually emergent beings that survive or die because of
the differences made from such articulations. Sundqvist points to a very big flaw in the
argument that there are no ‘inherent’ wastes with a compelling example:
how far can we extend the thesis that waste is a matter of cultural definitions? Is
it not possible to scientifically define the proper place and use of at least some of
the wastes?... It is often said that nuclear waste is the most dangerous substance
ever produced, being radioactive and toxic for hundreds of centuries. The
measures taken by the countries producing this kind of waste include planning
for its final storage. Hence, nuclear waste is something really unwanted,
something that society wants to get rid of forever. (2002: 8)

While we may yet find a use for spent nuclear materials and therefore transform them
into resources, this will depend on ongoing and future assessments in nuclear technology
and sciences that are not yet decided. Indeed, nuclear wastes expose the limits of social
constructionism to understand and address the profound indeterminacy of spent nuclear
materials, an indeterminacy that still must be responded to, in the present day, when such
materials cause immense harm to life and environment.
The same may be said of human biological matters that are ‘infectious’ or
‘biohazardous’ and do indeed cause pestilence, suffering, and harm. According to
agential realism, ‘waste’ is a performative effect of practices of laying-waste of humans
and nonhumans whose survival, like Barad’s brittlestar, “depends on [their] capacity to
discern the reality of [their] changing and relational nature” (2007: 376). An agential
realist understanding of waste attends to the practices and consequences of waste-making,
a dynamic production of difference which makes differences for how bodies are bounded,
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configured, and alive (or how they are ill, or how they die). It does not disallow the
recognition that, for some beings, some matters might indeed be useless or dangerous
while for others they might be valuable, tasty, nutritious or an extra-cellular placental
scaffold reducing the appearance of a scar – or that all of these articulations might
change.
At the same time, a performative, agential realist analysis of waste is critical of
practices, which Barad refers to as “instruments of power,” that attempt to foreclose
recognition of ontological indeterminacies in favour of “particular meanings, bodies, and
boundaries” (2007: 230). With this in mind, in the next section I seek to deconstruct
placenta scientists’ claim that the delivered placenta is waste that is unproblematically
poised for their salvaging. I discuss contradictions that are apparent in their claims, which
are resolved when considered alongside practices in the hospital and laboratory that lay
waste to, and lay claim to, delivered placentas.

Claiming Waste
Many participants in my study asserted that pregnant women, mothers, and the
public at large ‘do not care’ about placentas. Some suggested that women consider the
placenta during their pregnancy as it pertains to the health of their fetus, or that women
who have pregnancy complications are more mindful of its role; however, after delivery
they are concerned only with the newborn. Below, three participants illustrate these
claims which emphasizes the commonness among participants:
P8:	
  They	
  [pregnant	
  women]	
  never	
  think	
  about	
  the	
  placenta	
  -‐	
  ever,	
  ever,	
  even	
  
during	
  pregnancy.	
  They’re	
  thinking	
  of	
  their	
  baby.	
  
P24:	
  I	
  think	
  in	
  the	
  public,	
  it’s	
  just	
  a	
  means	
  to	
  an	
  end.	
  You	
  need	
  it	
  to	
  get	
  the	
  
baby.	
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P25:	
  People	
  always	
  think	
  the	
  placenta	
  is	
  needed	
  for	
  the	
  baby.	
  And	
  after	
  the	
  
baby	
  is	
  delivered,	
  that	
  the	
  placenta	
  is	
  [sic]	
  done	
  its	
  job…	
  I	
  don’t	
  think	
  people	
  
think	
  too	
  much	
  about	
  the	
  placenta	
  beyond	
  the	
  delivery.	
  

Despite the commonness of this opinion among participants, my literature review
leads me to argue that it is based either on anecdotal evidence or personal experience. As
I note in the previous chapter and in the introduction of this chapter, very little research
exists on public perceptions of the placenta in western contexts (Jenkins and Sugarman,
2005; Yoshizawa, 2013). Only two studies in the scientific and social scientific literature
attempt to systematically determine women’s perspectives of donating their placentas to
science and medicine (Lind et al., 2007; Halkoaho et al., 2010). One of these studies, for
which 19 Danish women were interviewed, did confirm participants largely defined the
placenta as waste for which they had no strong emotional feelings. In the United States,
only an estimated 1% of women give birth at home (MacDorman et al., 2011), and
according to participants at two hospitals at which I inquired, no more than one or two
women of the 2100-3500 per year ask to take their placenta with them (P27 and P31;
Yoshizawa, field notes, March and July 2010). In seeming agreement with what the
placenta scientists said in my study, these studies and points suggest that the vast
majority of women do not have, nor want to attend to the placenta after delivery.
However, we know from anthropological findings that in some places and times
one will find women or families for whom delivered placentas are important and not
waste. I asked participants whether they were familiar with the placenta rituals or
valuations discussed in Chapter 3. Despite the placenta being their object of study, some
were not familiar with its diverse cultural associations. For instance, one participant told
me:
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P15:	
  To	
  tell	
  you	
  the	
  truth,	
  I	
  have	
  not	
  come	
  across	
  any	
  incidence	
  where	
  people	
  
treated	
  placenta[s]	
  differently.	
  Whether	
  in	
  India	
  or	
  America.	
  In	
  my	
  experience,	
  
every	
  placenta	
  is	
  considered	
  a	
  throwaway	
  tissue…	
  I	
  have	
  never	
  met	
  someone	
  
who	
  did	
  some	
  ritual	
  thing	
  with	
  the	
  placenta…	
  When	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  something	
  is	
  
gone,	
  then	
  you	
  basically	
  don’t	
  worry	
  about	
  that	
  thing.	
  So	
  the	
  pregnancy	
  is	
  done,	
  
delivery	
  has	
  taken	
  place,	
  you	
  have	
  your	
  own	
  baby,	
  why	
  do	
  you	
  want	
  to	
  worry	
  
about	
  [the]	
  placenta?	
  

I am concerned that this lack of awareness might mean that women’s or families’
desires to take placentas home might not be met with the appropriate opportunities in
hospitals. That being said, most participants were aware that other people value placentas
in ways that differ from their own and incorporated them into aspects of their work,
especially concerning procedures for securing informed consent to collect placentas for
research. One participant explained her perspective:
P4:	
  There	
  are	
  many	
  cultures	
  that	
  will	
  keep	
  the	
  placenta,	
  and	
  you	
  know,	
  use	
  it	
  
to...	
  I	
  know	
  there	
  is	
  some	
  eating	
  of	
  the	
  placenta.	
  And	
  there’s	
  burying	
  of	
  the	
  
placenta,	
  and	
  keeping	
  the	
  placenta.	
  And	
  so	
  what	
  I	
  tell	
  my	
  students	
  is	
  that	
  if	
  
you’re	
  consenting	
  a	
  patient,	
  and	
  that	
  patient	
  says	
  no,	
  that	
  is	
  the	
  end	
  of	
  the	
  
conversation.	
  You	
  do	
  not	
  go	
  any	
  further.	
  

An appreciation for cultural relativism regarding diverse meanings of placentas among
placenta scientists is also evinced in clinical papers that implore clinicians to respect the
need of some parents to take the placenta home from the hospital (see Birdsong, 1998;
Lemon, 2002).
That being said, participants who were familiar with diverse valuations of the
placenta often reported that, while they respected the views of others, they were neither
compatible with, nor important for, the ‘biological understanding’ of the organ they
sought to cultivate in placenta science. For example, a participant told me:
P14:	
  I	
  am	
  a	
  very	
  matter-‐of-‐fact	
  person,	
  and	
  I	
  see	
  the	
  placenta	
  as	
  being	
  the	
  
biological	
  necessity	
  for	
  mammalian	
  reproduction…	
  For	
  a	
  woman,	
  she	
  wants	
  to	
  
have	
  a	
  baby…	
  But	
  if	
  she	
  were	
  of	
  the	
  cultural	
  minority	
  who	
  wanted	
  to	
  take	
  the	
  
placenta	
  away,	
  she	
  should	
  have	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  say	
  “no.”	
  So	
  I	
  respect	
  people	
  
who	
  have	
  those	
  views.	
  I	
  don’t	
  know	
  why	
  they	
  have	
  those	
  views,	
  but	
  that’s	
  their	
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business,	
  not	
  mine.	
  I	
  don’t	
  have	
  any	
  reverence	
  for	
  the	
  placenta,	
  in	
  that	
  sense.	
  I	
  
think	
  it’s	
  a	
  very	
  interesting	
  tissue.	
  Very	
  versatile,	
  and	
  I	
  think	
  quite	
  extraordinary.	
  
But	
  that’s	
  a	
  biological	
  science	
  fascination.	
  

Another participant, in response to a direct question, voiced the belief that the views of
others are not generally important for the production of scientific knowledge about the
placenta:
RY:	
  Do	
  those	
  cultural	
  values	
  have	
  any	
  bearing	
  on	
  your	
  practice	
  with	
  regards	
  to	
  
placentas?	
  Do	
  you	
  ever	
  think	
  of	
  that?	
  
P11:	
  No.	
  
RY:	
  Not	
  at	
  all?	
  
P11:	
  Ever…	
  I’m	
  aware	
  of	
  it.	
  That	
  different	
  people	
  are	
  different,	
  that	
  is	
  what	
  
makes	
  this	
  world	
  great,	
  because	
  we’re	
  not	
  all	
  the	
  same.	
  But	
  I	
  don’t,	
  the	
  
placenta	
  is	
  basically	
  just	
  dead	
  meat	
  to	
  me.	
  

Similarly, another participant dismissed any cultural associations the delivered placenta
might have because it is just a part of ‘nature’:
P18:	
  But	
  when	
  I	
  see	
  a	
  placenta	
  in	
  the	
  lab,	
  it’s	
  just	
  a	
  specimen…	
  I	
  mean,	
  you	
  
watch	
  a	
  cat	
  or	
  a	
  mouse	
  or	
  a	
  dog	
  give	
  birth,	
  and	
  the	
  mother	
  just	
  turns	
  around	
  
and	
  eats	
  it.	
  I	
  mean	
  it	
  has	
  no	
  value…	
  I	
  know	
  a	
  much	
  broader	
  animal	
  vision	
  of	
  it,	
  
just	
  being	
  part	
  of	
  a	
  natural	
  process	
  without	
  needing	
  to	
  take	
  on	
  anything	
  extra.	
  

In other words, spiritual valuations are ‘extra’ meanings that are not essential to what the
delivered placenta actually is for this participant and the others excerpted above: that is, a
biological specimen.
Considered together, these excerpts suggest that participants believe that the
placenta is, in essence, biological matter whose functions and roles end with delivery.
Participants very frequently claimed that the delivered placenta has no purpose, confining
the meaning of ‘purpose’ to strictly physiological functions. Below, a participant explains
how, for example, the infant and mother have “no use” for it after delivery:
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P8:	
  [The	
  placenta]	
  is	
  so	
  important	
  during	
  pregnancy.	
  But	
  after	
  that,	
  once	
  it’s	
  
delivered,	
  the	
  baby	
  has	
  no	
  use	
  for	
  it.	
  The	
  mom	
  has	
  no	
  use	
  for	
  it.	
  So	
  it	
  has	
  
fulfilled	
  its	
  role,	
  you	
  know?	
  

In the Introduction of this dissertation, I cite a definition of the placenta as “an
apposition of fetal to maternal tissue which has two main functions: to maximize oxygen
and nutrient acquisition from the mother, but to minimize immunological rejection by the
maternal immune system” (Wooding and Burton, 2008: 1). Already embedded in this
definition, as well as in the views expressed in excerpts above, are two central
presumptions: 1) that placentas are intra-uterine tissues performing functions in
pregnancy alone, and that such functions are physiological transport and immune
mediation; and 2) that maternal and fetal needs for the placenta are limited to these
transport and immune functions solely during the time that the placenta and fetus occupy
the maternal womb. They are presumptions of nature/culture difference, because they
differentiate non-‘natural’ meanings of placentas as essentially beyond the interest of
science. This determination effectively precludes recognition that different and/or
postpartum purposes necessitated by women, infants, or communities might be important
for understanding the placenta in science and medicine. It concomitantly determines the
meaning of waste in placenta science: biological waste is a culturally-meaningless matter
whose life-course, which occurs only inside an individual’s body, has run out.
With no purpose, disposal is the expected next step at the end of the placenta’s
natural life-course. Excerpts from three participants emphasize the commonness of this
claim:
P11:	
  And	
  you	
  know,	
  this	
  piece	
  of	
  tissue,	
  that’s	
  all	
  it	
  is:	
  it’s	
  a	
  piece	
  of	
  tissue	
  that	
  
otherwise	
  would	
  be	
  thrown	
  in	
  the	
  garbage.	
  	
  
P22:	
  I	
  think	
  placenta	
  tissues	
  are	
  fine	
  to	
  take	
  because	
  they’re	
  really	
  just	
  going	
  to	
  
go	
  and	
  get	
  thrown	
  out.	
  They	
  don’t	
  have	
  any	
  other	
  use.	
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P15:	
  In	
  science	
  -‐	
  I	
  mean,	
  we	
  are	
  scientists	
  -‐	
  it’s	
  considered	
  a	
  throwaway	
  tissue.	
  
In	
  our	
  clinic,	
  in	
  IRB’s,	
  you	
  have	
  this	
  category:	
  throwaway,	
  residual	
  tissue,	
  or	
  
useful	
  tissue.	
  It’s	
  considered	
  a	
  residual,	
  throwaway	
  tissue.	
  So	
  you	
  don’t	
  
sometimes	
  even	
  need	
  IRB	
  approval	
  for	
  getting	
  placenta,	
  because	
  it’s	
  considered	
  
a	
  throwaway	
  tissue.	
  

These three excerpts also foreshadow the justification offered by placenta scientists for
collection and use of the delivered placenta in science and medicine: that is, that wastes
are ethically neutral. However, before I address this I want to further explore the notion
that the delivered placenta is on a pre-destined path to being discarded.

Natures Disposed
Participants framed disposal of the placenta as a fundamentally natural process.
Participants frequently cited the ‘disposal’ of placentas by animals as evidence for this
claim, and compared disposal of placentas in hospital incinerators as the equivalent
practice among humans. For example, one participant spoke of how people should be
“glad to get rid” of their human biologic materials, especially those materials deemed
pathological such as cancer biopsies, by allowing them to be used for scientific purposes.
I asked him to explain more about “getting rid” of the placenta:
P1:	
  Well,	
  it’s	
  a	
  fact	
  of	
  how,	
  well,	
  mammalian	
  reproduction	
  that	
  takes	
  place,	
  isn’t	
  
it?	
  You	
  have	
  pups	
  and	
  all	
  the	
  placenta[s],	
  you	
  have	
  the	
  fetal	
  membranes	
  and	
  
everything	
  else,	
  and	
  that	
  also	
  applies	
  to	
  the	
  bird’s	
  eggs.	
  When	
  the	
  chick	
  comes	
  
out	
  of	
  the	
  egg,	
  the	
  eggs	
  are	
  thrown	
  away,	
  and	
  of	
  course	
  they	
  try	
  to	
  throw	
  it	
  
away	
  at	
  a	
  distance	
  so	
  that	
  the	
  predators	
  are	
  not	
  going	
  to	
  find	
  the	
  nest…	
  That	
  
may	
  be	
  the	
  reason	
  why	
  we	
  like	
  to	
  discard	
  these	
  things.	
  Not	
  to	
  leave	
  traces	
  
when	
  you	
  have	
  a	
  placenta.	
  It’s	
  just	
  lying	
  there	
  at	
  the	
  entrance	
  of…	
  a	
  rabbit	
  hole,	
  
say.	
  And	
  if	
  the	
  placentas	
  are	
  thrown	
  on	
  the	
  outside,	
  all	
  the	
  foxes	
  will	
  find	
  it…	
  
Discarding	
  the	
  placenta	
  is	
  a	
  sort	
  of	
  natural	
  process.	
  	
  

In order to avoid becoming a target of predation, the placenta must be discarded. In this
sense, discarding the placenta is figured as a survival strategy inherent in mammalian
reproduction itself. He continued:
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P1:	
  And	
  that’s	
  why	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  animals	
  eat	
  the	
  placentas	
  of	
  the	
  birth.	
  Even	
  non-‐
carnivores,	
  like	
  for	
  example	
  ruminants.	
  Some	
  ruminants	
  do	
  that	
  as	
  well.	
  They	
  
don’t	
  have	
  the	
  enzymic	
  system	
  to	
  get	
  to	
  digest	
  that	
  meat	
  material.	
  But	
  that’s	
  an	
  
ecological	
  protection.	
  That’s	
  why	
  I	
  think	
  they	
  get	
  rid	
  of	
  all	
  that.	
  For	
  example,	
  
when	
  so	
  many...	
  hide	
  their	
  waste	
  products,	
  when	
  they	
  defecate	
  and	
  so	
  on,	
  they	
  
hide	
  it	
  and	
  they	
  bury	
  it	
  just	
  to	
  avoid	
  all	
  traces	
  of	
  having	
  been	
  there.	
  Otherwise	
  it	
  
attracts	
  others…	
  It	
  just	
  came	
  into	
  my	
  mind,	
  but	
  that’s	
  a	
  fact:	
  so	
  you	
  never	
  find	
  
placentas	
  in	
  nature.	
  They’re	
  all	
  hidden,	
  or	
  buried,	
  or	
  eaten.	
  Because	
  they	
  have	
  
to,	
  as	
  a	
  protection	
  for	
  the	
  young	
  that	
  are	
  somewhere.	
  	
  

The inevitable discarding of the placenta is assumed in the slippage between the notion
that “there are no placentas in nature” and that the placenta will be discarded in medical
practice “anyway.” By attesting that one never finds placentas in nature, the participant
asserts that the ridding of the placenta is a natural given, even if that means incinerating
it, a practice which certainly doesn’t happen in the nonhuman ‘nature’ participants are
called upon to justify their practice. Slipping from ‘natural’ to “proper,” one participant
suggested that there is only one way to discard human placentas:
P25:	
  I	
  haven’t	
  thought	
  that	
  people	
  had	
  access	
  to	
  the	
  placenta,	
  because	
  you	
  
know,	
  in	
  the	
  labour	
  room,	
  it	
  was	
  just	
  discarded	
  properly.	
  You	
  wouldn’t	
  really	
  
give	
  it	
  to	
  the	
  mother,	
  so	
  I	
  never	
  thought	
  people	
  could	
  do	
  anything	
  with	
  this…	
  I	
  
have	
  no	
  clue	
  about	
  it.	
  I	
  haven’t	
  heard	
  of	
  it.	
  	
  

Importantly, what these excerpts suggest is that anything that is disposed of is
waste. This is affirmed in the theory expressed by P1 above that animals do not eat the
placenta for its nutritive properties, which would suggest that it is not waste but food,
because they lack the ability to digest it. The placenta can even be seen to be ‘discarded’
from the medical and scientific curricula, a ‘transience’ directly linked to how animals
discard the placenta:
P18:	
  And	
  the	
  first	
  thing	
  to	
  go	
  is	
  the	
  placenta,	
  because	
  it’s	
  so	
  transient,	
  you	
  
know?	
  You	
  have	
  it	
  when	
  you’re	
  born.	
  We	
  said	
  the	
  animals	
  were	
  eating	
  them.	
  
They’re	
  discarded.	
  And	
  so	
  pathology	
  for	
  a	
  physician	
  is	
  the	
  organs	
  that	
  form	
  the	
  
individual.	
  And	
  that’s	
  what	
  you’re	
  going	
  to	
  study	
  for	
  70	
  or	
  a	
  hundred	
  years	
  
depending	
  on	
  how	
  old	
  you	
  become.	
  You’re	
  never	
  going	
  to	
  go	
  back	
  and	
  look	
  at	
  
this	
  placenta.	
  So	
  it’s	
  the	
  first	
  thing	
  to	
  get	
  dropped	
  out	
  of	
  curricula.	
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What this suggests is a belief that using the placenta in science is an extension of the
‘natural discarding’ process that will always happen to placentas – unless placenta
scientists rescue them.

Salvaging Waste
Because they believe delivered placenta is inherently a waste, participants opined
that collecting and using it for scientific or therapeutic purposes precipitates few or no
ethical issues. They argued it has no purpose for women whom abandon it willingly.
Therefore, participants frequently claimed there should not be barriers to using placentas
for research. Two participants explained this view:
P14:	
  When	
  it’s	
  finished,	
  it’s	
  finished.	
  	
  And	
  what	
  I	
  regret	
  is	
  that	
  there	
  are	
  so	
  
many	
  barriers	
  stopping	
  people	
  using	
  it	
  for	
  research	
  purposes.	
  The	
  ethics,	
  the	
  
formal	
  ethical	
  requirements	
  for	
  researching	
  on	
  the	
  placenta	
  are	
  very	
  stringent,	
  
and	
  quite	
  ridiculously	
  so,	
  since	
  it’s	
  a	
  throwaway	
  tissue.	
  If	
  it’s	
  not	
  used	
  for	
  
research,	
  the	
  thing	
  is	
  just	
  destroyed.	
  	
  
P15:	
  I	
  don’t	
  see	
  any	
  ethical	
  issues,	
  because	
  as	
  I	
  said,	
  so	
  far,	
  throwing	
  it	
  away	
  has	
  
not	
  hurt	
  anybody.	
  So	
  by	
  keeping	
  it	
  also,	
  I	
  don’t	
  think	
  it’s	
  going	
  to	
  hurt	
  anybody.	
  
You	
  use	
  it	
  as	
  much	
  as	
  you	
  want,	
  and	
  then	
  if	
  you	
  don’t	
  use	
  it,	
  save	
  as	
  much	
  as	
  
you	
  want	
  to	
  save,	
  and	
  then	
  the	
  rest	
  of	
  that	
  can	
  go	
  to	
  the	
  dump.	
  	
  

In particular, informed consent should not be required, as described by one of the
participants excerpted above and another:
P15:	
  I	
  don’t	
  know,	
  because	
  that’s	
  a	
  complicated	
  issue.	
  Women	
  don’t	
  even	
  know	
  
where	
  the	
  placenta	
  goes.	
  So	
  how	
  can	
  they	
  not	
  consent?	
  They	
  don’t	
  even	
  know,	
  
where	
  did	
  it	
  go	
  [sic].	
  So	
  what’s	
  the	
  point	
  of	
  not	
  consenting?	
  
P8:	
  So	
  I	
  like	
  the	
  idea	
  that	
  we	
  can	
  just	
  use	
  the	
  tissues	
  since	
  they	
  are	
  just	
  about	
  to	
  
be	
  discarded	
  without	
  having	
  to	
  get	
  consent…	
  After	
  it	
  has	
  fulfilled	
  its	
  purpose,	
  
99.99%	
  of	
  placentas	
  are	
  discarded,	
  you	
  know?...	
  If	
  it’s	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  used	
  for	
  
research,	
  should	
  there	
  be	
  consent?	
  If	
  it’s	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  thrown	
  out,	
  no,	
  no	
  consent	
  
is	
  necessary	
  for	
  that.	
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This is further justified by claiming that there is no harm caused to anyone by
using the placenta in science, including compromises to patient privacy, as the same
participant excerpted above explained:
P15:	
  Now,	
  each	
  institution	
  is	
  different.	
  Many	
  institutions	
  do	
  not	
  require	
  
approval	
  for	
  placenta[s]	
  because	
  as	
  I	
  said	
  it’s	
  a	
  throwaway	
  tissue,	
  so	
  we	
  don’t	
  
require	
  it.	
  But	
  if	
  you	
  are	
  really	
  going	
  to	
  follow	
  and	
  look	
  at	
  the	
  data,	
  clinical	
  data	
  
of	
  the	
  person,	
  anyone	
  to	
  compare,	
  then	
  you	
  need	
  prior	
  IRB	
  approval,	
  consent	
  
from	
  the	
  woman.	
  Because	
  you	
  cannot	
  go	
  into	
  her	
  clinical	
  data	
  file	
  without	
  
consent.	
  So	
  the	
  consent	
  is	
  for	
  going	
  into	
  her	
  clinical	
  data.	
  

Participants sometimes suggested that asking for consent is an excessive ‘generosity’
given to the patients:
P5:	
  I	
  always	
  didn’t	
  have	
  [sic]	
  to	
  have	
  informed	
  consent,	
  but	
  I	
  always	
  just	
  ask	
  the	
  
individual	
  if	
  they	
  were	
  happy	
  with	
  us	
  using	
  their	
  placenta	
  in	
  research.	
  
RY:	
  So	
  you	
  had	
  [asked	
  for]	
  an	
  oral	
  consent?	
  
P5:	
  Yeah.	
  It	
  was	
  almost	
  a	
  courtesy	
  to	
  these	
  women.	
  And	
  I	
  would	
  always	
  respect	
  
their	
  wishes.	
  	
  

I asked participants whether, and what, ethical issues they felt pertained to the use
of placentas in science and medicine. None reflected on the possible conflict of interest in
asking for donation of placenta after birth, a time of major distraction for mothers and
families during which the possibility of obtaining informed consent may be compromised
by coercive invitation. This was dismissed because, as one participant claimed, when
asked if they would donate their placenta to science, women ‘always’ agree.
RY:	
  To	
  your	
  knowledge,	
  do	
  women	
  generally	
  agree?	
  
P12:	
  Yes,	
  they	
  always	
  agree.	
  

Many scientific articles also state that placentas are fine to take because they will
otherwise be thrown out (see Barbati et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008; Yen et al., 2005; Yu
et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2006; Ilancheran et al., 2009; Barachini et al., 2009; Chang et
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al., 2007; Scalinci et al., 2011; Wolff et al., 1996; Muralidhar and Panda, 1999;
Muralidhar and Panda, 2000). For instance, Scalinci et al. write,
we used placental human stem cells given that the placenta, specifically the
amniotic membrane, represents an important source of human stem cells because
of the abundance of cells which can be recovered and also the absence of ethical
issues, considering that the placenta is a waste product. (2011: 691)

As another example, the book Regenerative Medicine Using Pregnancy-Specific
Biological Substances (Bhattacharya and Stubblefield, 2011) contains only one chapter
(Samuel et al., 2011) among 400 pages addressing ethical issues pertaining strictly to
cord blood, but laments the “massive wastage” (Burd and Huang, 2011: 3) of expelled
reproductive tissues which could be used for research or therapeutic purposes.
This is where the claims of scientists take a confounding turn: placenta scientists
regret that placentas are ‘wasted.’ For example, Parolini writes:
the placenta should never be seen as a waste material, but in addition to claiming
its important role during pregnancy, it should be regarded as a great gift from
nature as a source of cells and bioactive molecules for therapeutic applications.
Therefore, if we consider the placenta as the ‘tree of life,’ a representation that is
often used to depict this organ, we are now beginning to see that the branches of
this tree continue to extend from fetal development and beyond, and that the
placenta may continue to sustain our life even outside of the womb. (2011: S284)

Placenta scientists in the present study strongly agreed that the placenta is not given due
attention in both science and medicine and by the public at large. For example, one
participant talked about how other scientists and clinicians do not understand the value of
the placenta:
P13:	
  I	
  think	
  among	
  scientific	
  people,	
  those	
  who	
  do	
  the	
  very	
  specific	
  
reproductive	
  stuff,	
  know	
  the	
  value	
  of	
  placenta.	
  Most	
  of	
  the	
  physicians	
  don’t	
  
know	
  this.	
  When	
  I	
  give	
  classes	
  for	
  my	
  students	
  in	
  medicine,	
  I	
  have	
  to	
  tell	
  them	
  
this:	
  the	
  placenta	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  throw-‐out.	
  We	
  have	
  to	
  understand	
  the	
  placenta,	
  to	
  
study	
  the	
  placenta,	
  to	
  give	
  value	
  to	
  this	
  placenta.	
  Most	
  of	
  the	
  physicians	
  think	
  
that	
  placenta	
  is	
  garbage…	
  Yeah,	
  it’s	
  ridiculous.	
  And	
  I	
  can	
  say,	
  in	
  my	
  hospital,	
  if	
  I	
  
don’t	
  put	
  my	
  student	
  inside	
  the	
  centre	
  [i.e.	
  delivery	
  room	
  or	
  caesarean	
  section	
  
operating	
  theatre],	
  they	
  will	
  throw	
  it	
  out.	
  So	
  we	
  still	
  have	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  work	
  to	
  do	
  to	
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change	
  the	
  mind[s]	
  of	
  the	
  people.	
  And	
  even	
  with	
  the	
  students.	
  The	
  medicine	
  
students,	
  they	
  have	
  this	
  idea.	
  

This is an advocacy issue for placenta scientists. In placentological literature one
will frequently find articles lamenting the ignorance of others of the placenta and the
ways in which this leads to the squandering of a potentially important resource for
producing scientific knowledge or therapies. For example, Badawi et al. ask “Why is the
Placenta Being Ignored?” (2000), while in an article called “Remarkable Placenta,”
respected placenta scientist Kurt Benirschke claims that the placenta, “once richly
studied,” has become a “forgotten organ” (1998: 194). There is a strong imperative in the
journal Placenta to revisit the history of placenta science to revive interest and show how
roots in reproductive science can be found in studies of the placenta (see Pijnenborg and
Vercruysse, 2008; Pijnenborg and Vercruysse, 2007; Pijnenborg and Vercruysse, 2004;
Pijnenborg and Vercruysse, 2006; Lapaire et al., 2007; Carter, 2011b; Pizzi et al., 2012;
Carter and Mess, 2010). In 2003, an effort was also made to document the history of the
European Placenta Group (EPG) (Schroder and Young, 2003), which was circulated as a
report at its conference that year (Yoshizawa, field notes, Sept. 2011). Numerous articles
decry a lack of placental examination after birth which they claim can provide insights
not only into birth complications, but can also help to build evidence linking the
presentation of the afterbirth with pregnancy outcomes (Salafia and Vintzileos, 1990;
Tellefsen and Vogt, 2011; Baergen, 2007; Benirschke et al., 2006). Recently, topics of
law have been written into textbooks and other commentaries on the placenta (Baergen,
2007; Benirschke et al., 2006; Urbanski, 1997; Roberts, 1993). For example, citing a
medical malpractice case in which a placental pathologist testified that a placenta was
diseased, Urbanski writes:
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similar to the way a ‘black box’ is used to record flight problems in the airline
industry, there are gestational events reflected in the placenta that have proven to
provide effective legal defences in medical malpractice cases. (1997: 54)

In other words, there is a sense in which, if the views of others that the placenta is of no
value after delivery could be corrected, even more important work could be done with
delivered placentas.
These claims frame the placenta as a ‘salvageable’ waste. Participants in my study
regretted that placentas are seemingly moribund after delivery unless they ‘rescue’ them:
P13:	
  We	
  cannot	
  be	
  stupid.	
  Like	
  if	
  we	
  will	
  throw	
  out	
  the	
  placenta	
  or	
  the	
  cord	
  
blood,	
  we’ll	
  do	
  nothing	
  with	
  that,	
  even	
  though	
  we	
  can	
  help	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  women	
  by	
  
studying	
  that…	
  No	
  sense!	
  

The contradiction in these claims taken together is stark: placentas are deemed natural
wastes even as they are valuable research or therapeutic material when taken to the
laboratory. I suggest that, as with the equivocation in defining the fetal-maternal
interface, a significant amount of leverage is afforded by maintaining this contradiction.
There are a number of assumptions about placentas upon which participants can draw to
justify the work they do with placentas. At times, the natural disposal of the delivered
placenta is summoned and at other times, it is the potential of the placenta to be salvaged.

Biohazard Bins and Biovalue
Participants framed the discarding of placentas as a necessary, natural, or logical
practice and one that is an extension of what others want to do with the placenta,
claiming little responsibility for constructing the meaning of the delivered placenta as
waste. However, in the introduction of this chapter, I pointed out that some practices in
the hospital and laboratory conceal from women that placentas might be used for
scientific or therapeutic purposes. If this is the case, then deploying the views of women
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as a justification for collecting the otherwise-wasted placenta is problematic. In this
section, I want to substantiate this claim by drawing upon my empirical observations,
which I analyze according to agential realism. Waste claims are not merely rhetorical;
rather, they are material-discursive practices that channel placentas to the laboratory as
acceptable objects of scientific study. Practice of discarding are not responses to essential
wastes; rather, practices of discarding are productive of wastes. This outcome is only one
of many that can come from practices of disposal.
The placenta is perhaps the only human tissue for which it is possible in some
locales to obtain a blanket approval from institutional research ethics boards to collect
without prior approval from the patient (i.e. pregnant/labouring woman). At one
university hospital in which I conducted ethnographic work, I viewed one such approval,
dated 2003, given by the institutional review board to a senior researcher that read:
if the placentas are used without identification or collection of information on the
patient then no consent is required. As stated in your letter, any studies involving
these placentas but that also require either maternal information or maternal
blood sampling would require patient consent. (Yoshizawa, field notes, June
2011)

I spoke to a research coordinator about the practices for identifying and collecting
placentas for scientific studies covered by this approval (Yoshizawa, field notes, July
2010). She monitored the caesarean-section schedule, identifying placentas that would
become available, and then sent an email to researchers. If a researcher wanted to collect
a placenta scheduled to be delivered, they would wait outside the operating room. The
placenta is placed in a basin, and then doubled-bagged in clear plastic. A sticker is placed
on the bag indicating the patient and identifying information. The placenta is then either
taken to the dirty room, or it is taken to a laboratory by the researcher whole in a cooler.
I wrote notes about my observations of the dirty room:
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In	
  the	
  dirty	
  room,	
  placentas	
  are	
  actually	
  stored	
  in	
  biohazard	
  bins	
  –	
  but	
  some	
  
of	
  them	
  look	
  like	
  common	
  garbage	
  cans.	
  Placentas	
  for	
  which	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  
researcher	
  waiting	
  are	
  stored	
  in	
  the	
  dirty	
  room	
  in	
  double	
  bags,	
  labelled,	
  in	
  
one	
  of	
  two	
  refrigerators.	
  The	
  first	
  fridge	
  contains	
  shelves/bins	
  that	
  are	
  
labeled	
  by	
  the	
  day.	
  Placentas	
  are	
  placed	
  in	
  the	
  bins	
  according	
  to	
  the	
  day	
  they	
  
were	
  delivered.	
  Researchers	
  may	
  take	
  samples	
  from	
  these	
  stored	
  placentas	
  
or	
  take	
  them	
  whole.	
  Placentas	
  stay	
  in	
  these	
  bins	
  for	
  one	
  week,	
  after	
  which	
  
they	
  are	
  placed	
  in	
  the	
  other	
  fridge.	
  This	
  has	
  a	
  biohazard	
  garbage	
  can	
  inside	
  
it.	
  The	
  placentas	
  are	
  piled	
  in	
  the	
  can.	
  They	
  are	
  periodically	
  taken	
  by	
  
housekeeping	
  staff	
  and	
  are	
  incinerated	
  on	
  site.	
  (Yoshizawa,	
  field	
  notes)	
  

Like the plastic bags I discussed in the previous chapter, these bins, cans, and fridges are
apparatuses that agentially cut placentas as more or less available for collection by
researchers. They spatially and temporally codify their continuing, but diminishing,
viability in days passed postpartum and by agential cuts enacted by the difference of two
fridges that concomitantly differentiate two types of placentas: ones that might still make
it to the laboratory, and ones that are closer than ever to being categorically defined as
waste headed to the incinerator.
A clinician researcher who is responsible for the design of this dirty room system
explained its history to me. A few years prior, he had observed the organized storing of
placentas in the maternity ward of another hospital. At that time in his own hospital,
placentas were placed together without any differentiation in a freezer and routinely taken
to the incinerator. He decided his hospital should also develop a means of organizing and
storing placentas. He explained the advantage this affords: it provides an opportunity for
clinicians to examine placentas for several days after delivery should something
unexpected arise regarding the health of the infant. That being said, he also reported that
doctors and nurses normally know if the placenta needs to be examined pathologically
directly following the birth. For example, they are routinely examined in cases of preeclampsia, preterm labour, and twins. In all, he noted that later examination of the
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placenta, taken from the fridge, happens “not once a month.” Keeping them in bags in
fridges also enhances hospital staff’s protection from biohazards presented by placentas,
he noted (Yoshizawa, field notes). Importantly, he told me that storing placentas to make
them available for research purposes was only a tertiary reason.
However, the practices of identifying, codifying, and arranging placentas in the
dirty room determine the meaning of delivered placentas and how they matter: that is,
tissues that are available to be taken to the laboratory, or are headed to the incinerator.
These bins, cans, plastic bags, and fridges are therefore as much storage units for
potential research materials even as they are ostensibly only a ‘stop’ in the path to the
ultimate disposal of placentas. If placentas are stored, this is not a practice that articulates
discarding, but rather biovalue and bioavailability. In the same way that rituals might
‘discard’ placentas by burying them but without laying them to waste – for instance,
when placentas are buried in efforts to affirm their connection to land and ancestors – the
dirty room ‘discards’ placentas to the laboratory. Rituals that discard placentas by
burying them do not waste them; placing placentas in the dirty room does not waste them,
even though the claim that it does is fundamental to the ways in which placenta scientists
imagine their ethical salvaging. The similarities were unrecognized by participants in my
study, and the differences not reflected upon, but it is important to do so, as I explain
below.

Waste Mattering
I want to turn to an ethico-onto-epistemological exploration based on the analysis
in the previous section, making two arguments.
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First, I argue that this analysis means that there are significant ethical translational
issues the placenta science research community must address. I want to attend to “the
political possibilities for change, the responsible practice of science, and the responsible
education of scientists” (Barad, 2007: 34) exposed by diffractive, agential realist analysis.
Diffracting the ethical commitments expressed by participants against findings in
anthropology raises important questions regarding their powers to define the meaning and
significance of the delivered placenta in a culturally-diverse world about which they,
indeed, know so little because it has not been substantially researched. The construction
of the delivered placenta as waste has a history intertwined with the emergence of
modern medical birthing, which simultaneously divested women and communities of the
need to attend to the placenta after birth, erased that such an opportunity ever existed, and
has required the development of a robust basic science and clinical practice that
necessitates the use of the organ for study purposes (as addressed in Chapter 5). The
ethical concerns posed by the use of human biological materials in science are resolved
by the claim that the placenta is in effect ‘abandoned’ by women who are disgusted by or
uninterested in it, as well as by the claim that anything unwanted is free for repurposing.
Waste does not therefore require frequent or in-depth institutional ethical interrogation.
Halkoaho et al. (2011) conducted a study on researcher perspectives of the donation of
the placenta for scientific and medical purposes, finding that the claim that the delivered
placenta is waste legitimated participants’ collection and utilization of the organ and was
deployed to advocate for less-strict ethical guidelines pertaining to its collection.
I argue that women or families are marginalized in decision-making about what
happens to delivered placentas because they may not be asked about it, or because they
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are asked just after delivery, a time during which their attentions are certainly directed
elsewhere. Official policies of, or informal arguments for, cultural relativism, which
encourage researchers and clinicians to respect diverse views on placentas (Knapp van
Bogaert and Ogunbanjo, 2008; Lemon, 2002), may be ineffective because avenues or
opportunities might not exist for women and families to express their desire to determine
the placenta’s fate. A case has been described in the medical literature (Birdsong, 1998)
in which the wishes of parents were not respected even when they had been expressed to
healthcare providers. Likewise, Callaghan recounts how a placenta that parents wanted to
take home was presumed by healthcare providers to be inherently dirty and dangerous as
evidenced by double-bagging it in a regular and a biohazardous waste bag, which she
argues reflected the powers of science and medicine to define the meaning of the placenta
as waste:
the placenta is officially labeled as ‘contaminated waste’ and unless the couple
remove it from this bag they will be constantly reminded of how the placenta is
perceived by the majority of Australians and by the various governmental
institutions. By using the contaminated waste bag with its official label, the
Health Department and the medical profession, through the actions of the
midwives, are demonstrating their power by shaping the community’s world
view of the placenta. By labelling the placenta as ‘waste’ the midwives are
implying that the placenta is a waste material, or rubbish, and does not need to be
treated with respect… The impression gained [from this account]… is that the
midwives appear to be acting in a magnanimous fashion in returning the placenta
to the woman. (2007: 16-17)

In light of accounts like this, I am heartened that some participants in my study
talked about their respect for the values of others. However, attempts to convince
scientists of the worth of cultural considerations in the conduct of science (Jenkins and
Sugarman, 2005), as well as of paying attention to and supporting the expansion of the
anthropological literature on placentas, fail to attend to the depth of ethical issues
pertaining to placental ‘wastes’ if the act of disposal is viewed by participants as wholly,
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literally, and fundamentally natural, foreclosing interrogation of decisions regarding what
is appropriate to do to and with delivered placentas. If delivered placentas are naturally
wastes, this defines the ideas about placentas of women and communities as
fundamentally different from and unimportant to the ideas about placentas in science and
medicine.
However I argue that if, by scientists’ own accounts, women are almost always
willing and happy to donate their placentas when asked, then this means that
characterizing placentas as wastes is not necessary for scientists to gain access to them.
Current policies generalize afterbirths as wastes that may be claimed by families under
specific circumstances: that is, when families specifically request it. But I suggest that
engaging women and families in the processes of decision-making regarding what
happens to placentas will not only fulfill ethical ideals of informed consent and patient
autonomy assumed by contemporary bioethics, but will not negatively affect the number
of placentas that are available for science. Indeed, if women and their families’ interest in
placentas is engaged in the process of inviting them to donate, willingness to donate may
increase. Placenta science has contributed to improving the health of many people
throughout their life-courses. Support for placenta science spurs specific kinds of thriving
that many people can appreciate.
Second, I want to return to agential realist insights to explore how the vitality of
delivered placentas can be leveraged by science experimentally, medicine therapeutically,
animals, humans, bacteria and worms nutritionally, and so on, in ways that challenge
their categorization as waste and point to their intra-active naturalcultural entanglement.
What we learn from Barad’s analysis of brittlestars, Hird’s analysis of bacteria, and
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Schrader’s analysis of Pfiesteria, is that nonhuman articulations of difference undermine
nature/culture duality, which is foundational to the ethical and translational issues I
discuss above. As Barad argues, “the point of challenging traditional epistemologies is
not merely to welcome females, slaves, children, animals, and other dispossessed
Others… into the fold of knowers but to better account for the ontology of knowing”
(2007: 378). To this end, I turn to a discussion of placentophagia, the eating of placentas.

Placentophagias
Placentophagia (also sometimes called placentophagy) is established in the
scientific literature as ubiquitous among nonhuman mammalian species. Kristal describes
placentophagia in nonhuman mammals:
the mother consumes the afterbirth. Although this placentophagia does not seem,
on the surface, to be critical to the birth process or to the immediate well-being
of the infant, the mother purposefully, laboriously, and usually completely
devours the placenta and fetal membranes. Often she stops attending to the
newborn during placentophagia, which may last for an hour or more, and
resumes infant-directed behaviours only when the afterbirth has been completely
eaten. (1980: 141)

This description indicates the placentophagic behaviours of nonhumans are responses to
urgent and significant biological needs. Young and Benyshek list the main hypotheses
advanced to explain consumption of the delivered placenta: “(1) cleaning the nest site and
predator avoidance, (2) a shift toward carnivorousness at parturition, (3) general hunger,
and (4) specific hunger” (2010: 468). In other words, consumption of delivered placentas
may articulate fear, survival, thriving, hunger, or cleanliness. However, the same authors
also note that “these hypotheses have rarely been empirically tested, leaving the
evolutionary underpinnings of the maternal behaviour largely a mystery” (Young and
Benyshek, 2010: 486). Indeed, Kristal’s (1980) thorough appraisal of each of these
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explanations systematically challenges each one, suggesting that none can explain the
behaviour across all mammalian species.
Scientists frequently claim that humans are the only mammals (though Young and
Benyshek (2010) also add camelids) that do not regularly consume the placenta. For
example, Ober writes that:
anthropologists have often posed the question of what distinguishes man [sic]
from the beast. Several criteria have been proposed, the most popular that man
has the power of symbolic speech. But this is not an absolute distinction, for
many animal species have been shown to possess elaborate systems of
communication. An equally plausible distinction might be that man, that is,
civilized man, does not eat his own placenta. (1979: 595)

Indeed, a ‘cultural’ explanation for nonconsumption of the placenta is required to make
sense of its absence – if indeed it is absent (which, as I explain below, it is not) – in
relation to the ubiquity of placentophagia among other mammals. Young and Benyshek
write:
although the placenta is known to be readily and eagerly ingested by nearly all
other mammalian mothers, including our closest primate relatives, few, if any
known human cultures appear to promote or allow its consumption, even in a
ritualized context. We suggest that, in the face of many detailed ethnographic
descriptions of cultural beliefs and practices regarding the placenta, including its
proper treatment/disposal, the lack of a single unambiguous account of a well
documented cultural tradition of maternal placentophagy is good evidence that it
is absent (or at most, extremely rare) as a customary or learned practice in human
societies cross-culturally, and that its postpartum consumption by the mother
may even constitute something akin to a universal cultural avoidance. (2010:
481)

The foundational presumption of this explanation is that what differentiates humans from
nonhumans is that we are motivated by ‘culture’ in codes, taboo, norms, and traditions,
while animals are compelled by some ‘natural’ mechanism to eat placentas. Young and
Benyshek propose that:
the answers to the double puzzle of human placentophagy – why mammals,
including our closest primate relatives, commonly engage in this behaviour, and
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why humans are a rare exception to the mammalian rule – awaits a new age of
research. (2010: 482)

But I argue that these espousals of nature/culture and human/nonhuman duality
are, to use Haraway’s words, a “culturally normal fantasy of human exceptionalism,”
which assumes that “humanity alone is not a spatial and temporal web of interspecies
dependencies” (2008: 11). Indeed, this exceptionalism, in relation to placentophagia, is a
fantasy, because we know from anthropology, Ober’s article (Ober, 1979), Young and
Benyshek’s review (Young and Benyshek, 2010), a recent empirical study done by
Selander et al. (2013), other articles (Beacock, 2012), and even from news media (see
Selander et al., 2013) and blogs (see HunnyDu, 2009; Dorrington, 2012; Birth, 2013;
RaisingNaturalKids, 2012), that humans do eat placentas20 – raw, cooked, prepared into a
dish with other ingredients, or dehydrated, ground, and encapsulated (Selander et al.,
2013). It is also sometimes the case that those other than the mother might eat the
placenta (see Ober, 1979; Haraway, 2008). Selander et al. (2013) report on an increase in
the availability of commercial services that prepare placentas for human consumption.
Perhaps human placentophagia is ‘rare,’ but it is not an exception because there are no
‘natural’ rules about what should happen to delivered placentas. Placentas already always
emerge as consequences or differences of intra-action. To eat a placenta is also to
simultaneously determine a placenta as edible, and to determine what its edibility means
– nutrition? illness? cleanliness? therapy? – for a being in specific spaces and times.
We must pay attention to ongoing and entangled intra- and inter-species, intraand inter-cultural, and intra- and inter-disciplinary production of placentas, both before
20

In a recently published study, Selander et al. surveyed 189 women who had eaten their placentas. Asking
what motivated this behaviour, the most common response was that they chose ingestion to “improve
mood” (Selander et al., 2013: 102); the majority also reported that this was effective without negative
effects (Selander et al., 2013: 105).
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and after birth, in order to enable new forms of responsiveness in the “experimental
relatings” (Schrader, 2010: 277) of placenta science. But we must also understand that
placentation happens not only ‘before’ birth and placentophagia ‘after’; rather,
placentations and placentophagias are always simultaneous. For Haraway, consumption
is about the ways in which, in forging ‘attachment sites’ in intra-active practices, the
stomach “has never settled” (2008: 294). Humans are neither special nor not special in
their eating or not eating of placentas. All placentas consume, as in Simms’ (2009)
matrotropy and in feto-tropy, and are consumed. Mammals become what they are by way
of these consumptions which might, as the case with animals that urgently eat the
placenta or women whose mortality is threatened in pregnancy, consume them.
In When Species Meet (2008), Donna Haraway includes an anecdote of eating a
placenta with new friends at John Hopkins university, each of whom came from different
academic fields and walks of life. She describes being
enthralled, altogether ready to celebrate the blood materiality of community
affirmation in welcoming a baby human… All attention, including mine, was
focused on deciding who could, should, must, or must not eat the placenta. No
one agreed; everyone made worlds grow from their figure of the meal. (2008:
293)

This placenta, like those that are stored in the garbage bins of the dirty room, was never
waste; in fact, we are now in a position to wonder what ‘waste’ is after all. All intraactions of delivered placentas are placentations but they are also placentophagias:
becomings-with that reconfigure bodily boundaries perpetually. Sometimes,
placentations/placentophagias might mean matrotropy or fetotropy; sometimes, the
demise, fragmentation, molecularization, or modification of placentas; sometimes, the
creation, development, or invasion of placentas; sometimes, a difference I cannot
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perceive, comprehend, or imagine; sometimes, a difference that scientists cannot
perceive, comprehend, or imagine. Reflecting upon her placental meal, Haraway writes:
maybe God can have a solitary meal, but terran [sic] critters cannot. In eating we
are most inside the differential relationalities that make us who and what we are
and that materialize what we must do if response and regard are to have any
meaning personally and politically. (2008: 295)

Fundamental dualities between nature, culture, human and nonhuman are
articulated by the denial that human placentophagia as a telling or important
phenomenon, and by the mobilization of nonhuman placentophagia in articulating
placental wastes as readily available for scientific purposes. This “dualistic thinking
inhibits any serious consideration of the specificities of waste and our relations with it”
(Hawkins, 2006: 9). However, according to Haraway, foregoing commitments to human
exceptionalism “requires one to know more at the end of the day than at the beginning
and to case oneself with some ways of life and not others” (Haraway, 2008: 295). We
should not seek to make final statements about the nature of nature, install hierarchies in
difference, or foreclose, as Haraway writes, “knowing more, including scientifically, and
feeling more, including scientifically, about how to eat well – together” (2008: 295).
Characterizing the delivered placenta as waste disables responsiveness to the production
and consequences of placentations in and for the constant, dynamic unfolding of the
world.

Conclusion
This chapter addresses intra-active practices, discourse, structures, and institutions
that disentangle the placenta from some of its entanglements and make it available for
scientific purposes. There is a significant lack of research on public views of placentas
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(Yoshizawa, 2013), a blind spot that, like equivocation in defining the fetal-maternal
interface, provides the opportunity for scientists to define and decide the meaning of
placentas. But should placenta scientists be the central agents determining the mattering
of placentas? They should not, but neither should anyone else, and only humans, alone.
According to Barad,
the fact is that the world isn’t naturally broken up into social and scientific
realms that get made separately. There isn’t one set of material practices that
makes science, and another disjunct set that makes social relations; one kind of
matter on the inside, and another on the outside. The social and the scientific are
co-constituted. They are made together – but neither is just made up. Rather,
they are ongoing, open-ended, entangled material practices. The goal is therefore
to understand which specific material practices matter and how they matter.
(2007: 168)

Placentation enables this, because it is an ethico-onto-epistemology that addresses how,
and to what effects, placentas are made organs of maternal-fetal support, foodstuffs,
scientific objects, or any other roles they may take and make.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
After fertilization, the inception of placenta is the first cellular difference. Like
diffracting waves, this difference is set in motion by, and sets in motion, expansive intraactions of hosts of cells, tissues, beings, agencies, bodies, practices, and knowledges
which become-with each other. These are placentations. As I show in this dissertation,
placentas are much like the bacteria Haraway remarks upon in When Species Meet (that
were later extensively elaborated upon by Hird, 2009): “I become an adult human being
in company with these tiny messmates. To become is always to become with many”
(2008: 4). Like Hird, who writes in her book on bacteria that she “must somehow
recognize that bacteria do precede my relating with them… [and that] ‘I’ am bacteria,
that bacteria are us” (2009: 26), this dissertation has a tall order of finding ways of
acknowledging that placentas precede, are constitutive of, are constituted by, and will yet
constitute myself, science, and sociology, and then of suggesting ways of acknowledging
and responding to such profound entanglement.
I do this by redefining placentations. My definition of placentations explicitly
draws on agential realist understandings of the universe by attending to the differential,
entangled, and intra-active production of placentas. I address how placentas are
differently made, remade, broken up, and digested. This dissertation illustrates the novel
considerations of placentations that are borne by an agential realist analysis (developed in
Chapter 2) that draws on different diffractive resources including feminism, anthropology
(explored in Chapter 3), bioethics and placenta science. I am enabled by these resources
to challenge placental particularism in each empirical chapter (Chapters 4, 5, and 6), to
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explore consequences (differences) of particularism, and to point to reformulations that
are made possible when difference is understood not as a pre-condition, but an effect of
articulatory material-discursive practices. Chapter 4 advances intra-action as an
alternative to interaction; Chapter 5 explores an apparatus that is central to the production
and deployment of knowledge about placentas in placenta science and clinical care; and
Chapter 6 problematizes the duality of waste/value leveraged in placenta science to
obtain and use placentas in research. Representationalism, metaphysical individualism,
and humanism in particular are deconstructed in each chapter. Many of the insights I
make by way of these deconstructions concern reproductive rights and responsibilities
which are fundamentally reformulated when the complexity of intra-actions that make up
the differently-unfolding universe are recognized as entangled in the articulation of
placentations. Engagement can be a modest endeavour that attempts to tell “more
complicated stories about the scientists’ stories – with more agents and less clear
boundaries” (Schneider, 2005: 36; and see Haraway, 1989; Haraway, 1991; Haraway,
1994; Haraway, 2004; Haraway, 2008). Performativity is about, as Haraway argues,
knowing more at the end of the day than at the beginning, but also recognizing that
knowing is always open, never final, always articulated in temporal nonlinearity, and
always consequential. As such, in the spirit of agential realism, I hope this dissertation
precipitates more questions than it answers. Agential realism instantiates an entire
program of research about which I am profoundly excited; there is so much left to do
with and about placentations.
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Afterbirths
In the fall of 2013 after having already drafted this dissertation, I attended the
annual conference of the International Federation of Placenta Associations (IFPA) in
Whistler, Canada. It was fortuitous because this conference is a forum for sharing the
most up-to-date research being done on placentas. It provided a good milieu in which to
reflect upon my analysis of placentations, which is informed by attending this same
conference years previous in other locales. The observations I make in this dissertation
were frequently brought into sharp relief during the conference, affirming for me that my
work articulates a picture of placenta science that is timely and appropriate.
For example, a presenter at the conference explored interactions of the “decidual
battleground,” suggesting that “like all frontiers, the decidua is likely to be a flashpoint
for trouble,” yet asking if spiral remodelling at the fetal-maternal interface is perhaps
really a “peaceful collaboration, and not a warzone.” 21 This presentation evinces that
fetal-maternal interfacing and fetal-maternal conflict are contemporary, contested
concepts in placenta science, perhaps ripe for new theorizations predicated on intraaction. Another presenter asked the very same question that I asked in Chapter 4: “where
is the extended maternofetal interface” if, for example, trophoblast cells can be found in
women’s lungs? The presentation indicates that some placenta scientists also find the
fetal-maternal interface to be an unsatisfactory concept; this may open an entry point into
transdisciplinary discussions about theorizing placentations.

21

My observations of this 2013 IFPA conference are not included in the data I analyzed for this study
because the conference occurred after I had completed data collection. That being said, during the
conference, I was still covered by institutional research board ethics approval to collect data for this study.
As such, I am including it here in the conclusion as a way of reflecting upon the significance of this
dissertation for ongoing issues in placenta science. All quotations in this paragraph are words that were said
by attendees verbatim, which I wrote down like field notes in my journal as I had done in previous years.
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A workshop on the perfusion apparatus explored in Chapter 5 discussed the
continued utility of perfusion and its many applications. One panellist explained that her
perfusion studies on how malarial parasites infect placentas are leading to the
development of a vaccine that would be given to women before they become pregnant.
This affirms that perfusion is part of the articulation of pregnant women as patients, but
also points to an interesting temporal entanglement of pre-pregnancy and pregnancy for
maternal and fetal outcomes that can be a point of further agential realist research.
At another workshop on building tissue-sharing networks, one clinician shared
her “trick” for obtaining consent to take the placentas for scientific purposes from women
whom had already expressed a desire to take them home: reminding them of the countless
women and children who could be helped if only they would donate them, and offering to
take and email pictures of the organ. Others in the workshop laughed and nodded their
heads in seeming agreement with her frustration with these women. Another attendee
shared her displeasure at having to “fight off the mother who wants to eat it [the placenta]
or bury it.” This affirmed my findings, discussed in the previous chapter, regarding some
placenta scientists’ views of cultural valuations of placentas. However, I was heartened to
later be approached by two others in attendance who were uncomfortable with the
attitude of these attendees regarding informed consent and coercion, showing me yet
another path towards future discussions about cross cultural bioethics.
I also learned many new things about placentas, placenta science, and placenta
scientists, and was starkly reminded that the work done in this dissertation contributes
just a small part to understanding placentations. I was reminded that many talented and
passionate people study placentations and among them are potential allies for this
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naturalculturalist project. In this dissertation, I focus on the opportunities that studying
science and scientists provides for pursuing meaningful integration of scientific and
social scientific ways of knowing, knowledge, ethics, and politics. In other words, I aim
to demonstrate in this dissertation that diffractive methodology is also a means of
pursuing transdisciplinary programs of research.

Transdisciplinary Futures
In response to the growing recognition that the world’s most pressing problems do
not seem to be addressable in conventional disciplinary terms, transdisciplinarity has
gained momentum in academia (Songca, 2006). Nicolescu defines transdisciplinarity as
concerning “that which is at once between the disciplines, across the different disciplines,
and beyond all disciplines” (2008: 2, emphasis added) to which Songca (2006) adds
“outside” disciplines, while for Flinterman, it is an approach that creates “integral
knowledge” which “is characterized by its stronger orientation toward public perspectives
and its problem-solving capability” (2001: 258). In other words, transdisciplinarity exists
in the spaces that are not currently occupied by disciplines, that cannot be exhausted by
any one discipline alone, or that cannot be filled by the coexistence of disciplines. Rather,
the spaces become ascertained by the mutual transformation of disciplines in their
encounters. Transdisciplinarity is the integration of various and sometimes disparate
academic disciplines, both in terms of their content and methods towards, the production
of knowledge and the development of interventions which are more attentive, responsive,
and rounded than monodisciplinary approaches (Canning, Hird, and Smith, 2010;
Flinterman et al., 2001; Max-Neef, 2005; McMichael, 2000; Songca, 2006; Barad, 2007).
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The academic disciplines are communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) that
emerge from particular histories. Various pursuits in the production of knowledge once
undertaken as one field are now more finely articulated in other disciplines. New
disciplines have been created while others have faded away, and disciplinary objects of
study emerge only to be later reconceived or totally disappear (see Daston, 2000). The
disciplines serve structural, bureaucratic, and organizational purposes, making careers,
journals, programs, schools, institutes, and departments to which people can
meaningfully contribute. They serve the production of knowledge by dividing up
phenomena into manageable, heuristic categories of objects of study and by creating
diverse niches in approach, methodology, analysis, ethics, and politics, covering wide
ground and multiplying the potential contribution of academia to new knowledge. The
divisions between disciplines are fluid and permeable to varying degrees: individuals or
groups may navigate them more freely, while others stay more firmly on the terrain
claimed by one discipline. The terrains may overlap and thus inform each other, much
like sociology informs cultural studies or immunology informs pathology, or run parallel
and inform each other little. Researchers from different disciplines frequently collaborate.
Often this occurs within “translational” projects (Canadian Institutes of Health Research,
2011; Lenfant, 2003; National Institutes of Health Research, 2011) that keep disciplinary
structures intact in hierarchical relationships (Max-Neef, 2005). Max-Neef (2005)
describes these hierarchical levels: the empirical level addresses “what exists,” the
pragmatic, “what we are capable of doing,” the normative (i.e. politics), “what we want
to do,” and the value (i.e. ethics), “what we should do” (2005: 7-8). For example, basic
scientists are often compelled by funding bodies to outline the clinical applications and
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socioeconomic objectives (SEOs) of their projects, the fulfillment of which requires
collaborations with experts from other disciplines who possess the knowledge and
networks required. In such cases, basic science would fall in the empirical level,
subsumed by the pragmatic level occupied by clinical science; these may then be
subsumed by the normative level of health and funding policy. In projects such as these,
collaborators maintain their own epistemological, ontological, and methodological
commitments, but mobilize the knowledges produced by other disciplines (Flinterman et
al., 2001), what Canning, Hird, and Smith (2010: 145) call an “add-and-stir approach.” In
other words, collaborations may be limited to the exchange of readymade knowledge.
But I am not so interested in these approaches which “‘bridge’ the humanities and
natural sciences” (Barad, 2007: 93), which may be called inter- or multidisciplinary.
Nicolescu writes:
multidisciplinarity brings a plus to the discipline in question… but we must
remember that this ‘plus’ is always in the exclusive service of the home
discipline. In other words, the multidisciplinary approach overflows disciplinary
boundaries while its goal remains limited to the framework of disciplinary
research. (2008: 2)

While inter- and multidisciplinary approaches can be highly productive, when an object
of study is viewed from hierarchically-organized or ‘separate but equal’ perspectives, the
complexity and nuance of disciplinary knowledge is neither appraised nor mobilized
between disciplines. For example, social scientists borrow concepts and make analogies
of scientific knowledge to produce new ways of formulating the social world; yet some of
these borrowings are resoundingly discredited among scientific communities, as in the
infamous Sokal Hoax (Sokal, 2000), for leaving too many “tailings” behind when
“separate[ing] what is conceptual in science from what is aconceptual” (Mackenzie and
Murphie, 2008: 189).
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There is little in the way of advice in the literature on how to “do”
transdisciplinarity. Indeed, Morgan suggests that transdisciplinarity “addresses the
sensation of a void, in contrast to the conforming unity of knowledge in former times
when the dialogue of specialists was structured and articulated around a common concept
of man [sic]” (2000: 38). What lies in this void – between, across, beyond, and outside
disciplines – is potentiality. In this way, the best means of pursuing transdisciplinarity
will emerge in context. Barad explains that “entanglements are highly specific
configurations and it is very hard work building apparatuses to study them, in part
because they change with each intra-action” (2007: 74). To ascertain this potentiality
requires intentional and interventionist movements that are motivated by a commitment
in research. In this way, I figure transdisciplinarity as a form of action research: a
political project of collaboration with the purpose of creating change. Montuori writes:
the project of transdisciplinarity is an emancipatory one. It provides us with a
way of thinking and a way of organizing knowledge and informing action that
can assist us in tackling the complexity of the world, while at the same time
inviting us to come to grips with the role of the inquirer in the process of
inquiry… [B]ecause transdisciplinarity… clearly recognizes the role of values in
inquiry, rather than attempting to suppress or ‘bracket’ them, it engages the
inquirer as an active, ethical participant in world affairs. (2008: ix)

This dissertation is an exercise in transdisciplinarity: from study design to data
collection to analysis and write-up, I attempt to meaningfully engage disciplinary
boundaries and assess the outcomes of so doing. Importantly, like Barad, I seek to not
only study science, but to make “a constructive contribution” (2007: 36) to placenta
science by considering scientific practice and scientific insights and diffracting them,
aided by social scientific practices and insights, back upon themselves. For example, I
advance fetal-maternal intra-action as a theory of placentation attentive to fine details of
science but one that disables the escape of anyone – scientist, myself, others – from
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responsibility as the “prior ethical relation of ‘having-the-other-in-one’s skin’” (Barad,
2007: 392). This insight enables me to analyze and challenge some of the laboratory and
hospital practices that make differences for how placentas are understood and used in
science and medicine, to ask whether they might be understood better and used better,
and to prompt recognition of the necessity of continuing to ask these questions.
There are many differences that might be made with new research endeavours
informed by this dissertation. I want to think more about how nonhuman animals
participate in placentations. Much like in vitro models, animal models are extensively
employed in placenta science. How do animals placentate? In particular, I think this line
of research would more profoundly undermine the human/nonhuman duality than I
achieve here, particularly when I consider the various ways in which animals participate
in the production of knowledge about human placentas. More research on non-scientist
perspectives of placentas and placental donation is needed, for reasons raised in the
previous chapter. This would be one operationalization of the notion of responsibility.
This dissertation does not extensively address engineering of placental tissues and cells,
therapeutic or industrial uses of placentas, or patient/user experiences of such
technologies. Studies of such topics would delve deeper into the various differences
placentas make in the ongoing articulation of beings and worlds.
This dissertation also does not extensively elaborate the differences made
of/by/for fathers or families in placentations. Cultural and legal definitions and
configurations of families and familial relationships are always changing (Krull, 2011),
and new reproductive technologies are being developed. Pursuing this line of research
would make a difference for the questions I raised about women’s role and responsibility
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in pregnancy, and would fundamentally complicate the notion of fetal-maternal intraaction. Should it properly be construed as fetal-maternal-placental-paternal intra-action?
This gives me pause to consider what more I want to think through regarding
agential realism. Does the theory fall victim to the fallacy of infinite regress? Infinite
regress is often explained with the following anecdote, here told by Isabelle Stengers:
one day when the philosopher William James, who had a liking for scientific
popularization, had just finished explaining in a small American town how the
earth revolved around the sun, he saw, according to the anecdote, an elderly lady
approaching him with a determined look. Apparently, she strongly disagreed,
expressing herself in the following terms: no, the earth does not move, because,
as is well known, it sits on the back of a turtle. James decided to be polite and
asked what, according to this hypothesis, the turtle rested on. The old lady
replied without hesitating: ‘But on another turtle, of course.’ And James
persisted: ‘But what does the second turtle rest on’ Then, so the story goes, the
old lady triumphantly exclaimed: “It’s no use, Mr. James, it’s turtles all the way
down.’ (1997: 61)

Is there anything prior to intra-actions? Is ‘intra-actions all the way down’ a satisfying
ontology for the entire universe? According to my reading of Meeting the Universe
Halfway (2007), it is the case that Barad accepts this kind of infinite regress as
ontological. This universe never “sits still” (Barad, 2007: 170). Barad uses poetic
language to address this dynamism:
intra-acting responsibly as part of the world means taking account of the
entangled phenomena that are intrinsic to the world’s vitality and being
responsive to the possibilities that might help us and it flourish. Meeting each
moment, being alive to the possibilities of becoming, is an ethical call, an
invitation that is written into the very matter of all being and becoming. (2007:
396)

I think there is still a lot of philosophical, analytic, and empirical labour left to do to
consider whether the universe lives up to expectations about its being comprised of intraactions all the way down. I think acknowledging this is, in fact, what agential realism is
all about. That being said, this dissertation substantiates that intra-action deftly describes
what placentas are, what they do, and how they come into being with their messmates.
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I do not regret that my entanglement in the discipline of sociology has influenced
what I am able to do and say regarding placentations, because I ultimately seek to push
the boundaries of what it means to be a sociologist. According to Haraway, “the point is,
in short, to make a difference – however modestly, however partially, however much
without either narrative or scientific guarantees” (1994: 62). A sociologist entering a
scientific laboratory is a transdisciplinary practice that simultaneously brings interests
together, finds what already lies between, creates the in-between anew, and rustles up
some problems. It is no coincidence that this is also what placentas can do.(; Butler, 1999
[1990])
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Combined Letter of Information and Consent Form for Interviews
Project title: Laboratory Lives of Afterbirths: Placentas as Working Objects of
Study
Researcher: Rebecca Scott [Yoshizawa], PhD Candidate, Department of
Sociology, Queen’s University
Sponsorship: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
Purpose
The aim of this project is to sustain a sociological engagement with the
placenta as a scientific object of study. The purpose of this study is to gain
an understanding of what motivates study of the placenta, how studies on
the placenta are conducted, how findings are interpreted, and how
findings are disseminated and employed in other research and health
contexts. You are being asked to participate in a semi-structured
interview. I will ask you about your interest, expertise, and experience in
scientific research on the placenta, as well as your opinions regarding the
past and current trends in placental research related to your specific area
of study. The interview should take no longer than an hour and a half
(1.5hrs) and there will be no follow-up studies.
Risks of the Study
During the course of the interview, information about your scientific
practice, laboratory, or findings may be revealed to me that you do not
want shared or published. You can minimize this risk by reviewing the
transcript of your interview sent to you by me and requesting that portions
or all of the transcripts be erased and not included in the study. You may
also withdraw from the study completely, and any data obtained from you
will be erased and not used in the study. I may examine publicly-available
publications that you have authored or co-authored. You may choose, by
indicating below, to allow me to directly cite these publications. In order to
protect the anonymity of all co-authors, I will only directly cite co-authored
publications if all of the co-authors agree to have their published works
directly cited. If you choose, by checking the appropriate box below, to
allow me to directly cite these publications, this may compromise your
anonymity in the study. You can minimize this risk by declining to allow me
to directly cite your publications.
Benefits of the Study
You may not benefit directly from this study. However, your participation
may contribute to transdisciplinary, scientific, and social scientific
knowledge.
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Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal
Participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw at any time. You are
not obliged to answer any questions that you find objectionable or which
make you feel uncomfortable. Your signature below indicates that you
understand that your participation is voluntary and that you are free to
withdraw at any time.
Recording Device
With your permission, an audio recording device will be used. If you do not
give permission for an audio recording device to be used during your
interview, I will take handwritten notes.
Confidentiality and Anonymity
Your identity will be kept confidential in this study. You will be assigned a
pseudonym in my dissertation, all publications, and presentations that
arise from this study. I will ask questions related to your scientific practice,
experience and expertise; I will not ask about or record personal
information that is irrelevant to your scientific practice. Interview transcripts
will be stored on a password-protected computer or on hardcopy in a
locked cabinet in a locked office at Queen’s University. This data will be
deleted or shredded after a period of 7 years. Only I will have access to
this data. In order to protect their privacy, please do not disclose to
anyone that other members of your laboratory are participating in this
study. If you choose to allow me to directly cite publications that you have
authored or co-authored, be aware this may compromise your anonymity
in the study. Your signature below indicates that you understand these
provisions around confidentiality and anonymity.
Presentation of Findings
The results of this study will be published in a PhD dissertation, presented
at conferences and published in academic journals or books. There are no
foreseeable secondary uses of the data.
Questions about the Study
Your signature below indicates that you are aware that you may contact
the principal investigator, the faculty supervisor, the department head, or
the General Research Ethics Board if you have any questions, concerns
or complaints about the research procedures.
Principal investigator
Rebecca Scott

Faculty Supervisor
Dr. Myra Hird
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D416 Macintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
7rjs@queensu.ca

D431Mackintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
hirdm@queensu.ca
613-533-2162

Department Head
Dr. Vince Sacco
D525 Macintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
saccov@queensu.ca
613-533-6000 ext 74492

General Research Ethics Board
Chair
Dr. Joan Stevenson
613-533-6081
chair.GREB@queensu.ca

This study has been granted clearance according to the recommended
principles of Canadian and Queen’s Guidelines.
Your signature below indicates that you have read this Letter of
Information and have had any questions answered to your satisfaction.
Please keep a copy of the letter of information for your records.
Name: ___________________________
Date: ____________________________
Signature: ________________________
By initialing this statement below,
____ I am granting permission for the researcher to use an audio recording
device.
By initialing this statement below,
____ I am granting permission for the researcher to directly cite any publiclyavailable publications I have authored or co-authored.
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Combined Letter of Information and Consent Form for Principle
Investigators
Project title: Laboratory Lives of Afterbirths: Placentas as Working Objects of
Study
Researcher: Rebecca Scott, PhD Candidate, Department of Sociology,
Queen’s University
Sponsorship: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
Purpose
The aim of this project is to sustain a sociological engagement with the
placenta as a scientific object of study. The purpose of this study is to gain
an understanding of what motivates study of the placenta, how studies on
the placenta are conducted, how findings are interpreted, and how
findings are disseminated and employed in other research and health
contexts. I, Rebecca Scott, the researcher of this study, will be
accompanying members of your laboratory who have agreed to participate
in the study, including graduate students and laboratory technicians, as
they go about their work in the laboratory. I will be observing them, asking
them questions, and taking notes, taking great care to disrupt their work
as little as possible. This observation will occur over a time period agreed
upon beforehand by you, members of your laboratory, and myself.
Risks of the Study
During the course of observations, information about participants’ scientific
practice, laboratory, or findings may be revealed to me that participants do
not want shared or published. Participants can minimize this risk by
reviewing the transcript of observational notes sent to them by me after
the observations are complete and requesting that portions or all of the
transcripts be erased and not included in the study. They may also
withdraw from the study completely, and any data obtained from them will
be erased. I may examine publicly-available publications that you have
authored or co-authored. You may choose, by indicating below, to allow
me to directly cite these publications. In order to protect the anonymity of
all co-authors, I will only directly cite co-authored publications if all of the
co-authors agree to have their published works directly cited. If you
choose, by checking the appropriate box below, to allow me to directly cite
these publications, this may compromise your anonymity in the study. You
can minimize this risk by declining to allow me to directly cite your
publications.
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Ethical and Safety Procedures
By agreeing to allow me to conduct observations in your laboratory, you
are asserting that you or other members have obtained all permissions
required to conduct research, including university-level ethics clearance,
animal care clearance, and/or clearance to use human tissues in
research, as well as any training necessary to conduct research in a safe
manner. By allowing me to observe your laboratory, you are asserting that
members of your laboratory follow ethical and safe procedures in
conducting their studies.
Benefits of the Study
You and members of your laboratory may not benefit directly from this
study. However, participation may contribute to transdisciplinary, scientific,
and social scientific knowledge.
Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal
Participation is voluntary and participants are free to withdraw at any time.
They are not obliged to answer any questions that they find objectionable
or which make them feel uncomfortable.
Recording Device
The researcher will take hand-written notes during observation.
Confidentiality and Anonymity
The identities of members of your laboratory will be kept confidential in
this study. They will be assigned a pseudonym in my dissertation, all
publications, and presentations that arise from this study. I will make
observations related to their scientific practice, experience and expertise; I
will not seek out or record personal information that is irrelevant to their
scientific practice. Observational notes will be stored on a passwordprotected computer or on hardcopy in a locked cabinet in a locked office at
Queen’s University. This data will be deleted or shredded after a period of
7 years. Only the researcher will have access to this data. In order to
protect their privacy, please do not disclose to anyone that members of
your laboratory are participating in this study. Your signature below
indicates that you understand these provisions around confidentiality and
anonymity.
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Presentation of Findings
The results of this study will be published in a PhD dissertation, presented
at conferences and published in academic journals or books. There are no
foreseeable secondary uses of the data.
Questions about the Study
Your signature below indicates that you are aware that you may contact
the principal investigator, the faculty supervisor, the department head, or
the General Research Ethics Board if you have any questions, concerns
or complaints about the research procedures.
Principal investigator
Rebecca Scott
D416 Macintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
7rjs@queensu.ca

Faculty Supervisor
Dr. Myra Hird
D431Mackintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
hirdm@queensu.ca
613-533-2162

Department Head
Dr. Vince Sacco
D525 Macintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
saccov@queensu.ca
613-533-6000 ext 74492

General Research Ethics Board
Chair
Dr. Joan Stevenson
613-533-6081
chair.GREB@queensu.ca

This study has been granted clearance according to the recommended
principles of Canadian and Queen’s Guidelines.
Your signature below indicates that you have read this Letter of
Information and have had any questions answered to your satisfaction.
Please keep a copy of the letter of information for your records.
Name: ___________________________
Date: ____________________________
Signature: ________________________
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By initialing this statement below,
____ I am granting permission for the researcher to directly cite any publiclyavailable publications I have authored or co-authored.
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Combined Letter of Information and Consent Form for Observations
Project title: Laboratory Lives of Afterbirths: Placentas as Working Objects of
Study
Researcher: Rebecca Scott, PhD Candidate, Department of Sociology,
Queen’s University
Sponsorship: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
Purpose
The aim of this project is to sustain a sociological engagement with the
placenta as a scientific object of study. The purpose of this study is to gain
an understanding of what motivates study of the placenta, how studies on
the placenta are conducted, how findings are interpreted, and how
findings are disseminated and employed in other research and health
contexts. I will be accompanying you, observing you, asking you questions
about what you are doing and why you are doing it, and taking notes as
you go about your work in the laboratory, taking great care to disrupt your
work as little as possible. This observation will occur over a time period
agreed upon beforehand by you, your supervisor or laboratory head, and
myself.
Risks of the Study
During the course of observations, information about your scientific
practice, laboratory, or findings may be revealed to me that you do not
want shared or published. You can minimize this risk by reviewing the
transcript of observational notes sent to you by me after the observations
are complete and requesting that portions or all of the transcripts be
erased and not included in the study. You may also withdraw from the
study completely, and any data obtained from you will be erased and not
used in the study. I may examine publicly-available publications that you
have authored or co-authored. You may choose, by indicating below, to
allow me to directly cite these publications. In order to protect the
anonymity of all co-authors, I will only directly cite co-authored
publications if all of the co-authors agree to have their published works
directly cited. If you choose, by checking the appropriate box below, to
allow me to directly cite these publications, this may compromise your
anonymity in the study. You can minimize this risk by declining to allow me
to directly cite your publications.
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Benefits of the Study
You may not benefit directly from this study. However, your participation
may contribute to transdisciplinary, scientific, and social scientific
knowledge.
Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal
Participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw at any time. You are
not obliged to answer any questions that you find objectionable or which
make you feel uncomfortable. Your signature below indicates that you
understand that your participation is voluntary and that you are free to
withdraw at any time.
Recording Devices.
I will take handwritten notes.
Confidentiality and Anonymity
Your identity will be kept confidential in this study. You will be assigned a
pseudonym in my dissertation, all publications, and presentations that
arise from this study. I will make observations related to your scientific
practice, experience and expertise; I will not seek out or record personal
information that is irrelevant to your scientific practice. Observational notes
will be stored on a password-protected computer or on hardcopy in a
locked cabinet in a locked office at Queen’s University. This data will be
deleted or shredded after a period of 7 years. Only I will have access to
this data. In order to protect their privacy, please do not disclose to
anyone that other members of your laboratory are participating in this
study. If you choose to allow me to directly cite publications that you have
authored or co-authored, be aware this may compromise your anonymity
in the study. Your signature below indicates that you understand these
provisions around confidentiality and anonymity.
Presentation of Findings
The results of this study will be published in a PhD dissertation, presented
at conferences and published in academic journals or books. There are no
foreseeable secondary uses of the data.
Questions about the Study
Your signature below indicates that you are aware that you may contact
the principal investigator, the faculty supervisor, the department head, or
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the General Research Ethics Board if you have any questions, concerns
or complaints about the research procedures.
Principal investigator
Rebecca Scott
D416 Macintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
7rjs@queensu.ca

Faculty Supervisor
Dr. Myra Hird
D431Mackintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
hirdm@queensu.ca
613-533-2162

Department Head
Dr. Vince Sacco
D525 Macintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
saccov@queensu.ca
613-533-6000 ext 74492

General Research Ethics Board
Chair
Dr. Joan Stevenson
613-533-6081
chair.GREB@queensu.ca

This study has been granted clearance according to the recommended
principles of Canadian and Queen’s Guidelines.
Your signature below indicates that you have read this Letter of
Information and have had any questions answered to your satisfaction.
Please keep a copy of the letter of information for your records.
Name: ___________________________
Date: ____________________________
Signature: ________________________
By initialing this statement below,
____ I am granting permission for the researcher to directly cite publicly-available
publications that I have authored or co-authored.
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Transcript Approval Form
Project title: Laboratory Lives of Afterbirths: Placentas as Working Objects of
Study
Researcher: Rebecca Scott, PhD Candidate, Department of Sociology,
Queen’s University
Sponsorship: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
Your Transcripts
Thank you for participating in this study. During the course of interviews or
observations, information about your scientific practice, laboratory, or
findings may been revealed to revealed to me that you do not want shared
or published. You can minimize this risk by reviewing the transcript of your
participation in the study that I have sent you and requesting that portions
or all of the transcripts be erased and not included in the study. Please
use a pen to cross off any parts of the transcript you do not want included
in the study. You may also withdraw from the study completely, and any
data obtained from you will be erased and not used in the study.
Presentation of Findings
The results of this study will be published in a PhD dissertation, presented
at conferences and published in academic journals or books. There are no
foreseeable secondary uses of the data.
Questions about the Study
Your signature below indicates that you are aware that you may contact
the principal investigator, the faculty supervisor, the department head, or
the General Research Ethics Board if you have any questions, concerns
or complaints about the research procedures.
Principal investigator
Rebecca Scott
D416 Macintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
7rjs@queensu.ca

Faculty Supervisor
Dr. Myra Hird
D431Mackintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
hirdm@queensu.ca
613-533-2162

Department Head
Dr. Vince Sacco
D525 Macintosh-Corry Hall
Queen’s University

General Research Ethics Board
Chair
Dr. Joan Stevenson
613-533-6081
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Kingston, ON
K7L 3N6
saccov@queensu.ca
613-533-6000 ext 74492

chair.GREB@queensu.ca

This study has been granted clearance according to the recommended
principles of Canadian and Queen’s Guidelines.
Your signature below indicates that you approve of the transcripts that
have resulted from your participation in the study.
Name: ___________________________
Date: ____________________________
Signature: ________________________
By initializing the statement below,
____ I am granting permission for the researcher to directly cite publicly-available
publications that I have authored or co-authored.
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Appendix II: Interview Guide
Each participant’s background and scientific contribution was researched using publicly
available, online information. Except when time did not permit, every participant was
asked questions 1-13. Other custom questions were developed for every participant.
Questions 14-25 below are a sample guide developed for a participant with expertise in
placental cell lines.

Interview Questions
General
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is your current and past involvement in placental research?
What circumstances lead you to do this research?
What intellectual interests lead you to this research?
What kinds of placental research have been most common and why?
What were some important innovations in placental research in the past?
a. What developments spurred those innovations?
6. To what degree and by whom has your research been supported?
a. Conversely to what degree and why have you met barriers?
7. What ethical barriers are there to placental research?
8. What practical barriers are there to placental research? Other barriers?
9. What kinds of placental research have received the most attention in the media
and from the public and why?
10. What research topics surrounding placentas do you think need more attention
today?
11. What topics could be informed by placental research but are not currently being
studied?
a. Why do you think they are not being studied?
12. What are some current innovations in placental research?
a. What has spurred them?
13. Do you have anything else you would like to tell me?

Specific
14. What lead you to the idea of developing the cell line?
15. Describe the course of research that led to the development of the cell line.
a. What barriers practical barriers did you encounter?
i. In terms of techniques or materials?
ii. From the trophoblast themselves?
b. What ethical barriers did you encounter?
c. What other barriers did you encounter?
16. Describe the process you developed to generate the cell line.
17. Describe the process by which you share the cell line with other researchers.
18. What kinds of research have been made possible by the cell line?
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19. What kinds of researchers are interested in it?
20. What kinds of research are best suited to the cell line?
21. What kinds of research are not suited?
22. Have researchers ineffectively used this model?
d. Why do you think the model was inappropriate?
23. Under what circumstances is the cell line a good model for in vitro trophoblast
behaviour?
24. How do you think this research has been received by the scientific community?
The public at large?
25. Is there anything else you would like to tell me?
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Appendix III: Study Participants
Participant
Number

Interview (I),
Observation (O),
or Both (B)

P1

I

P2

O

P3

O

P4

I

P5

I

P6

I

P7

I

P8

I

P9

I

P10

I

P11

B

P12

I

P13

I

P14

I

P15

I

P16

I

P17

Academic
Level

Location

Senior
Researcher

Europe

Student

North
America
North
America
North
America
North
America
South
America
Europe

Student
Mid-career
researcher
Senior
Researcher
Mid-career
researcher
Senior
researcher
Senior
researcher
Senior
researcher

North
America
South
America

Student

North
America
North
America
Europe

Laboratory
technician
Mid-career
researcher
Senior
researcher

South
America
Europe

I

Senior
researcher
Senior
researcher
Senior
researcher
Senior
researcher

P18

I

Senior
researcher

North
America

P19

I

Oceania

P20

I

Mid-career
researcher
Senior
researcher

P21
P22
P23
P24

I
I
B
B

Student
Student
Student
Student

Oceania
Oceania
Oceania
Oceania

North
America
Oceania
Oceania

Oceania
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Academic and Professional Expertise
Comparative placentation; journal editorship;
administrative and governance involvement in
key organizations
Inflammation in pregnancy; animal models
Inflammation in pregnancy; animal models
Immunology
Parturition; journal editorship; administrative and
governance involvement in key organizations
Animal models
Early placental development; journal editorship;
administrative and governance involvement in
key organizations
PE, another non-pregnancy related disease, cell
cultures
Specialized uterine immunology; administrative
and governance involvement in key
organizations
Angiogenesis
Works for a PE researcher
Toxicology, allergy
Genetics, recurrent pregnancy loss, immunology;
administrative and governance involvement in
key organizations
PE; journal editorship; administrative and
governance involvement in key organizations
Molecular biology; administrative and
governance involvement in key organizations
Animal models; fetal programming
Clinical translation of research, vitamins in
pregnancy, epigenetics; administrative and
governance involvement in key organizations
Immunology; administrative and governance
involvement in key organizations; student
training
Histology, asthma
Fetal programming, asthma; administrative and
governance involvement in key organizations;
journal editorship
Fetal programming
Trophoblast invasion
Genetics
Vitamins in pregnancy, animal models

Participant
Number

Interview (I),
Observation (O),
or Both (B)

P25

I

P26
P27
P28
P29

O
B
B
O

P30

B

P31

I

Academic
Level
Early career
researcher
Student
Midwife
Student
Student
Research
coordinator
Senior
researcher,
clinician

Location

Academic and Professional Expertise

Oceania

Clinical applications, genetics

Oceania
Oceania
Oceania
Oceania
North
America
North
America

Histology
Clinical research
Fetal programming, genetics
Cell culture
Clinical research
PE, clinical research

Note: Participants are numbered according to the order of their participation. Descriptions are minimal in
order to protect anonymity.
- Interviewees = 27. Interviews ranged from 30 to 120 minutes.
- Observations = 10 scientists at 4 laboratories in 2 countries.
- Total sample includes scientists from 10 different countries.
- Senior researchers = 13, Mid-career researchers = 4, Early career researchers = 1, Students = 10, Others =
3
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Appendix IV: Codebook and Code Frequencies
Group

Animals

Ethical Issues

Modelling

Motivation to do Science

Scientific Observations and
Knowledge

Code
animal ethics*
animal models*
animal research
animal tissue collection or use
evolution and natural history
human hierarchy; humanism
personal view of animals
abortions and using aborted material
anonymity
doing research on humans as research
subjects
informed consent and consent
right to participate in science
views of ethics on using human tissues
animal ethics*
animal models*
Cell culture; cell lines; tissue culture
models
altruism
career path
challenge
creativity
curiosity or finding things out; desire to
know
does not identify self as placentologist
fascinating
finding something or discovering
fun
general link to bigger picture
not wanting to be in the clinic
potential therapy or application
technical mastery
working with others
biohazard
cancer
DOHaD and Barker Hypothesis
epigenetics
explants
genetics
immunology
infertility and fertility
lifestyle, diet, and smoking
miscarriage
obesity
preeclampsia
pregnancy disease and complications
preterm birth
relationship between mother,
conceptus, and father
stem cells
stress
tissue collection
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Frequency
21
43
4
7
22
7
16
16
3
11
20
2
20
21
43
20
10
13
28
6
5
23
7
28
11
9
13
9
13
1
6
3
32
32
4
3
39
46
14
15
13
10
43
32
12
37
6
12
1

Scientific Observations and
Knowledge Cont’d

Science Studies Concepts

Sociality of Science

Transdiscipline

Views of Placentas

trophoblast
vascular; spiral arteries; blood flow
oxygen and hypoxia
actant; feeling for the organism;
anthropomorphism
complexity
historicity; time; past and future of
knowledge or technique
knowledge controversy; conceptual
problems; assumptions
negative results; tinkering; results and
methodology
philosophy of science
public understandings of science and
pregnancy
uncertainty; indeterminacy
working object
art and literature
barriers
biobanking and tissue sharing
commercialization
ego
finding the field
funding; budgets; grants; grant writing
institutional and group culture
mentoring
peer review
personal experience
publishing and journals
religion
scientific collaboration
social structural or political
commentary
story and retrospective reformulation;
readymade science
caring about my study
transdisciplinarity
transdisciplinary moment
when they ask me questions
use and relevance of placenta in other
fields
abjection
cultural views of placenta
people don’t know about or appreciate
the placenta
placentophagy and eating
placenta is/is not special
Waste; garbage; throwing out

42
20
7
11
34
19
29
21
28
12
14
9
29
8
12
8
19
66
11
20
10
10
26
11
30
19
22
9
27
41
5
8
3
17
6
26
23
34

*Codes appear in more than one group but refer to the same coded excerpts
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